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Capacity planning is an important activity in computing for optimising re-
source usage while avoiding performance degradation. The demand for com-
puting resources is triggered by application workloads running on virtual
or physical machines. With today’s technology, resource scalability can be
achieved through server virtualisation, by having scalable virtual machines
running on a physical server. However, these scalable virtual resources run on
limited physical resources, especially in small to medium scale data centres.
The management of virtual and physical resources impacts upon applica-
tion performance and introduces a cost for all parties. There is a need to
measure the virtual and physical resource requirements in facilitating cost-
effective capacity planning. This research identifies three main management
phases for a capacity planning process for a data centre implementing server
virtualisation: capturing application workloads, managing virtual resources
and managing physical resources. This research proposes an approach that
leverages domain specific modelling and model transformation to estimate
resource requirements based on predicted application workloads for certain
time periods. Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) was utilised to automate
the identified process. A transparent, automated and repeatable MDE pro-
cess for generating predictions for resource usage from workload models and
sets of Domain Specific Modelling Languages (DSMLs) that allow resource
and workloads logs as well as predicted workloads to be precisely captured
using models were designed, implemented and evaluated with case studies.
The MDE process exploits model transformation, comparison and merging,
is modularised so that it can be configured for different kinds of capacity
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A data centre is a central computing repository for storage, telecommunica-
tions and other associated components. Studies show that server utilisation
in real world data centres is estimated between 5% and 20% [7, 8]. In addi-
tion, servers are rarely completely idle and only reach 10% to 50% of their
maximum utilisation level [10]. These show that servers in real data centres
are underutilised. However, underutilised servers still consume a great deal
of electricity when idle [18, 75]. Furthermore, additional energy is needed for
cooling the heat produced by the underutilised servers.
Running a data centre can be very expensive. Cost-effective data centre man-
agement by implementing virtualisation and server consolidation are possible
solutions to maximise server utilisation [75]. Server virtualisation reduces the
number of physical servers by having several virtual machines running on a
single server. Intelligent resource management reduces the power consump-
tion in data centres by having fewer servers and, as such, require less cooling.
Implementing server virtualisation separates the computing resources in a
data centre into physical and virtual resources. Virtual resources are com-
pletely isolated server installations within a normal physical server. These
work like real standalone servers, while in reality they still share the phys-
ical resources of the hosting server; such architectures make use of virtual
machines (VMs). In addition to reducing cost by minimising the number
of servers, virtualisation also has other advantages. The VMs can be mi-
grated to another physical server and mirrored as often as needed for multi-
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processing. Usually, VMs are also called instances or guest machines, and
they are scalable. To optimize physical server utilisation, VMs are allocated
to physical servers based on the workload pattern stated in the Service Level
Agreement (SLAs) [35]. Even though VMs are scalable, they need to be
managed properly to minimise failure on a physical machine [37].
Virtualisation can be used to create multiple virtual data centres within
a physical data centre. Therefore, virtualised environments comprise two
components. The first component is the physical data centre, which is typ-
ically operated by a data centre management team and provides a physical
computing infrastructure. In this work, they are referred to as the phys-
ical infrastructure provider (PiP). The second component is the virtual data
centre, managed by the virtual servers management team, which adminis-
ters the virtual resources in the virtual environments provided by the PiP
and they are referred as the virtual infrastructure provider (ViP). A ViP
usually owns a number of virtual machines running at unknown locations
in physical data centres. Managing these virtual machines is called virtual
data centre management. Physical resources in physical data centres may be
shared by a number of ViPs through the creation of VMs. Virtualisation as
an enabling technology for resource sharing has been commonly adopted in
many computing environments, such as in grid, cluster or cloud computing.
Cloud computing is an approach which aims to minimise costs for both con-
sumers and providers of the services; software, platform and infrastructure.
It employs the concept of utility computing first proposed in 1965 [63].
The focus of this research is on capacity planning for the virtual and phys-
ical data centres which based on application workloads. Capacity planning
is a process of resource management to ensure that sufficient resources are
allocated to satisfy the required level of computing demand [37]. In virtu-
alised environments, two types of capacity planning are conducted. Firstly,
virtual data centre capacity planning defines the VM resource requirements
to the PiP to host the application. This process is performed by the ViP
and strongly depends on the fluctuation of application workloads [21, 37].
Secondly, the physical data centre capacity planning allocates physical re-
sources to virtual machines, based on the VMs’ resource requirements. This
process is performed by the PiP in the physical data centre. It is essential
that there are sufficient resources in virtual and physical data centres. This
can be done by performing effective capacity planning, which will avoid over-
provision of resources whilst at the same time maintaining the required level
of performance.
Operating a physical data centre can be very costly: it requires a suitable
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Figure 1.1: The relationship between parties involved for the management
phases by implementing virtualised environments.
place to house computing equipment, which consumes a substantial amount
of power both in functioning and for cooling. Sufficient physical resources
need to be provided by PiP as required by ViP to create VMs. On the other
hand, the ViP is still responsible for the capacity planning of their virtual
data centre, to ensure the acceptable performance of applications running in
the virtual environments. Techniques such as auto-scaling [27, 54, 86] and
cloning [53, 79] enables VM capacity to be more elastic, which allows the VM
to be resized on demand. These techniques need to be considered in virtual
data centre capacity planning. The elastic virtual machines are created using
limited physical resources. Therefore, there is a need to consolidate virtual
machine demand into the available physical resources as a process in physical
data centre capacity planning.
1.1.1 Capacity Planning in Virtualised Environments
Three management phases can be identified in performing capacity planning
in a virtualised environment; i) application workload management by captur-
ing application workloads and the usage of resources that they have triggered
for resource requirement analysis and estimation of future workloads and re-
source requirements [9, 21, 25, 34, 65, 69], ii) virtual data centre manage-
ment by estimating virtualised resource requirements [4, 21, 25, 28, 55, 69]
and iii) physical data centre management by estimating physical resource
requirements [27, 28, 46, 78]. Figure 1.1 shows the relationship between the
identified phases and the related parties in performing capacity planning by
implementing virtualised environments.
Workloads generated by end users utilise the virtual machine resources in
virtual data centres. The ViP needs to provide sufficient resources with the
correct specifications of virtual machines offered by the PiP. This is to as-
sure the adequate performance of the hosted applications and minimise the
cost by not over-provisioning the resources. Previous work focuses only on a
particular application, while in practice multiple applications act as services
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managed by a ViP. Each application’s workload is different depending on
its behaviour, software design and the technologies it builds on. Moreover,
resource requirements are initiated by application workloads. Capturing re-
source requirement based on the application workloads is required in capacity
planning process.
Existing capacity planning approaches, focus either on estimating VM re-
source requirements based on single application workloads or on managing
physical resources in physical data centres. Abrahao et al. [4], Delimitrou
and Kozyrakis [25], Mark et al. [55], Roy et al. [69] proposed operational
models for capacity planning in virtual data centres. On the other hand,
Dougherty et al. [27], Ejarque et al. [28], Khazaei et al. [46], Sun et al. [78]
proposed cost and operational models for physical data centres. To enable
comprehensive capacity planning and end-to-end traceability of resource re-
quirements, it is important to integrate these phases under a common frame-
work. Integrating application workload, virtual capacity and physical capa-
city management in a unified framework can deliver significant benefits in
terms of automation and traceability. A systematic and transparent process
in performing capacity planning based on known application workloads as-
sists the prediction of future resource requirement in virtual and physical
data centres.
The main computing resources of interest in capacity planning are: CPU,
memory, storage, and bandwidth (incoming and outgoing network) use. Cer-
tain works have combined all those resources as a unit [4, 69] while oth-
ers study only a selected component or a selection of specific components.
Ejarque et al. [28], Tan et al. [80] focus on CPU and memory usage and
Sun et al. [78] include storage in their study. Additionally, Delimitrou and
Kozyrakis [25] explore the combination of four components by extending their
studies to include network resources.
1.1.2 Model Driven Engineering
MDE is a well known approach to software engineering which advocates
constructing precise models using Domain Specific Modelling Languages
(DSMLs). These models are managed using automated tools such as trans-
formation, analysis and validation engines, and model-to-text generator [70].
MDE enables reusability of the DSMLs and model management techniques.
The use of models to represent abstraction of the real world has been widely
practised in many areas of knowledge [45]. To improve understanding of the
concepts within the domain, abstraction is used to reduce their complexity.
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In this work, Domain Specific Modelling (DSM) is utilised to facilitate rigor-
ous specification and automated analysis in the context of capacity planning.
A DSML-based approach to support capacity planning in virtualised envir-
onments is proposed in this thesis. The novelties are:
i. Domain Specific Modelling Languages (DSMLs) that allow workloads
and resources to be precisely captured using models.
ii. A transparent, automated and repeatable MDE process for generating
predictions for resource demand from estimated workload models.
iii. The MDE process, which exploits model transformation, comparison and
merging, is modularised so that it can be configured for different kinds
of capacity planning applications and technical infrastructures.
1.2 Motivation
Current capacity monitoring tools are able to collect, store and display re-
source metrics over time in order to help operators to identify resource usage
patterns. However, this is not always sufficient for virtual environments; re-
source usage patterns need to be associated with the workload that is being
processed at the time to enable better-informed capacity planning. Sets of
DSMLs together with model management techniques are proposed to facil-
itate the capacity planning process. In the domain of interest of this study,
the information required to populate the models can be gathered from logs
recording the workload processed by an application running in a virtualised
environment, and logs recording the resource usage of the VM that hosts the
application. Log analysis is conducted in the initial phase to capture applic-
ation workload with the resource usage and define the workloads estimation
model. Later, capacity planning for virtual and physical data centres can be
performed with a traceable approach based on the workload models and the
relationship between workloads and the resource usage they have triggered.
1.3 Research Scope
This study focuses on the design of DSMLs and model management tech-
niques to facilitate capacity planning in virtualised environments. The scope
of this work is as below:
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i. Capturing the application-specific relationship between application
workload with the resource usage and to define workload estimation.
ii. Estimating virtual resource requirements for predicted workloads for a
defined time period.
The research provides a fully integrated solution for capacity planning process
in virtualised environments using DSM. A number of DSMLs are developed,
implemented and evaluated in order to capture application workloads and
express virtual machine resource requirements. The selection process of vir-
tual machine packages offered by PiP and the integration of the virtual data
centre management phase with the physical data centre management phase
is briefly discussed and suggested as future work.
1.4 Research Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this work is that MDE and DSML techniques can be used
to support modular and reusable capacity planning in virtualised environ-
ments. Capacity planning is a process to ensure that resources in a data
centre are sufficient to support its computational needs. One criteria of ca-
pacity planning is to ensure the infrastructure resources are sufficient with
the demand of workloads. Capacity planning involves estimation of infra-
structure resources such as storage, processors, memory and bandwidth over
a future period. In this work, capacity planning is restricted to the estima-
tion of CPU, memory, incoming network and outgoing network in virtualised
environments that run a single application. A Virtualised environment in
a data centre is implemented to optimised computing resource utilisation
by sharing computing resources. Chapter 2 provides detailed discussion on
capacity planning and virtualisation. In this context:
i. modular means that every step of the capacity planning process is self-
contained and the structure of its expected inputs and outputs is spe-
cified in a rigorous manner;
ii. reusable means that steps/components can be shared between different
capacity planning processes.
DSML enables a high level of abstraction by allowing the specifications being
captured in a modular manner. The details of the specifications are captured
with concrete models conforming to the DSML. The modularity in DSML
enables reusability, where the models and its activities can be utilised to fa-
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cilitate capacity planning of different applications. Model management tech-
niques can be used to manipulate the details captured in the model. These
features of MDE can be utilised to automate a transparent capacity plan-
ning process to estimate the resource requirements based on the predicted
workloads of an application.
Domain specific modelling (DSM) has been adopted in many fields such as
automotive [45], telecommunications [22], transportation [81] and many other
safety-critical systems. There is possibility of utilising MDE in data centre
and, in this work, DSM is utilised in capacity planning to facilitate rigorous
specification and the automated analysis of workloads.
1.5 Research Objectives
In MDE, models are used as core artefacts that drive the entire software
development process. The models represent abstractions of the domain of
interest. These domain-specific models raise the level of abstraction by spe-
cifying the solution in a language that directly uses concepts and rules from
the domain. MDE techniques such as domain-specific modelling, model-to-
model, text-to-model and model-to-text transformation are the MDE fea-
tures utilised in this work. The modularity of those techniques makes the
process in the domain self-contained within models. This also promotes re-
usability, saving effort from repetitive tasks and reducing the semantic gap
between the problem and the implementation.
The use of MDE in capacity planning in virtualised environments raises four
research objectives. The objectives which drive the research are as follows:
i. To identify the capacity planning phases processes in virtualised envir-
onments based on a systematic literature review.
ii. To design systematic and model-based processes with a focus on the
initial capacity planning phases.
iii. To design and implement DSMLs and model management techniques to
support the identified processes.
iv. To evaluate the modularity and reusability of the proposed DSMLs and
model management techniques.
Systematic literature reviews were conducted to explore the domain by identi-
fying the phases involved in performing capacity planning in a virtualised
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environment. A high level framework of capacity planning which includes
the related phases was designed based on the scope of the research. The
literature review defines the concepts to include in a systematic process, cur-
rent practices and the possibility of utilising MDE. Therefore, the literature
review was conducted as the first objective. As the second objective, sys-
tematic processes were designed by further exploring the domain within the
scope. The third objective is to design the DSMLs and model management
techniques as MDE solutions to support the processes identified under the
second objective. The proposed MDE solutions were implemented with se-
lected tools in a virtualised environment as implementation. Case studies
were used to apply the proposed MDE solutions. The fourth objective is
to evaluate the modularity and reusability of the proposed MDE solutions
with an additional case study. The plan for achieving the objectives of this
research is presented as the research methodology in the following section.
1.6 Research Methodology
Experimental and exploratory research methods are applied in performing
this research work. In order to achieve the research goals, nine main steps
were performed. Figure 1.2 shows the research methodology and flow of the
steps.
Figure 1.2: Research Methodology.
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Detailed descriptions of the steps are as follows:
1. A literature review on the history of data centres, virtualisation, re-
source management and capacity planning. In addition, a literature
review on model driven engineering with a focus on domain specific
modelling and model management techniques were also carried out.
2. A framework for capacity planning process in virtualised environment
was developed. At the same time, the hardware and software require-
ments used to facilitate the development, implementation and evalu-
ation of the research work were identified.
3. The infrastructure to perform the experiments for implementation and
evaluation was set-up. The configuration of the infrastructure to log
information regarding the application workloads and resource usage as
input data was performed.
4. In parallel to setting up the infrastructure, design and development of
the DSMLs and the related model management techniques were con-
ducted.
5. A selection of realistic case studies to be used for implementation and
evaluation were identified.
6. Implementation of the developed DSMLs and model management tech-
niques were performed by repeating the experiments with two case
studies.
7. The developed DSMLs and model management techniques were refined.
This process was repeated with several simulations with the selected
case studies to improve the metamodels and the model management
techniques. At the same time, the infrastructure used in this work
was also improved to produce the required logging information. The
applications from the case studies were reconfigured to provide accurate
log information and relevant resource utilisation.
8. The experimental evaluation method was used by applying the pro-
posed MDE solutions with a third case study. Step 7, stated above,
is an initial phase of the experimental evaluation method and is called
the exploratory phase. The system requirements and technical facil-
ities were identified and developed in the exploratory phase. In the
second phase, an evaluation was conducted to measure the reusabil-
ity and modularity of the proposed MDE solutions with an additional
third case study. For the evaluation case study, a resource-intensive vir-
tualised web application was used, which required extending the core
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capacity planning domain-specific languages and transformations. Ad-
ditionally, the extensibility, completeness and prediction capability of
the proposed MDE solution were evaluated.
9. The usefulness of the proposed solution in answering the research goals
was assessed.
The steps in the research methodology are aligned to achieve the research
objectives discussed in Section 1.5. Steps 1 and 2 were conducted to achieve
the first objective. Step 4 was performed to obtain the second objective.
Consequently, steps 3, 5, 6 and 7 were designed to achieve the third objective.
Finally, steps 8 and 9 were implemented to achieve the fourth objective.
1.7 Research Outcomes
The proposed work is aimed at assisting capacity planning managers who
are providing and/or using a virtualised environment to estimate future re-
source requirements in physical and virtual data centres. This is achieved by
integrating three management phases in performing capacity planning in vir-
tualised environments. Sets of DSMLs and model management techniques
are proposed as a traceable and modular solution. It is anticipated that
using DSML models to specify workloads will render capacity management
more flexible, precise and effective. The practicality of using the suggested
approach is measured by using two cases studies during implementation and
evaluated with a third case study.
1.8 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis consists of eight chapters. Chapters 2 and 3 draw
upon the scientific research literature to provide background and motivation
for the research proposal presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses the
design of the DSMLs and model management techniques as MDE solutions
to automate the identified capacity planning processes. The application of
MDE solutions was carried out on two case studies and were demonstrated in
Chapter 6. To further evaluate the practicality and reusability of the MDE
solutions, a third case study was conducted. Chapter 8 concludes this report
and provides directions for future work. A brief description of each chapter
follows:
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1.8.1 Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter provides a comprehensive review of related literature. It covers
the evolution of data centres up to the current paradigm called “cloud com-
puting”. Server virtualisation as a key enabler technology in resource sharing
are discussed. Also, server utilisation and capacity planning in virtualised
environments are presented. The research gap is identified and a possible
solution is outlined.
1.8.2 Chapter 3: Model Driven Engineering
This chapter provides an overview of Model Driven Engineering (MDE) and
DSM. The use of DSMLs and tools related to modelling is discussed. Finally,
the overall review of the chapter is presented with a possible solution for
the research challenges identified in Chapter 2, by utilising model driven
technologies and techniques.
1.8.3 Chapter 4: Domain Analysis
The overall aim of the proposed research is outlined along with the research
plan. The proposed framework to facilitate capacity planning in virtualised
environments is elaborated upon.
1.8.4 Chapter 5: Design of MDE Solutions
The detailed design of the DSMLs and its associate model management tech-
niques are discussed. Two processes, ReRA and ViRR were automated with
the proposed MDE solutions.
1.8.5 Chapter 6: Applications of MDE Solutions
This chapter discusses the application of the proposed MDE solutions with
two cases studies in a virtualised environment. The design of the infrastruc-
ture to perform the experiments is also presented. The outcome of applying
the MDE solutions for each case studies by reusing and extending the pro-
posed MDE solutions are discussed.
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1.8.6 Chapter 7: Evaluation
The evaluation to demonstrate the validity of the proposed solution was
conducted with a third case study. The assessment process and the results
are presented in this chapter.
1.8.7 Chapter 8: Conclusion
The conclusion and future work are discussed in this final chapter. The
contributions and limitations of the proposed solution are discussed and dir-





This chapter provides an overview of resource management in the field of com-
puting generally, and in virtualised environments specifically. The chapter
begins with a discussion on data centres; we argue that the techniques
used for resource management processes are related to the evolution of data
centres. It discusses the concept and the key terms of virtualised environ-
ments which later inspired the popularity of cloud computing as utility com-
puting. This chapter generally focuses on resource management activities in
a data centre where capacity planning is a main concern. The chapter con-
cludes with a review of possible solutions for capacity planning in virtualised
environments.
2.2 Data Centres
A data centre is a component which consists of a number of servers and
facilities for computing. Data centres are also referred to as server rooms and
server farms. As per Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard for Data
Centres (TIA-942)1, the evolution of data centres started with the creation of
the first computer UNIVAC in the 1940s. Later in the 1950s, IBM introduced
its mainframe computer [44]. The first distributed computing system was




Figure 2.1: An Evolution of Data Centres
powerful IBM mainframes, sixteen data storage devices and 1,000 terminals
in 1965 [19].
The evolution of data centres from the era of mainframes until today’s cloud
computing is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Mainframes were very powerful ma-
chines and were also very expensive to operate and maintain. The mainframe
provided the full computing facilities and the users accessed the mainframe
through terminals. Terminals are input and output devices communicating
with the mainframe without computer processing. The next generation of
computing involved microcomputers, which were initially only able to run
office usage applications. The main applications still ran in the mainframe
and microcomputers replaced the terminals. Then the technology gradually
moved to grid computing, commodity clusters, virtualised clusters, and more
recently to cloud computing [32]. Virtualisation was introduced in 1965 with
virtual memory hardware virtualisation [43, 44]. Since that, the subsequent
technology in the evolution of data centres has enhanced the virtualisation
concept as a backbone for resource optimisation and cost reduction.
Grid computing, commodity clusters, virtualised clusters, and cloud comput-
ing are categories of distributed systems [32]. In distributed computing, end
users access the applications hosted in the computing machines located in the
data centres. Figure 2.2 shows an overview of distributed computing which
include cluster, grid, supercomputer, Web 2.0 and cloud computing [32].
Cloud and Web 2.0 are more towards service oriented and highly scalable.
However cluster and supercomputer are application oriented but supercom-
puter is more scalable compare to cluster. Cluster computing focuses on
traditional application-oriented systems. Where else, grid computing is used
in both application-oriented and service-oriented systems. Resource sharing
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Figure 2.2: Overview of Distributed Computing [32].
features of grid computing are utilised by both cloud and cluster computing.
On the other hand, there are differences between cloud and grid computing
in terms of the business model, architecture, resource management, pro-
gramming model, application model and security model [32]. Virtual and
psychical resource provisioning are two key steps in executing application
requests under grid resources in cloud computing [67].
This section discusses of cluster computing, grid computing and cloud com-
puting according to Foster et al. [32]. Cluster computing makes use of mul-
tiple servers which are interconnected. These form a single, highly available
system, whereas grid computing enables federated dynamic resource sharing.
This can also be considered as a combination of several clusters. Resources
of grid computing are accessible through a network by several institutions.
These resources are normally used for a common use by the institutions.
Cloud is mainly connected through the internet and supports various types
of services such as Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS)
and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
The subjects of implementing virtualisation in distributed computing and
optimised computing resource utilisation by sharing computing resources are
discussed in the following sections.
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2.2.1 Virtualisation
Virtualisation has existed since the beginning of the mainframe era as illus-
trated in Figure 2.1. In 1965, mainframes with virtual memory hardware
technology were used in industry [43]. Later after 1985, server virtualisa-
tion, network virtualisation and storage virtualisation emerged to optimise
resource utilisation. Desktop virtualisation was introduced in 1997 where
multiple operating systems were able to operate in a desktop. Section 2.2.2
discusses these virtualisation types in detail.
Virtualisation is a framework or methodology for dividing the
computing resources of a computer into multiple execution en-
vironments. Hardware and software partitioning, time-sharing,
partial or complete machine simulation, emulation, quality of ser-
vice, and many others are the concepts or technologies related to
virtualisation [43].
2.2.2 Type of Virtualisation
Four common types of virtualisation are listed below [43]:
i. Server Virtualisation
Server virtualisation facilitates resource optimisation where a number
of virtual machines run independently on a single server. This reduces
the requirement to have many physical servers which directly reduces
the cost of purchasing and operating the physical servers. Furthermore,
electric power consumption also decreases with fewer physical servers
running with optimised resource utilisation.
ii. Virtual Networks
Create an illusion that the end users are connected directly to an organ-
isation network and resources, without a direct physical connection to
the internet. Virtual networks are also called virtual private networks
(VPNs).
iii. Virtual Storage
Storage virtualisation enables end users and applications to access scal-
able and redundant physical storage.
iv. Desktop Virtualisation
Multiple operating systems are run on a single computer and allows a
user to switch between them.
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Figure 2.3: Before and After Implementing Server Virtualisation.
2.2.3 Server Virtualisation
In server virtualisation, a single physical server appears as many virtual
servers [43]. Each virtual server runs the same or different operation systems
individually. This provides greater computing resources utilisation with less
computing equipment, lower power consumption and also supports multiple
operating systems. The operating systems and the applications running in it,
are concurrently accessible with a selected network configuration. Figure 2.3
illustrates the differences before and after implementing server virtualisation.
Fewer physical servers are required to operate an equal number of operating
systems. At the same time, this maximises physical server resource utilisation
and minimises the number of physical servers.
2.2.3.1 Components of Server Virtualisation
Server virtualisation, mainly consists of three components; host, guest and
hypervisor [66]. These components are illustrated in Figure 2.4. The host is
the physical server or physical machine (PM) used to set the virtualisation
environment. The guest is the VM that runs within the host. The guest
shares the physical resources of the host with other virtual machines running
in the same host and with the host itself. However, it behaves as an individual
server. A hypervisor is also called a virtual machine monitor (VMM) and it
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Figure 2.4: Server Virtualisation Components.
is installed on the host to manage the virtualised environment. It is a piece of
computer software, firmware or hardware that is installed on the host, which
creates and runs virtual machines. There are mainly two types of hypervisor;
Type1 and Type 2. Figure 2.5 illustrates the differences between these types.
A Type1 hypervisor is installed onto bare metal or directly on the hard-
ware platform (i.e. on hardware). The hypervisor runs directly on the base
operating system of the host’s hardware. It controls itself and also mon-
itors the guest’s operating systems. The hypervisor supports two types of
full virtualisation; share kernel virtualisation and kernel level virtualisation.
Shared kernel virtualisation takes advantages of the Linux and UNIX op-
erating systems. The system kernel is shared between the guests and the
host. Examples of Type1 hypervisors supporting shared kernel virtualisation
are Linux VServer, Solaris Zones and Containers, FreeVPS and OpenVZ.
Kernel level virtualisation leverages the latest generations of CPUs from In-
tel and AMD (x86 processor). In kernel level virtualisation, the hypervisor
itself manages the host hardware and guest operating systems. Xen, VM-
ware ESX Server and Microsoft’s Hyper-V are some hypervisors that provide
kernel level virtualisation.
A Type2 hypervisor is installed onto an existing operating system of the
host and supports paravirtualisation. Under paravirtualisation, the kernel
of the guest operating system is modified specifically to run on the hyper-
visor. Therefore, the hypervisor performs the task on behalf of the guest
kernel. VMware Workstation, Microsoft Virtual PC, and Oracle VirtualBox
are examples of Type2 hypervisor.
In terms of performance, A Type1 hypervisor provides superior performance
since there compared to Type2 [20]. However, studies conducted by Adams
and Agesen [5] for x86 virtualisation show that Type2 is better in terms of
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Figure 2.5: Type of Hypervisor. Adapted from [2].
performance for memory management. Selection of an appropriate hyper-
visor as a tool to facilitate virtualisation is determined by many factors such
as cost and performance.
2.2.4 Cost-Efficiency in Data Centres
Managing a large data centre is very expensive [50] and the PiP needs to
take all necessary actions to improve cost-efficiency. Virtualisation and server
consolidation are solutions for maximising server utilisation [75]. Server vir-
tualisation optimises physical server’s resource utilisation by having several
virtual machines running on a single server, thus reducing the number of
switched on physical servers in data centres. Intelligent resource manage-
ment reduces power consumption in data centres by having fewer switched
on servers and as such requiring less cooling.
Figure 2.6 shows the average cost in data centres based on percentages of
cost components discussed by Greenberg et al. [38] and the total cost of
data centres in the world in 2007 [50]. Servers include hardware such as
CPUs, memory and storage disks. Infrastructure refers to power distribution
units (PDU) or electric wiring and cooling facilities in data centres. Also,
Power Consumption represents electricity costs and Network refers to links,
bandwidth and equipment for networking purposes.
According to Quiroz et al. [67], VM Provisioning consists of creating VM
instances to host each application request, whilst matching the specific char-
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Figure 2.6: Average Cost in Data Centres.
acteristics and requirements of a request. Mapping and scheduling these
requests onto distributed PMs is called Resource Provisioning. Figure 2.7 il-
lustrates virtual machine and physical machine resource provisioning in data
centres [67].
To optimize PM utilisation, VMs can be allocated to PMs based on the
workload patterns stated in Service Level Agreements (SLAs); this technique
is known as SLA-oriented resource allocation [17]. The ViP and PiP need to
Figure 2.7: Data Centres Virtual and Physical Resource Provisioning [67].
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estimate virtual and physical resource requirements accordingly. Resource
demand is commonly estimated based by recording and extrapolating on
observed (real) workloads [65].
2.2.5 Server Utilisation
Server utilisation is the extent to which resources provided by a server are
actively used. Commonly, the percentage of processor being used is measured
to indicate the usage level. Disk, memory and network are also important
metrics in measuring server utilisation. Studies show that server utilisation in
real world data centres is estimated between 5% and 20% [7, 8]. Furthermore,
an observation for 5000 servers for 6 months showed that the servers are
rarely completely idle and these servers operate between 10% to 50% of their
maximum utilisation level [10]. This shows that servers in real data centres
are typically underutilised. However, these underutilised servers still consume
a lot of electricity to stay on [18, 75]. Additional energy is also needed for
cooling the heat produced by underutilised servers. Server virtualisation is
a widely adopted approach to maximise server utilisation [75].
2.3 Resource Management
Resources in a data centre are separated into physical and virtual [67]. VMs
as virtual resources are completely isolated server installations within a PM
(host). A VM operates like a real standalone server, while in reality it shares
physical resources of the host. The main advantage of a VM is that it can be
migrated to another physical server and mirrored as much as needed for multi-
processing. In order to conduct resource management, capacity planning is
the initial activity. Since a virtualised environment has two types of data
centres (physical and virtual), there is a requirement to conduct capacity
planning by the respective parties in these data centres. Physical data centre
capacity planning is determined by estimating the resource requirements for
running various specifications of VMs. This demand for VMs is triggered
by end users’ workload and virtual data centre capacity planning allows the
VM’s resource requirements to be estimated.
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2.3.1 Capacity Planning
Capacity planning (in general) is a process to ensure that resources in a data
centre are sufficient to support its computational needs. In this process,
available system resources are observed, performance is measured, and re-
source usage patterns are extracted to forecast the resources that need to be
allocated to serve future workloads [74]. Capacity planning is an important
activity to estimate the needs for computing resources and their cost. Tradi-
tionally, purchasing computing resources was a solution to overcome resource
limitations in a data centre. Sometimes, leasing computing resources is also
appropriate if the need is only for a temporary period and leasing is more
cost-effective than buying. Mechanisms are implemented to estimate the fu-
ture resource requirements as a capacity planning process. This procedure is
not transparent, this is discussed further in the work of Allspaw [6] wherein
he shares his experience in performing capacity planning.
Capacity planning in virtual environments aims to ensure that allocated
virtual computing resources such as CPU, memory, storage and network
bandwidth will be sufficient to support future computational needs. In this
process, available system resources are observed and performance is meas-
ured [6, 74]. Also, resource usage patterns are determined to forecast the
resources that need to be allocated to serve future workloads in compliance
with the service’s Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [65]. To achieve this,
it is necessary to identify incoming workloads, to monitor resource usage, and
to associate resource usage with the workloads that triggered it.
2.3.1.1 Resource Estimation and Prediction Techniques
Several approaches have been proposed in order to estimate resource require-
ments for different types of applications. A synthetic workload generator tool
proposed in [9] evaluates the performance of VMs by performing synthetic
requests on multi-tier web applications. In [21], a benchmark model is pro-
posed to estimate the number of VMs required for hosting media stream
applications based on their memory and disk requirements. Roy et al. [69]
propose a resource allocation algorithm that estimates the number of required
VMs based on statistical predictive techniques by considering the challenges
of auto-scaling. Microscopic and macroscopic approaches to predict resource
consumption for data centres by statistically characterising resource usage
patterns are proposed in [80]. The microscopic approach focuses on resource
usage prediction for a specific node; it demonstrates that using both CPU
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and memory usage data can improve the forecasting performance compared
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Table 2.1: Techniques and Tools for Workload Generation and Resource
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Various parameters are accessed from the application logs for each category
of workload, since the nature of each category is different. Furthermore, it is
difficult to establish generic workload prediction mechanisms. This is because
the behaviour of the users of each application as well as its architecture and
implementation style make each workload pattern unique.
Previous workload patterns and their associated system parameters are es-
sential to estimate future workload. For this purpose, parameters required
for each category of applications have been compiled in Table 2.1. Mainly
statistical approaches have been used to estimate future workloads such as
KCCA [34], PCA [80], regression analysis [69], and Maximum Likelihood Es-
timation [9]. Table 2.1 summarises the techniques and tools used for workload
generation as well as the workload estimation methods and parameters used
in these works. Besides these tools, JMeter1 is an open source load genera-
tion tool used to simulate workload for multi category of applications and is
widely used for performance testing.
Overall, statistical prediction techniques were used to estimate resource re-
quirements as demonstrated by Islam et al. [42], Weisberg [84]. The ideal
method depends on the relationship between resource usage patterns and the
currently active workload.
2.3.1.2 Resource Usage Monitoring Tools
Capacity planning requires analysts to monitor resource usage over a number
of dimensions: in terms of load (e.g., requests), over time, over outputs,
etc. Such analyses rely on the tools available for monitoring resource usage.
These include Ganglia2, VBoxManage3, CloudWatch4 and Solarwinds5. Such
tools are able to collect information related to the usage of resources such as
CPU, memory, storage and network by a virtual machine and at predefined
intervals (e.g. every 1 second). Furthermore, the operating systems of the
VMs are also able to record resource utilisation through utility programs
(e.g. the UNIX “top” program) [6]. This information can be stored for
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Table 2.2: Physical and Virtual Data Centre Capacity Planning.
2.3.2 Physical and Virtual Data Centres Capacity
Planning
To be cost-effective, a sufficient amount of resources need to be allocated for
the installation of VMs. This is to ensure an acceptable level of performance
for the hosted applications and to minimise the over-provisioning or under-
provisioning of resources. A PiP needs to run a minimum number of physical
servers with optimum utilisation to fulfil a ViP’s VM demands with the
agreed response time for VM creation. The methods implemented in the
environments need to be considered in capacity planning.
Several methods for performing capacity planning from the ViP and PiP
perspective are outlined in Table 2.2. The methods are divided into cost and
operational models for respective capacity planning. Capacity planning in
virtual data centres is performed by ViP whereas the computing resources are
virtually managed based on application workloads. On the other hand, PiP
performs capacity planning in physical data centres based on VM demand
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triggered by application workload.
The basic computing resource components in capacity planning are CPU,
memory, storage, disk and network use [6]. Certain works have combined all
those resources as a unit, such as Abrahao et al. [4], Roy et al. [69]. On the
other hand, the following studies only selected a component or a selection
of specific components. Work presented in Ejarque et al. [28], Tan et al.
[80] focuses on CPU and memory usage, Sun et al. [78] also include storage
in their study, while Delimitrou and Kozyrakis [25] explore the combination
of four components by extending their studies to include network resources.
Ganapathi et al. [34] explores the execution time of data intensive workloads
for scheduling and resource allocation.
2.4 Software Performance Engineering
Software performance engineering (SPE) is a broad research area that is
mainly concerned with to the study of methods and techniques for improv-
ing the performance of software systems. SPE is an adjacent research area to
capacity planning, however, since this thesis focuses on predicting resource
requirements for existing applications - rather than improving the perform-
ance of these applications - this section does not provide a broad review of
SPE literature. Of particular interest however, is the work on frameworks
such as the Palladio Component Model (PCM) and Descartes.
PCM is a mature meta-model for component-based software architectures
(CBSE) which contains resource and workload models as SPE compon-
ents [11]. Resource metrics in resource models are defined individually
within the resource container (server) and workload is classified as open and
closed. A general metamodel of software workloads is presented in PCM. The
Descarters meta-model (DMM) is an architecture-level modelling language
for Quality-of-Service and resource management of IT systems, infrastruc-
tures and services [51]. PCM and a subset of DMM have been used to
predict software performance of online applications [15, 16].
In SPE, three categories of performance model parameters are defined and
those are operational profile (probability software used by user), workload
and resource demand [11, 82]. The workload is divided into open and closed
workload based on user classification. An open workload is triggered by
users that are not known in advance such as users of the World Wide Web
while a closed workload is triggered by known users such as users of a specific
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software in a local area network. The resource demands represent the amount
of resources that a software requires to complete its task.
In this thesis, workload is defined as a task that a software needs to process.
The processing of this workload triggers the resource demand. The type of
workload is categories according to the software. For example, in web ap-
plications, workloads are initiated through browser requests. Other software,
such as database management systems or operating systems has their own
workload types. In the approach proposed later on in this thesis, each ap-
plication has its own workload DSML to capture the predicted workload, as
opposed to a generic metamodel provided by methods such as PMC. A dedic-
ated metamodel enables precision and conciseness while a generic metamodel
eliminates the upfront metamodelling effort. In this work, the former were
prioritised over the latter.
2.5 Chapter Summary
As the aim of this research is to provide a solution for capacity planning in
virtualised environments which comprise virtual and physical data centres, a
review of the evolution of data centres was presented. The literature review
continued with a field survey on virtualisation. Resource management is
closely related to the operational cost of data centres and capacity planning
is required to estimate realistic resource requirement. Therefore, resource
management and costing in data centres were discussed. A literature sur-
vey on capacity planning related to resource estimation techniques for web
applications and tools to monitor resource usage was also conducted and
approaches for capacity planning in virtual and physical data centres were
reviewed.
The next chapter proceeds with a review of Model-Driven Engineering and
Domain-Specific Modelling principles and techniques, which are used in the





This project investigates the potential of Model Driven Engineering (MDE)
for supporting capacity planning. MDE is an engineering approach that
treats models as first-class artefacts and advocates constructing rigorous
models using Domain Specific Modelling Languages (DSMLs). There are
many standards compliant with MDE principles, some of which are illus-
trated in Figure 3.1 are Model Drivel Architecture, Model Integrated Com-
puting and Software Factories. In MDE, models are managed using auto-
mated tools such as transformation, merging and comparison engines, model-
to-text and text-to-model generators. Figure 3.1 also unillustrated respective
tools for the identified standards. In this thesis, Domain Specific Modelling
(DSM) and model transformation are utilised for the purposes of capacity
planning. This chapter presents an overview of the main concepts, tools and
processes related to MDE.
3.2 Models in MDE
The main principle of MDE is “Everything is a Model” [12]. Therefore, it is
useful to explore the definition of model before further exploring MDE. The
Oxford Dictionary defines model as1:
1http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/model
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Figure 3.1: MDE Standards and Tools. Adapted from [52].
[noun]
1 a three-dimensional representation of a person or thing or of a
proposed structure, typically on a smaller scale than the original.
2 a thing used as an example to follow or imitate.
3 a simplified description, especially a mathematical one, of a
system or process, to assist calculations and predictions.
4 a person employed to display clothes by wearing them.
5 a particular design or version of a product.
[verb] (models, modelling, modelled; US models, modelling, mod-
elled)
6 fashion or shape (a three-dimensional figure or object) in a mal-
leable material such as clay or wax.
7 (model something on/after) use (a system, procedure, etc.) as
an example to follow or imitate.
8 display (clothes) by wearing them.
In the context of models in MDE, definition of number 5 and 7 are most
suitable to define a model. Traditionally in Software Engineering, models
have been used as initial design sketches mainly aimed for communicating
ideas among software engineers. MDE promotes models as core artifacts
that drive the entire software development process. The use of models to
represent abstractions of the real world has been widely practised in many
areas of knowledge [33]. Schmidt [70] and Favre [31] state that a model
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in MDE represents an abstraction of a domain of interest. Domain-specific
models raise the level of abstraction by specifying the solution in a language
that directly uses concepts and rules from the domain of interest [45].
In MDE, models are interactive artefacts that are manipulated by model
management operations [48]. Models can be used to generate a software
system through a series of automatic transformations [24, 73]. Software de-
velopment focusing on models, moves the software development task from
programmer to domain expert, this arguably increases productivity, whilst
reducing development time [71, 72, 73]. Hutchinson et al. [40, 41] point out
that the benefits of using MDE in practice are the abilities to: i) quickly
respond to changes in requirements, ii) improve communication with stake-
holders, and iii) increase productivity, maintainability, and portability.
3.2.1 Domain Specific Modelling
Domain Specific Modelling (DSM) is the practice of creating models for a
specific domain with Domain Specific Modelling Languages (DSMLs) suitable
for that domain [76]. The rationale behind DSM is that each application
domain is characterised by its own set of abstractions which are represented
precisely and effectively using tailored modelling languages instead of generic
languages.
3.2.1.1 Domain Specific Modelling Language
In Computer Science, there are two main types of languages [13, 26]: Domain
Specific Languages (DSLs) and General Purpose Languages (GPLs). DSML
is a branch under DSL; Figure 3.2 shows the relationship between them [13].
A DSML consists of five fundamental components [23]: i)concrete syn-
tax as human-centric representation, ii) abstract syntax as computer-centric
presentation, iii) semantic domain which is defined as a separate model, iv)
display mapping which links the abstract syntax to the concrete syntax, and
v) semantic mapping which links the abstract syntax to the semantic domain.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the relationship between these components.
A metamodel is a model that specifies the language, concepts, and constraints
of other models [45]. The word ‘metamodel’ is a synonym of ‘DSML’. A model
is said to conform to its metamodel if it uses only the concepts defined in the
metamodel and does not violate the defined constraints [12, 62]. Figure 3.3
shows the relationship between the domain, model and metamodel.
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Figure 3.2: Types of Languages in Computer Science [13]
Figure 3.3: Relationship between the real world, model and metamodel [76].
Domain analysis, designing an abstract syntax and mapping the syntax to
semantics are the processes involved in designing a DSML [23, 64]. Metamod-
els do not always need to be designed from scratch; they often reuse and
build atop existing metamodels [23, 30]. Reuse has been shown to increase
productivity and reduces the development time [71, 72, 73]. Emerson and
Sztipanovits [30] identified the following benefits of metamodel reuse:
i. The avoidance of duplication of effort.
ii. The emergence of high-quality reusable metamodel frag-
ments.
iii. The recognition of key metamodelling patterns and best
practices.
iv. A significant reduction in the time-to-market for new
DSMLs.
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Figure 3.4: Components of DSML [23]
3.2.1.2 Model Transformation
Transformation is a fundamental concept in computer science, especially in
software engineering [73]. This concept has been around since the appearance
of second generation languages (2GLs) where programs written in assembly
language were transformed to machine code by a compiler. The compiler
behaves as a transformation engine, where the written computer programs are
converted into machine code. This is called program transformation [24, 83].
The same concept is applied in MDE using code generation where source
code is generated by a model transformation [73]. Czarnecki and Helsen [24]
discussed that program transformation and model transformation are closely
related but they are not identical. Czarnecki and Helsen [24] point out that:
...program transformation systems are typically based on
mathematically oriented concepts such as term rewriting, attrib-
ute grammars, and functional programming, model transforma-
tion systems usually adopt an object-oriented approach for rep-
resenting and manipulating their subject models.
According to Czarnecki and Helsen [24], model transformation is a process
where a set of transformation rules are applied to transform one or more
source models and produce one or more target models as output. Figure 3.5
shows the basic concepts of model transformation with a single source model
and target model (in the general case a transformation can consume/produce
more than one models).
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Figure 3.5: Basic concepts of Model Transformation [24].
Model transformation can be classified into model-to-model, model-to-text
and text-to-model transformation [13]. In model-to-model transformation,
input models are transformed into other models which can be expressed in
a different DSML. Models can be also transformed into textual artefacts
such as code, documentation and human-readable reports. This is known as
model-to-text transformation. The source of model-to-model and model-to-
text is a model or several models. However, in text-to-model transformation,
the model is the target and the textual artefacts are the source from which
the model is constructed.
3.3 MDE Technologies
MDE technologies largely provide automated model management facilities
such as transformation engines and generators to analyse and synthesise vari-
ous types of artifacts [70]. MDE standards such as MDA, MIC and Software
Factories are available with their respective modelling tools as technology for
MDE [52]. Models are abstract representations of real world and modelling is
the process of creating the models conforming to their metamodel. Therefore,
before the creation of the models, their metamodel need to be established.
The process of designing the metamodel is called as metamodelling [60]. On
top of these process, meta-metamodelling is required to enable the creation
of metamodel. Meta of metamodel is needed to describe the metamodel [31].
It is referred to as a meta-metamodel which are implemented using available
MDE tools. Paige and Rose [61] highlight that the criteria to support MDE
are as following:
MDE can be supported by any modelling language that (a) has
a metamodel/grammar/well-defined structure; and (b) has auto-
mated tools that allow the construction and manipulation of mod-
els.
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Figure 3.6: The layers in MOF architecture [85].
For example, Ecore is meta-metamodel in Meta Object Facility (MOF) where
metamodels are describe using the Ecore structures. MOF1 is an architecture
to define meta-metamodels in Model Driven Architecture (MDA) standards.
MDA is an approach to using models in software development and created
by the Object Management Group (OMG) consortium2 [56].
There are four layers in MOF architecture [3, 14, 85]: i) M3 is a top layer
providing a metamodelling language, ii) M2 is a second layer to specify
metamodels using M3, iii) M1 is the third layer which contain models con-
form to the metamodels in M2 and iv)M0 is the object layer representing
real-world domain being modelled. Figure 3.6 shows the layers in MDA [85].
Other metamodelling technologies such as GOPRR3, MetaDepth4, or pure
XML can be used to construct, manipulate and manage the model [61]. The
following sections discus existing technologies that support MDE. Discussion
is focused on Eclipse Modelling Framework 5 and Epsilon6 as these technolo-








3.3.1 Eclipse Modelling Framework
The Eclipse Modelling Framework (EMF) is an open source modelling frame-
work that has been developed as a pragmatic implementation of the MOF
metamodelling architecture [13]. It provides stable and well maintained
tool support for modelling activities, such as a graphical editor for defin-
ing metamodels and tools for automatically generating model editors from a
metamodel. EMF is well established and widely used. It unifies Java, XML,
and UML where metamodels can be defined using a UML modelling tool, an
XML schema, or Java code [77]. In this thesis, EMF is used to implement
the MDE approach. The data types in EMF Ecore Diagrams have prefix ‘E’.
For example, string data type is referred to as EString and applies to others.
However, this is not applied in EMF codes.
Listing 3.1: EMF Codes to Create School Metamodel.
1 @namespace ( u r i=” School ” , p r e f i x=”” )
2 package School ;
3 c l a s s School {
4 a t t r S t r ing name ;
5 a t t r S t r ing address ;
6 va l Room [ 1 . . * ] rooms ;
7 va l CentralClock [ 1 ] CC;
8 }
9
10 c l a s s Room{
11 a t t r S t r ing name ;
12 va l Buzzer [ 1 ] buzzer ;
13 }
14
15 c l a s s Buzzer{
16 a t t r S t r ing Id ;
17 r e f Centra lClock [ 1 ] CC;
18 }
19
20 c l a s s CentralClock { a t t r S t r ing name ;}
Ecore is the metamodelling language of EMF [77]. Metamodels for example
in Figure 3.7 shows the Ecore diagram for a contrived School metamodel. The
same metamodel can be defined in a textual form as illustrated in Listing 3.1.
On top of EMF, Epsilon [47] is a model management framework that interacts
with EMF models to perform common MDE activities (e.g. model-to-model
and model-to-text transformation, model validation, model comparison and
merging). The following section discusses in detail the structure and the
facilities provided by Epsilon.
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Figure 3.7: Sample of Ecore Diagram for MySchool Metamodel.
3.3.2 Epsilon
The name Epsilon stands for Extensible Platform of Integrated Languages for
Model Management. It is a platform offering consistent and interoperable
task-specific languages for model management tasks such as model trans-
formation, code generation, model comparison, merging, refactoring and val-
idation [47]. The core language of Epsilon is the Epsilon Object Language
(EOL). A combination of the procedural style of JavaScript and the powerful
model querying capabilities of OCL (Object Constraint Language)1 is used
in this interpreted model-oriented language [47].
Epsilon provides several task-specific languages for model management and
utilities for modelling [47]. It provides Eclipse-based development tools and
an interpreter that executes programs written in its languages. Epsilon is
a component of the Eclipse Modelling project and provides strong support
for EMF. However, it is not bound to EMF and the support for EMF is
implemented as a driver of the Epsilon Model Connectivity (EMC) layer.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the structure, the languages and the drivers in Epsilon.
In this work, three languages of Epsilon are used to develop model manage-
ment programs to facilitate the capacity planning process. These languages
are Epsilon Object Language (EOL) [48], Epsilon Transformation Language
(ETL) [49] and Epsilon Generation Language (EGL) [68]. The following
section discusses them in detail.
1http://www.omg.org/spec/OCL/
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Figure 3.8: The Structure and Languages in Epsilon [1].
3.3.2.1 Epsilon Object Language
EOL is an imperative programming language for creating, querying and
modifying EMF models. The aim of EOL is to provide a reusable set of
common model management facilities where task-specific languages can be
implemented. Beside this, EOL can be used as a general-purpose standalone
model management language to automate tasks that do not fall into the
scope of task-specific languages such as ETL, EGL and others.
EOL programs are organized in modules where a body and a number of
operations are defined. The body is a block of statements that are evaluated
when the module is executed. Each operation defines the kind of objects on
which it is applicable (context), a name, a set of parameters and optionally
a return type.
Listing 3.2 shows an example of an of EOL program that creates an EMF
model. Using this program, a model conforming to the School metamodel
defined in Figure 3.7 can be created. The produced model will have a model
element of type School with a CentralClock object and three Room objects.
The creation of the model in the model must satisfy the structural constraints
defined in the metamodel. For example the object School can only have one
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ContralClock object and at least a Room object. Other model management
activities such as querying and modifying existing EMF models can be per-
formed with EOL programs. In this thesis, EOL is used to update, compare
and merge models.
Listing 3.2: Sample EOL Codes to Create a Model conforming to School
Metamodel.
1 // get School in fo rmat ion
2 var sch : School := new School ;
3 var CClock : Centra lClock := new CentralClock ;
4 sch . name:= ’ SampleSchool ’ ;
5 sch .CC = CClock ;
6
7 // get room and buzz in fo rmat ion
8 f o r ( i in Sequence { 1 . . 3 } ) {
9 var room : Room := new Room;
10 room . name:= ’Room ’ + i ;
11 sch . rooms . add ( room ) ;
12
13 var buzz : Buzzer := new Buzzer ;
14 buzz . Id := ’ Buzz ’ + i ;
15 buzz .CC := CClock ;
16 room . buzzer := buzz ;
17 }
3.3.2.2 Epsilon Transformation Language
ETL is a rule-based model-to-model transformation language that supports
transforming many input to many output models, rule inheritance, lazy and
greedy rules, and the ability to query and modify both input and output
models. Source and target models are required with the rules to implement
the transformation. Listing 3.3 shows the concrete syntax of ETL. The body
of transformation rules is specified in EOL (e.g. Listing 3.3 in line 10 and
12, statement+). An example of implementing ETL were demonstrated with
Listing 3.4 and Figure 3.9.
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Listing 3.3: ETL Concrete Syntax[47].
1 ( @abstract ) ?
2 ( @lazy ) ?
3 ( @primary ) ?
4 r u l e <name>
5 trans form <sourceParameterName>:<sourceParameterType>
6 to (<rightParameterName>:<rightParameterType>
7 ( , <rightParameterName>:<rightParameterType >)*
8 ( extends (<ruleName> ,)*<ruleName>)? {
9




Figure 3.9 shows sample metamodels to explain ETL program in Listing 3.4.
Since it is required to have source and target models in implementing ETL,
two metamodels (University and Student Record) are used as an example.
In Listing 3.4, “S” is a university model created conforming to Univer-
sity and “T ” is student record model created conforming to StudentRecord
metamodel. The ETL program presented in Listing 3.4 transform the S
model to T model (the University model are transformed to StudentRecord)
model according to the defined rules.
Listing 3.4: Sample ETL rules.
1 r u l e StudentToTranscr ipt
2 trans form S : Un ive r s i ty ! Student
3 to T: StudentRecord ! Transcr ipt {
4 T. student := S . name ;
5 T. items . addAll (S . grades . equ iva l en t ( ) ) ;
6 }
7
8 r u l e ModuleGradeToTransItem
9 trans form G: Un ive r s i ty ! Grade
10 to TI : StudentRecord ! Transcr iptI tem {
11 TI . module :=G. module . name ;
12 TI . mark:=G. mark ;
13 }
For example, models to conform to the University and the Student Record
metamodels in Figure 3.9 are used in ETL program in Listing 3.4. A Univer-
sity model has student information such as student name, modules taken by
the student and also the grade obtained for those modules. A StudentRecord
model captures transcripts information for all the student. The ETL pro-
gram transforms a University model to a StudentRecord model according to
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Figure 3.9: Sample DSMLs of University and Student Record.
the two defined rules (StudentToTranscript and ModuleGradeToTransItem).
In StudentToTranscript rule, information (eg. student name and grades) of
all the student captured in the University model (S) are transformed to an
individual Transcript object of the StudentRecord model (T). The Module-
GradeToTransItem rule, transforms the grade of the modules taken by the
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student to TranscriptItem object of StudentRecord model. Line number 5 in
Listing 3.4 invokes the ModuleGradeToTransItem rule.
3.3.2.3 Epsilon Generation Language
EGL is a template-based model-to-text language for generating code, docu-
mentation and other textual artefacts from models. EGL supports content-
destination decoupling, protected regions for mixing generated with hand-
written code and template coordination.
Listing 3.5: Sample Main EGL Program.
1 [\%
2 var tran : Sequence ;
3 tran := S ! Transcr ipt . a l l I n s t a n c e s ;
4
5 f o r ( t in tran ) {
6 var genTxt : Template := TemplateFactory . load ( ’GT. e g l ’ ) ;
7 genTxt . populate ( ’ tran1 ’ , t ) ;
8 genTxt . s t o r e ( t . s tudent +’ . txt ’ , t rue ) ;
9 }
10 \%]
The concrete syntax of EGL is similar to that of other template based text
generation languages, such as PHP. The tag pair [% %] is used to define
a dynamic section and text not enclosed in the tag pair is a static section.
Listing 3.6 illustrates EGL program named GT.elg with dynamic and static
sections. This program is called by another EGL template as presented in
Listing 3.5.
Listing 3.6: GT.egl Program.
1 Student name : [\%=tran1 . student \%]
2 Subject Mark
3 −−−−−−− −−−−−−−
4 [\% f o r ( j in tran1 . i tems ) { \%]
5 [\%= j . module \%][\%=”\ t \ t \ t ”\%] [\%= j . mark \%]
6 [\% } \%]
7 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
EGL in this work is used to produce charts (using the Google Graph1 library)




Analysis of the literature suggests that MDE with DSM can be applied in
various domains by constructing DSMLs for the domains of interest. In
Chapter 2, the domain of interest was presented and the possibilities of util-
ising DSM and model analysis techniques to solve the identified problem
were discussed. This chapter discussed concepts and technologies related to
modelling, metamodelling and automated model management.
The following chapters discuss the utilisation of MDE in performing capacity





Based on the literature review presented in Chapter 2, three main phases
are identified in conducting capacity planning in virtualised environments.
These phases are elaborated upon and discussed in detail in this chapter with
a suggested framework for utilising MDE generally and DSM specifically.
The benefits of using DSM in this research are also discussed. Along with
an analysis of the literature, the scope, contribution and challenges of the
research are considered.
4.2 Capacity Planning Phases
Three important phases are identified in running applications in virtualised
environments. Firstly, managing fluctuating workloads initiated by end-users
which consume the virtual resources of virtual machines used for hosting.
Secondly, managing virtual machine resources, which are used to run the ap-
plications in a virtual data centre; and finally, managing physical resources in
physical data centres. Previous research has treated these phases in isolation.
This work proposes an integrated framework for capacity management from
the end-user to the infrastructure service provider. A set of domain specific
modelling languages (DSMLs) makes it possible to facilitate the integrations
of these three phases.
Each application hosted on a virtual machine has its own unique character-
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Figure 4.1: Capacity Planning Framework in Virtualised Environments.
istics (e.g. due to differences in requirements, architecture, implementation
technologies) as such workload specification models are unique to each applic-
ation. These can be expressed using a DSML tailored to the application. A
DSML can precisely capture all the parameters needed to express actual and
estimated user workloads, and the workload models can then be analysed
and consolidated in order to estimate virtual and physical resource usage.
While applications are unique and each of them requires its own DSML to
specify its workload, it is anticipated that a single domain specific language
will be sufficient to express virtual machine workload specifications by cap-
turing requirements for CPU, memory and other resources of interest over
time. Virtual machine workload models can be used to perform capacity
management, in order to achieve an acceptable balance between perform-
ance and cost. Moreover, the information captured in the virtual machine
demand model (VM-DSL) can be used to optimise physical resources in the
PiP’s data centre.
4.2.1 Capacity Planning Framework
In this work we propose an MDE framework for managing the different phases
of capacity planning in an integrated way. The framework consists of Do-
main Specific Languages which are used to model the resource requirements
estimates in each phase. The framework also uses model transformations
to transform resource requirement models across the different phases of the
process.
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Figure 4.1 illustrates the flow of information through the different phases
of capacity planning, the responsible stakeholders, and the MDE artefacts
involved in each phase. Estimation of virtual resource requirements based
on known application workloads is necessary for costing and performance
management. The virtualisation technology (i.e. the virtualisation type and
architecture), affect the performance of the VMs and also resource require-
ments. Resource requirement analysis needs to be performed in the selected
virtualised environment to predict the virtual capacity requirements. There-
fore, estimating virtual resource requirement is performed by ViP based on
known workload information captured by the application owner.
Understanding the application workload patterns is beyond the scope of this
research. Business analysis or long term analysis [65] of the workload de-
mand are examples of ways to predict the application workload. Estim-
ated workloads are captured with a unique WL-DSL for each application.
Then, the transformation to virtual machine requirements is performed by
ViP, while estimation of physical resource requirements is performed by PiP.
The proposed framework with DSMLs for modelling virtual machine pack-
ages (VMpackages) and allocation of virtual machines to physical resources
(VMallocation) is presented in Figure 4.1. Workload, virtual capacity and
physical capacity management are clearly illustrated as three separate phases
with their associated DSMLs represented as parallelograms. Transformations
are used to map application workloads into unified VM requirements, to dis-
tribute unified VM requirements across a set of available VM packages, and
finally to allocate VMs to physical machines. In the following sections, these
three phases are discussed in detail and requirements are elicited for an in-
tegrated framework that can support end-to-end capacity planning.
4.2.1.1 Capturing Application Workloads
The application owner who hosts their services on ViP-managed resources
needs to estimate the total resource requirements over different time peri-
ods in order to satisfy the QoS (Quality of Service) requirements of their
services [36]. Resource requirements are based on the estimated applica-
tion workload over specific time periods. Since each application is unique, an
application-specific workload DSL (WL-DSL) is essential to capture its work-
load estimates. Application workload models conforming to their respective
WL-DSL are constructed based on the expectations and previous experience
of the application owner (e.g. number of users expected to interact with the
application over a certain period of time, types of actions these users are
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expected to perform). While each application demonstrates its own charac-
teristics, all WL-DSLs need to provide constructs for capturing information
related to the time period in which each workload estimate refers to. These
constructs can be pulled up into a core WL-DSL which application-specific
WL-DSLs can inherit from.
4.2.1.2 Virtual Resource Requirements Estimation and Selection
of VM Packages
The second phase involves estimating the virtual machine resource require-
ments based on the information captured in the application workload models.
Resources such as CPU, memory, storage and bandwidth can be calculated
from workload models using dedicated model-to-model transformations in
the form of VM requirement models conforming to the VMRequest-DSL.
Such model-to-model transformations are highly-specific to the application
in question and need to be composed by the application owner as they are
based predominately on domain knowledge and past experience. Later, the
required virtual resources are mapped to a cost-efficient configuration of con-
crete VM packages offered by the PiP providers through another round of
model-to-model transformations.
4.2.1.3 Consolidating VM Requirements to Physical Resource
Requirements
In this last phase of the process, virtual machine requirements captured as
VM-DSL models are consolidated and allocated to physical resources avail-
able in the PiP’s data centre. PM-DSL can be used to model the physical
resources available in the physical data centres. The VMallocation-DSL then
captures possible allocations of VMs selected by the application owner un-
der different optimization methods such as round-robin [46], greedy [28, 78],
green [27] and surplus [28].
4.3 Analysis of Research Scope
This chapter provides an overview of full integrated solution for capacity
planning from application workloads (phase 1) to virtual resources require-
ments (phase 2) and continue to physical resource requirements (phase 3).
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This research focuses on integrating phase 1 and phase 2 by utilising Model
Driven Engineering.
The performance of an application hosted in different virtualisation envir-
onments can differ, even though it is handling similar workloads with the
same virtual resources specifications. The performance of VMs in virtualised
environments is closely related to the virtualisation technology used. The vir-
tualisation type and the architecture of virtualisation environments impact
upon the performance of VM. This study focuses on the process of deriving
the relationship between virtual resource requirement and workloads. This
relationship is necessary when estimating resource requirement for specific
virtualised environments in integrating phase 1 and phase 2 of the proposed
framework.
Capacity planning (in general) involves predicting future computing resource
requirements by monitoring a system’s resource usage patterns, and compar-
ing them with known or historical workload patterns. Capacity planning
in virtual environments aims to ensure that allocated virtual computing re-
sources such as CPU, memory, storage and network bandwidth will be suf-
ficient to support future computational needs. In this process, available
system resources are observed and performance is measured [74]. Also, re-
source usage patterns are determined to forecast the resources that need to
be allocated to serve future workloads in compliance with the service’s QoS
requirements [65]. To achieve this, it is necessary to identify incoming work-
loads, to monitor resource usage, and to associate resource usage with the
workloads that triggered it.
Therefore, two detailed modelling solutions are proposed with accompanying
DSMLs. Firstly, Resource Requirement Analysis (ReRA) is performed to
derive application specific formulas for general resource metrics such as CPU,
memory, storage and bandwidth. Secondly, these formulas are used in the
transformation engine to estimate resource requirements based on known
workload patterns. This is called as Virtual Resource Requirement (ViRR).
4.3.1 Application Resource Requirement Analysis
Automating the estimation of resource requirements in the capacity planning
process involves several steps. Resource Requirement Analysis (ReRA) of an
application is the initial step in phase 1 of the framework and its position
is illustrated in Figure 4.1. It involves observing the resource usage and
correlating it with application workloads. DSMLs (and models) are used to
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Figure 4.2: Process of Resource Requirement Analysis.
precisely specify resource requirements and workloads and to facilitate the
resource requirement analysis process, which then feeds into the remainder
of the capacity planning process.
Information related to usage of selected resources can be extracted from log
files generated by resource monitoring tools. Workloads being processed are
also generally captured in the application log. Resource requirement formulas
for the resource metrics can be obtained by monitoring and analysing the
resource usage of the VMs involved with the workload being processed. The
time granularity of resource usage measurements should be comparable to
the workload log.
ReRA is a process used to analyse resource usage and produce resource re-
quirement formulas based on an individual application workload. Real work-
loads typically comprise a combination of several workload types in a given
application. Resource usage might differ according to workload type. As
ReRA process analyses the resource usage of the identified workload type
individually, simulated workload is used to analyse the resource usage of
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that workload type. The simulator provides control over the workload being
analysed and enables additional input compares to the real workloads.
Figure 4.2 shows the process involved in ReRA. Information for the initial
models is extracted from various logs files. These files should contain relevant
information and this can be performed by setting the log files configuration.
There is a requirement to simulate the application workload to observe the
usage of resource metrics with the simulated workloads. Later, resource us-
age is correlated with the workload being processed. Statistical analysis is
performed to estimate resource requirements for the workload and a statist-
ical analysis tool is used to produce the resource requirement formulas for
resource metrics. These formulas are used in a transformation of a respective
application in the following section.
4.3.2 Estimating Virtual Resource Requirements
Virtual resource requirements are estimated based on predicted workload
with attributes and formulas produced from ReRA. This step is implemented
as a transformation to produce a VMRequest-DSL models based on respective
WL-DSL models. Since applications are unique by themselves and have their
own WL-DSL, the formulas retrieved for resource requirement estimation are
also unique. Therefore, the transformation (T) used to transform WL-DSL
to VMRequest-DSL is application specific. This process is abbreviated as
ViRR (Virtual Resource Requirement). The long real-time log analysis of
workload recording is required to identify the workload pattern [65]. This
allows the capacity planning manager to estimate workloads based on previ-
ous log recordings. This estimated workload pattern acts as input to predict
resource requirements for a given process.
4.4 Benefits of DSM
DSMLs provide precise and standardised ways to capture these common
concepts and structures, that can be used by many different analysis tools.
The details of the proposed DSMLs are presented in the following chapter,
but first, the overall resource requirement analysis process that can facilitate
capacity planning for web applications, is discussed.
A DSML-based approach is presented to support resource requirement ana-
lysis activities of capacity planning. The novelties are: DSMLs that allow
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resource and requests logs as well as workloads to be precisely captured as
models, as well as a transparent, automated and repeatable Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE) process for generating predictions for resource usage from
workload models. The MDE process, which exploits model transformation,
comparison and merging, is modularised so that it can be configured for dif-
ferent kinds of capacity planning applications and technical infrastructures.
An additional contribution is the ability to derive a set of application-specific
resource requirement formulas for resource metrics (CPU, memory, network
and storage). We demonstrate the modelling approach in a proof-of-concept
web application examples in the following chapters.
4.5 Technical Challenges
There are several challenges in performing this research work. Below is a list
of such challenges faced throughout the research:
i. Establishing a virtualised environment.
The proposed capacity planning solution is to be implemented in a virtu-
alised environment. Therefore, a virtualised infrastructure is necessary
to implement and evaluate the proposed modelling approach. If the in-
frastructure already exists, this research will be directed to focus more
on modelling activities. Establishing a virtualised environment in itself
is time consuming and requires specialised technical skills.
ii. Time synchronisation.
In the domain of interest in this thesis, the information required to pop-
ulate models gathered from logs recording of the workload processed by
an application running in a virtualised environment. And also, logs re-
cording the resource usage of the VM that hosts the application. One of
the elements used to link the log files is the time recorded in each file.
Therefore, time synchronisation is an important and necessary action
which needs to be taken to handle this issue.
iii. Workload duration.
The correlation is difficult to be performed for the applications’ work-
loads which complete processing with a very small time period. For
example in the case of web applications, the web server records the web
requests as workloads after the completion of the requests. The work-
load simulator generates the following request once it has received the
feedback from the web server of the completion of the previous request.
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Therefore, there will be a small time interval in generating the following
request to maintain certain number of request. Generally, the resource
monitoring tools are able to capture the resource utilisation up to a
second. If the request completes before the resource monitoring tool
records the resource utilisation, the correlation is difficult to perform
since there is possibility that the request log shows that there is no re-
quest recorded at that time. The suggestion to manage this challenge is
discussed in Chapter 8.
iv. Learning Curve.
The work presented in this thesis involves many technical tools such as
VirtualBox, JMeter, Epsilon, Apache2, PHP, Java and Matlab. Learning
and adopting the relevant tools for constructing the technical solution
is challenging as a beginner. Alongside this, for the novice, producing a
simple solution with MDE is not easy. A basic understanding of the prin-
ciple and terminology of MDE is necessary in addition to understanding
the problem domain.
4.6 Research Contribution
A DSML-based approach to support capacity planning is presented in this
thesis. The objectives, hypothesis and research questions were discussed
in Chapter 1. The novelties of the research are sets of DSMLs that allow
workloads to be precisely captured using models, as well as a transparent,
automated and repeatable MDE process for generating predictions for re-
source usage from workload models. The MDE process, which exploits model
transformation, comparison and merging, is modularised so that it can be
configured for different kinds of capacity planning applications and technical
infrastructures.
4.7 Chapter Summary
The analysis of the problem domain suggests that the integrated framework
with three phases can be implemented by having DSMLs for the domains.
The phases were explained with their respective DSMLs. Although a fully
integrated solution for capacity planning was proposed with the framework,
the focus of the research is in proposing a detailed modelling solution by
integrating phase 1 and 2. The benefits of DSM, the research challenges and
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the contribution of the proposed solutions were also discussed. The following
chapter explains the design of the proposed framework.
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Chapter 5
Design of the MDE Solutions
5.1 Introduction
The design of the proposed DSMLs and model management activities to
automate the ReRA and ViRR processes are presented and elaborated upon
in this chapter. The DSMLs are considered together with their features,
management operations, rules and the transformation relationships between
them. The proposed framework was designed to integrate the first two phases
of the capacity planning process as discussed in Chapter 4. The remain-
ing phases are beyond the scope of this work. The set of DSMLs and the
model management activities were designed to automate Resource Require-
ment Analysis process discussed in Section 4.3.1. In this and the following
chapters, the name of the DSMLs and its artefacts including model manage-
ments techniques developed were presented in italics.
5.2 Resource Requirement Analysis
In Section 4.3.1, the general process involved in Resource Requirement Ana-
lysis (ReRA) was discussed. To automate this process, several DSMLs were
designed together with supporting model management programs. Different
types of applications can have different DSMLs to capture information about
their workloads. The detailed discussion of the DSMLs is presented in Sec-
tion 5.2.1, firstly, to give a better overview, the ReRA process is explained
























































































































A graphical illustration of the general ReRA process is shown in Figure 5.1.
An application can run on a single or on multiple (virtual or physical) ma-
chines. The incoming workloads of the application are captured in the ap-
plication server log. The workload logs (Workload Log Files) are parsed to
the ApplicationWorkloadLog model. The hosting virtual machine is mon-
itored by resource monitoring tools which produce resource usage logs (Re-
source Usage Log Files). Parsing the logs into the ApplicationWorkloadLog
and ResourceLog models shields the rest of the process from hard depend-
ency on particular runtimes and VM monitoring tools. The log models are
then compared and merged to produce a WorkloadResourceVsTime model.
Then, transformations are used to produce a correlation (grouping) model
(ResourceVsWorkload). To reconcile any measurement errors, cleaning is
performed. Graphs are generated based upon the WorkloadRequestVsTime
and ResourceVsWorkload models.
A suitable statistical analysis method can be applied to produce precise val-
ues. This task is open for future work to further improve the predictive capab-
ility. In this thesis, basic statistical method such as mean, median, maximum
and minimum were calculated to feed into the ResourceRequirementAnalysis
model. Formulas for the resource metrics to be used in the ViRR process were
generated based on the ResourceRequirementAnalysis model. This equation
extraction module was represented with a box labelled as Resource Metrics
Formula Generation in Figure 5.1.
In the Resource Metrics Formula Generation module, an equation extraction
tool can be used to produce respective formulas for each resource metrics.
The input to this module is a text file generated with model-to-text trans-
formation program of the ResourceRequirementAnalysis model. The gener-
ated text file can be any format supported by the equation extraction tool.
The model-to-text transformation program might need to be customised to
produce such format. The information captured in the ResourceRequire-
mentAnalysis model is transformed as input data to the equation extraction
tool with the generated file, such as in a comma-separated-values (csv) file.
The output of the equation extraction tool consists of a set of formulas of
the resource metrics produced based on the input file. Figure 5.2 illustrates
the DSMLs involved and their interactions in automating the ReRA process.
Related DSMLs, together with model management techniques presented in
Figure 5.2, were designed to represent each activity involved in ReRA.
The ReRA process provides modular components for each activity. The mod-
ularity of DSMLS of ReRA process enables changes to a component without
affecting other components. This enables equation extraction to be replaced
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with appropriate implementations such as applying machine learning. The
machine learning method normally includes statistical analysis. Therefore,
model-to-model transformation in step (vii) in Figure 5.2 can be replaced
with model-to-text transformation to produce input file to the respective
machine learning tool based on raw data captured in ResourceVsWorkload
model. The requirement for using the ResourceRequirementAnalysis model
depends on the statistical analytic capability of the tools used to produce
the equations.
The input file format for different tools may vary. Therefore, the model-to-
text transformation program need to be customised depending to the sup-
ported file format of the tool. The structure of ResourceVsWorkload and
ResourceRequirementAnalysis DSMLs are not complex and changing to dif-
ferent tools only involve changes to the model-to-text program to produce
supported file format. The effort required to replace the equation extraction
tool depends on the complexity of the new tool, the format of the input it
expects, the output it produces, and the familiarity of the engineer with the
MDE technologies involved. Given the size of existing transformations (hun-
dreds of lines of code), interfacing a new text-based tool with the system
should not require more than a few hours for an MDE-literate engineer. The
main characteristic of the tool is that it must be able to produce resource
metrics equations with the data feed as input.
The ReRA process, used to retrieve formulas for resource metrics based on
workloads for an application, is discussed above. The design of the DSMLs
is described in the following section and the related model management op-
erations are described in detail in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.1 DSMLs Design of ReRA
As discussed above, a set of DSMLs for automating the resource requirement
analysis process was constructed. Figure 5.2 illustrates the set of DSMLs
and the relationship between them. This figure shows the flow and details
of the DSMLs presented in Figure 5.1. The Roman numerals in both figures
are the model management activities discussed in Section 5.2.2. This section
provides an overview of DSMLs organisation and semantics. The following
are the DSMLs developed for capture the attributes involved in the ReRA
process:
i. ApplicationWorkloadLog



















ation workload log DSML for particular application types. Application
workload information such as start time, end time and workload name
are extracted from the application server log. This information is suf-
ficient to proceed with the ReRA process and the design is illustrated
in Figure 5.3. The configuration of the server is recorded in ‘Server-
Configuration’, while WorkloadLogRecord records the log recordings of
the workload and ‘VirtualMachine’ stores the information of the VM.
In this thesis, the unit for time is standardised to seconds. Therefore,
‘startTime’ and ‘endTime’ are defined as EDoubel (double data type)
to record floating-point numbers in seconds. Since EMF is used in this
work, the data types presented in Ecore Diagrams have an ‘E’ prefix. The
time captured in log recording is converted to seconds in the execution
of the text-to-model transformation program.
ii. ResourceLog
Information related to usage of selected resources is extracted from log
files generated by the tools monitoring the resource usage of the ma-
chines involved. Figure 5.5 shows the design of ResourceLog DSML. The
time granularity of resource usage measurements should be comparable
to that of the workload log. The CPU and memory allocation of the
machine is captured next to its unique identifier (name). The attrib-
ute cpuSpeed of class Machine represents the speed of a single processor
in the machine, and cpuUnit represents the number of CPUs assigned
to the machine. These values will be later used to convert the per-
Figure 5.3: The Design of ApplicationWorkloadLog DSML.
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Figure 5.4: Example of extended ApplicationWorkloadLog instance for web
application (this figure originates from the Media Stream case study which
is presented in Chapter 6). For the DSML, refer Figure 5.3 and Figure 6.7.
centage of CPU usage recorded by the resource monitoring tool into an
absolute figure. The same applies to memory – if required – but most
resource monitoring tools supply the actual usage of memory rather than
a percentage. Resource measurements such as CPU, memory, disk and
bandwidth (incoming and outgoing network) are also recorded. In the
respective models, the units used for CPU is Mega Hertz (MHz) and
other resource metrics (memory, disk and bandwidth) were represented
with Mega Bytes (MB) as units. The units used should be consistent
to avoid conversions in automating the model management activities.
Units such as Kilo and others also can be used to represents the resource
metrics values, but it needs to be consistent.
The values recorded in resource usage log and the range supported by
the defined resource metrics type influence the selection of units. The
double data type is selected to capture resource utilisation since it ac-
commodates 15 to 16 digits, with a range of approximately 1.7e308 to
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Figure 5.5: The Design of ResourceLog DSML.
1.7e+308. In this thesis, the unit for resource metrics was standardised
to Mega and other units are converted to this unit.
Figure 5.6 demonstrates an instance of the ResourceLog DSML with data
extracted from the resource usage log. In this example, the resource
monitoring tool records resource utilisation for each second and the time
is represented by the ordinal number of the second in the day. The
resource usage log recordings for 3 seconds (39807, 39808 and 39809
seconds of the day) are transformed into individual LogRecord objects.
The number of the log recordings is equivalent to number of LogRecord
objects. The VM configuration with its unique name is captured in a
Machine object.
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Figure 5.6: Example of ResourceLog Instance (for the DSML, see Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.7: The Design of WorkloadRequestVsTime DSML.




The WorkloadResourceVsTime DSML provides structures for correlat-
ing the occupancy of the system (number of active workloads) with the
usage of each resource at that time. Figure 5.7 illustrates the design of
this DSML. The number of active workloads is obtained by comparing
and merging the ApplicationWorkloadLog and ResourceLog models. For
example, comparing and merging the models presented in Figure 5.4 and
Figure 5.6 produces the model presented in Figure 5.8.
iv. ResourceVsWorkload
This DSML provides structures for grouping resource usage information
by the number of concurrent workloads that the application was pro-
cessing at the time of each measurement (i.e. how much CPU/memory
etc. the machine consumed while processing 0, 1, 2 .. n concurrent re-
quests). Figure 5.9 illustrates the design and Figure 5.10 demonstrates
a model that conforms to this DSML.
Figure 5.9: The Design of ResourceVsWorkload DSML.
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Figure 5.10: Example of ResourceVsWorkload Instance (for the DSML, see
Figure 5.9).
v. WorkloadPattern
The workloads are simulated and the observed arrival sequence is cap-
tured in a WorkloadPattern model. This model is used to adjust syn-
chronisation errors in the ResourceVsRequest model caused by differences
in the timestamps reported by the runtime and the VM monitoring tool.
The design of this DSML is presented in Figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11: The Design of WorkloadPattern DSML.
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Figure 5.12: The Design of ResourceRequirementAnalysis DSML.
Figure 5.13: Example of ResourceRequirementAnalysis Instance (for the
DSML, see Figure 5.12).
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vi. ResourceRequirementAnalysis
This DSML is an extension of ResourceVsWorkload and complements the
information stored in models which conforms to the ResourceVsWork-
load DSML. This contains additional information relating to particular
analysis techniques. As illustrated in Figure 5.12, the ResourceVsWork-
load DSML provides constructs for representing basic statistical ana-
lysis measures such as mean, median, maximum and minimum. The
domain expert can select different analytical techniques to synthesise
ResourceVsWorkload models and use them for capacity planning. The
improvement on this DSML and its model management activities is re-
lated to applied equation extraction module. Figure 5.13 shows an in-
stance of this DSML with the average (meanResource) and maximum
(maxResource) resource usage measurements for each number of work-
loads.
5.2.2 Model Management Activities in ReRA
Several model management operations have been implemented for managing
models conforming to the proposed DSMLs. The high level of this process
was illustrated with a flowchart in Figure 4.2. The discussion of the model
management techniques implemented in this thesis is referring to Figure 5.1
together with models conforming to the DSMLs. In addition, the abbrevi-
ations T2M, M2T and M2M stand for; Text-to-Model, Model-to-Text and
Model-to-Model transformations respectively. The operations referred to in
this section have been implemented with relevant components of the Epsi-
lon framework. The functionality of each operation is explained below, in
accordance to the numbering used in Figures 5.1 and 5.2:
i. Workload Logs to WorkloadLog Models
The workload information stored in the workload log is extracted through
a T2M transformation into ApplicationWorkloadLog models. The num-
ber of ApplicationWorkloadLog models is equal to the number of ma-
chines running the application. Each machine has log recordings that are
transformed to their respective ApplicationWorkloadLog models. The
algorithm to produce an ApplicationWorkloadLog model with a name
called WorkloadLog model is demonstrated in Algorithm 1. The input
to this T2M transformation activity is the workloads log recording file
for a virtual machine while the output is an ApplicationWorkloadLog
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model which contains ApplicationServer, VirtualMachine, ServerCon-
figuration and WorkloadLogRecord objects. The first line creates the
ApplicationWorkloadLog model as workloadLog. Lines 2 to 4 create Ap-
plicationServer, VirtualMachine and ServerConfiguration objects named
as appSer, VM and serConf respectively. The information for VM and
serConf are entered by the user with interfaces provided by the program
(lines 5 to 6). These objects are referred by appSer (lines 7 to 8). The
ApplicationServer is the main class in ApplicationWorkloadLog DSML
and therefore appSer is referred by workloadLog (line 9). The workload
logs are recorded into a file in the event it happened. Therefore, trans-
ferring log recordings into WorkloadLogRecords and assigning them to
ApplicationServer is called in a loop. Lines 10 to 14 demonstrates this
algorithm to process the workload logs of a machine.
Algorithm 1 Workload Logs to a WorkloadLog Model
Input: workloadlogF ile : File
Output: workloadLog : ApplicationWorkloadLog
1: Create a new workloadLog : ApplicationWorkloadLog
2: Create a new appSer : ApplicationServer
3: Create a new VM : VirtualMachine
4: Create a new serConf : ServerConfiguration
5: serConf ← ... . user inputs the values through interface
6: VM ← ... . user inputs the values through interface
7: appSer.config ← serConf
8: appSer.machine← VM
9: workloadLog.add(appSer) . adding ApplicationServer object (appSer)
to WorkloadLog model (workloadLog)
10: while not workloadlogF ile.EOF do
11: Create a new logRecord : WorkloadLogRecord
12: logRecord←... . feed the data extracted from log records
13: appSer.logRecords← logRecord
14: end while
ii. Resource Usage Logs to Resource Models
Similarly, another T2M transformation extracts ResourceLog Models
from Resource Usage Log Files captured using VM monitoring tools. The
algorithm to perform this transformation is presented in Algorithm 2.
The input is the resource usage log recording file and the output is
ResourceLog model of that machine. The components of ResourceLog
model are UtilisationLog, Machine and LogRecord objects. The first line
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in Algorithm 2, creates a ResourceLog model with a name resourceLog.
Lines 2 to 3 creates utilLog as UtilisationLog object and machine as
Machine object. The machine information is entered by the user with
interface provided by the program and utilLog.machine refers to that
object (lines 4 to 5). The main component in ResourceLog model is Util-
isationLog object, therefore utilLog is assigned to resourceLog in line 6.
The resource usage log recordings are then transferred into a LogRecord
object called logRecord and assigned to utilLog in a loop to capture the
entire resource usage log records in that file.
Algorithm 2 Resource Usage Logs to a ResourceLog Model
Input: resourcelogF ile : File
Output: resourceLog : ResourceLog
1: Create a new resourceLog : ResourceLog
2: Create a new utilLog : UtilisationLog
3: Create a new machine : Machine
4: machine←... . user inputs the values through interface
5: utilLog.machine← machine
6: resourceLog.add(utilLog) . adding UtilisationLog object (utilLog) to
ResourceLog model (resourceLog)
7: while not resourcelogF ile.EOF do
8: Create a new logRecord : LogRecord
9: logRecord←... . feed the data extracted from log records
10: utilLog.logRecords← logRecord
11: end while
iii. Sort, Compare & Merge Workload and Resource Models
In this activity, M2M transformation with necessary adjustments, such
as sorting and time conversion, are performed on the models before
they can be compared and merged. The inputs of this operation are
the ApplicationWorkloadLog and ResourceLog models. The output is
a single WorkloadResourceVsTime model which combines Application-
WorkloadLog and ResourceLog models. Algorithm 3 shows the logic
in performing this activity. Line 1 creates a WorkloadResourceVsTime
model as workResVT and line 2 creates WorkloadResource object as
workRes which it is referred by workResVT at line 3. The WorkloadLo-
gRecord objects in workloadLog model were sorted according to captured
startTime at line 4. The observation with web applications shows that
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the workload log is recorded once it complete. Therefore, the order of
the recording is based on completion time (endTime) and need sorting
according to start time to perform correlation with resource usage. The
processor speed stored in ResourceLog model is assigned to a parameter
named processorSpeed at line 5. This value is used to convert percent-
age of CPU usage recording into standardise unit (in this thesis is Mega
Hz) as presented at line 10. The resource usage logs information stored
in ResourceLog model were transformed to ResourceLog of WorkloadRe-
sourceVsTime model and associated workload being processed at that
time are also captured. This operation is presented at lines 8 to 22 in a
loop. Correlation based on time is performed at line 17 by counting the
number of similar workloads being processed at the time the resource
usage was recorded.
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Algorithm 3 Sort, Compare & Merge Workload and Resource Models
Input: workloadLog : WorkloadLog, resourceLog : ResourceLog
Output: workResV T : WorkloadResourceVsTime
1: Create a new workResV T : WorkloadResourceVsTime
2: Create a new workRes : WorkloadResource
3: workResV T.add(workRes) . adding WorkloadResource object
(workRes) to WorkloadResourceVsTime model (workResVT)
4: Sort workloadLog.LogRecord by startT ime
5: processorSpeed← resourceLog.UtilisationLog.machine.cpuSpeed
6:
7: for rl ∈ resourceLog.LogRecord do
8: Create a new resLog : workRes.ResourecLog
9: resLog.time← rl.time
10: resLog.CPU Used← (rl.CPU Used ∗ processorSpeed)/100
11: resLog.RAM Used← rl.RAM Used
12: resLog.Disk Used← rl.Disk Used
13: resLog.Net Incoming ← rl.Net Incoming
14: resLog.Net Outgoing ← rl.Net Outgoing
15:
16: Create a new workload : workRes.Workload
17: tmpCount← count of workloadLog.WorkloadLogRecord where it’s
startT ime ≤ resLog.time and endT ime ≥ resLog.time
18: workload.count← tmpCount
19: workload.name← workloadLog.WorkloadLogRecord.workloadName





iv. Capacity Monitoring Graph Generation
Resource usage and concurrent workloads count graphs are generated
based on time. The outcome of this step is a set of graphs as illustrated
in Figure 5.14 (these graphs originate from the Media Stream case study
which is presented in Chapter 6). These graphs were generated based
on information stored in a WorkloadResourceVsTime model by perform-
ing M2T transformation. For example, to produce graphs using Google































v. Generation of ResourceVsWorkload Model
The WorkloadRequestVsTime model is analysed and synthesised to pro-
duce a ResourceVsWorkload model. Multiple resource usage measure-
ments are grouped by the number of concurrent workloads that the ap-
plication was processing at the time they were recorded. The algorithm
to transform a WorkloadRequestVsTime model into a ResourceVsWork-
load model and is presented in Algorithm 4. The input for this activity
is WorkloadRequestVsTime model and the output is ResourceVsWork-
load model. In Algorithm 4, those models are named as workResVT and
resVwork. The object of WorkloadResourceRelation class is the base for
ResourceVsWorkload model, and it is created as wvr at line 3. The
name of the workload is copied from wls (Workload object of Workload-
RequestVsTime model) at line 4. Individual ReRA process need to be
performed to retrieve resource requirement formulas for a given work-
load type. Therefore, the workload name should be distinctive. At line
5, the set of unique counts of WorkloadRequestVsTime model’s work-
loads (wrt.Workload.count) are captured in a collection variable named
workCountSet. This count represents the number of concurrent workload
being processed at a time. For each workload count in workCountSet, a
WorkloadCount object of WorkloadResourceRelation model (tmpWC ) is
created. The count value from ResourceVsWorkload model is assigned
to tmpWC and the resource usage recordings to process that concurrent
workload are transferred into the Resource object of ResourceVsWork-
load model (tmpRes). These operations are conducted in the nested loop
demonstrated at lines 6 to 20.
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Algorithm 4 Producing a ResourceVsWorkload Model
Input: workResV T : WorkloadResourceVsTime
Output: resV work : ResourceVsWorkload
1: wls← all workResV T.workloads and point on first
2: wrt← all workResV T.WorkloadResource
3: createnewwvr : resV work.WorkloadResourceRelation . Work-
loadResourceRelation object (wvr) is created and added to ResourceVs-
Workload model
4: wvr.workloadName← wls.name
5: workCountSet←... . a set of unique numbers in wrt.Workload.count
6: for wCount ∈workCountSet do
7: create new tmpWC : resV work.WorkloadCount
8: tmpWC.count← wCount
9: for workload ∈ wls where its count = wCount do
10: create new tmpRes : resVwork!Resource
11: tmpRes.time← workload.workloadOf.time
12: tmpRes.CPUUsed← workload.workloadOf.CPU Used
13: tmpRes.RAMUsed← workload.workloadOf.RAM Used
14: tmpRes.DiskUsed← workload.workloadOf.Disk Used
15: tmpRes.NetIncoming ← workload.workloadOf.Net Incoming







Performing step v (Generation of ResourceVsWorkload Model) can pro-
duce noise that can affect correlation due to time synchronisation issues
between the host and the VMs. WorkloadPattern Model is used to clean
the ResourceVsRequest Model. This step is optional.
vii. Produce Analysis Model
Statistical analysis to get the minimum, maximum, mean and median
value of resource usage measurements was applied to the ResourceVs-
Request model and the results are stored in a ResourceRequirementAna-
lysis model. Algorithm 5 shows the transformation rules applied when
transforming ResourceVsWorkload model (source) to ResourceRequire-
mentAnalysis model (target). Lines 3 to 6, transform the relationship
between workload and resource usage (WorkloadResourceRelation of Re-
sourceVsWorkload model) to analytical values by capturing the number
of workloads (workloadsCounts) and statistical values for the interested
resource metrics along with the workload names (workloadName) into
the ResourceRequiremntAnalysis model. At line 5, the second trans-
formation was applied, where operations were called upon to calculate
the minimum, average, maximum and median resource requirement for
the number of concurrent workloads. These functions were represented
as getMin, getAvr, getMax and getMedian accordingly at lines 10 to 13
in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5 Producing Analysis Model
Input: source : ResourceVsWorkload
Output: target : ResourceRequirementAnalysis
1: create new target.WorkloadResourceRelationAnalysis ←
source.WorkloadResourceRelation . transformation1 is called
2:
3: rule transformation1 transform source.WorkloadResourceRelation to
target.WorkloadResourceRelationAnalysis
4: target.workloadName← source.workloadName













viii. Resource Requirement Vs Request Count
A set of graphs are generated to visualise resource metrics and work-
loads relationship obtained through the analysis conducted above. The
graphs are plotted to illustrate the extracted equation (linear, quadratic
and etc.) of resource consumption. For example, Figure 5.15 shows the
example of CPU requirements based on number of workloads being pro-
cessed. Basic statistic elements such as median, mean, minimum and
maximum values were calculated and presented in this type of graph.
Figure 5.15: Example of resource utilisation graphs for CPU based on work-
loads.
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ix. Generating Formulas of Resource Metrics
A CSV file is produced by extracting selected statistical data from Res-
ReqAnalysis models. This file is analysed with data analysis tools to
produce correlation formulas for resource metrics. In this research, Mat-
lab was used to produce the formulas. However, any suitable tools can
be used to produce the formulas.
The outcome in performing ReRA are: i) a set of resource requirement for-
mulas for resource metrics and ii) graphical presentations of resource require-
ments based on workloads. The formulas are used in the transformation to
estimate resource requirements based on workload patterns which are cap-
tured in the WL-DSL of the applications.
5.3 Virtual Resource Requirement
In this section, the MDE solutions of the proposed framework are discussed
with an abstract DSMLs for the application workload since each applica-
tion workload is unique. General rules in transforming application workload
to resource requirements and a DSML for capturing resource requirement
schedules are also presented.
5.3.1 DSMLs Design of ViRR
Mainly, two DSMLs are proposed to integrate first two phases of the capacity
planning process in a virtualised environment. Since WL-DSLs is specific to
an application, an abstract DSML named ApplicationWorkload which acts
as a common core for individual WL-DSLs is proposed. This DSML is ex-
pandable to model application-specific DSML which capture workloads of a
particular application. An Application workload model is transformed into
a ResourceRequestPlan model using model-to-model transformations. Fig-
ure 5.16 illustrates the abstract syntaxes of the two DSMLs.
Application workloads are specified for hour-long time periods as TimeSlo-
tRequests. Each application has a unique identifier and the capacity planning
period is captured using a startDate and an endDate. Each period is cap-
tured as a TimeSlotRequest with a start time (from) and an end time (to).
The ResourceRequestPlan DSML acts as a resource request calendar for the
capacity planning period. It shows the resource requirements for a particular
application on a daily basis with time slots described in the related WL-DSL.
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Figure 5.16: DSMLs of ViRR for an application.
A daily resource requirement timetable is generated for a specified capacity
planning period (startDate and endDate of VmRequestPlan).
At this time, Epsilon does not natively support date and time data types.
Therefore, the Date is recorded with three attributes (dd as day of the month,
mm as month of the year and yyyy as the year). These attributes are integers
and the respective model management activity manipulates the values. This
Date format has been applied throughout the thesis. The same was applied to
Time, with hour, minutes and seconds as attributes. The time granularity
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in ResourceRequestPlan DSML was increased up to seconds, although the
application workloads are specified for hour-long time periods. This is to
enable the usability of the design in the event of application of resource
allocation policy.
5.3.2 Model Management Technique
A model-to-model transformation comprising two transformation rules is
used to map application workloads to virtual machine requirements schedule.
The formulas for resource metrics are retrieved through the model manage-
ment techniques of ReRA process discussed in Section 5.2.2. These formulas
are used in the transformation when estimating resource requirements for the
time slot defined in the application workload model (line 18). Algorithm 6
shows the structure and the rules applied in transforming application work-
loads to resource requirement plans. The input for this activity is an Ap-
plicationWorkload model (source) and the output is a ResourceRequestPlan
model (target). The nested loop in lines 6 to 13 generates a calendar-based
resource requirements plan.
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Algorithm 6 Transforming Application’s Workloads to VmRequestPlan
Input: source : ApplicationWorkload
Output: target : ResourceRequestPlan
1: create new target.V mRequestP lan← source.ApplicationWorkload .
rule1 is called
2:
3: rule rule1 transform source.ApplicationWorkload to tar-
get.VmRequestPlan
4: currentDate← source.startDate
5: noOfDays← source.endDate− source.startDate
6: for i = 0 to noOfDays do
7: create new requestDate : Date
8: for timeSlotWorkload ∈ source.timeSlotWorkloads do
9: create new target.V M ← timeSlotWorkload . rule2 is called
10: ... . details of target.VM.slot are captured
11: end for
12: currentDate← currentDate + 1 . currentDate to next date
13: end for
14: ... . startdate and enddate of VmRequestPlan are assign
15: end rule
16:
17: rule rule2 transform source.TimeSlotWorkload to target.VM





The design of the DSMLs and model management activities for ReRA and
ViRR were presented in this chapter. The DSMLs were discussed with their
structure and semantics. The respective model management activities were
presented as algorithms in pseudo-code. The following chapter demonstrates
the implementation of the discussed processes on two case studies.
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Chapter 6
Applications of MDE Solutions
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the implementation plan to apply the proposed MDE solu-
tions presented in Chapter 5 and the requirement to use case studies were
explained. The focus of this chapter is related to implementing the proposed
MDE solutions as an exploratory phase. The system level requirements and
the application of the proposed MDE solutions with two case studies are
discussed in this chapter. The general design of DSMLs together with the
model management operations were discussed in the previous chapter. In this
thesis, the DSMLs and respective model management programs were imple-
mented using EMF (Ecore) and Epsilon. It should be noted that the core
of the proposed approach is not bound to these technologies and that any
other 3-level metamodelling architecture and compatible model management
platform could be used instead for implementation purposes.
Two web applications running in a virtualised environment (VirtualBox) are
used as case studies (Media Stream and Part of Speech Tagging) in this
chapter to demonstrate and refine the proposed approach. An additional
web application was used for evaluation of the proposed MDE solutions and
is elaborated in the following chapter. The architecture of the virtualisation
environment is presented first, before discussing additional DSMLs developed
specifically for each case study. The outcome of each case study, the improve-




As discussed in Section 1.6, an experimental research method was employed,
under which method, exploratory is defined as the first phase, which is fol-
lowed by an evaluation phase [29]. In this thesis, an exploratory phase was
conducted as implementation where the proposed MDE solution discussed in
Chapter 5 was applied using EMF(Ecore) and Epsilon with two case stud-
ies running in a virtualised environment. Improvements were made while
applying the proposed MDE solutions in the exploratory phase to provide
sufficient facilities before proceeding to the evaluation phase.
In the exploratory phase, the system requirements and its components were
identified. These were discussed in detail in Section 6.3. Mainly, the tech-
nical tasks were conducted in this phase as preparation for the evaluation.
The implementation of the proposed MDE solutions was reviewed and im-
proved using two case studies running in a virtualised environment. The ideal
case studies for this approach are applications that receive concurrent and
homogeneous requests. The improvements were added to provide sufficient
facilities for evaluation.
In the evaluation phase, a third case study was used to evaluate the reusab-
ility and modularity of the proposed MDE solutions. The findings from the
Figure 6.1: Implementation (Exploratory Phase) and Evaluation Plan of the
Research.
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evaluation were analysed in Chapter 7 and the conclusions were discussed in
Chapter 8.
The processes involved in both phases are illustrated in Figure 6.1. A detail
discussion of the first phase (implementation) is presented in the following
sections of this chapter. The discussion of the second phase (evaluation) is
presented in the following chapter.
6.3 System Requirements
The general design of DSMLs and model management operations for the
ReRA and ViRR processes were discussed in Chapter 5. The requirements
for the system that implements these processes are listed below:
i. The system shall provide accurate predictions of capacity;
ii. The system shall support multiple statistical analysis techniques;
iii. The system shall make use of rigorously-defined models for all configur-
ation and data collection activities; and
iv. The system shall make use of model management techniques for all val-
idation and transformation activities.
For the processes to be applicable, the following assumptions must hold:
i. The resource utilisation and application workload log recordings for the
application under capacity analysis must be available; and
ii. The virtualisation technology must enable reliable correlation of resource
utilisation and application workload log recordings.
The target user of the proposed solution is a capacity planning manager
who needs to estimate resource requirements for predicted workloads. Target
users are expected to be familiar with the technologies related to the following
components of the system:
i. Resource monitoring tool/s to capture the resource utilisation of the
virtual machine with timestamps.
ii. Workload simulator to generate the workload of the application.
iii. Workload log record which captures the application’s workload being
processed with timestamps.
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iv. Model management tool to apply the proposed DSMLs and the model
management operations.
v. Virtualised environment (server virtualisation) as a platform to host an
application. The hypervisor of the selected virtualised environment may
be either full or para virtualisation.
vi. Applications hosted in the virtualised environment as the case studies.
Ideal case studies for this approach are applications that receive concur-
rent and homogeneous requests.
vii. Statistical method to analyse the correlation between workloads and re-
source utilisation.
viii. Equation extraction tool to produce correlation formulas between work-
load and resource utilisation.
Table 6.1 summarises the tools/methods used to demonstrate the application
of the proposed MDE solutions in this thesis. It is also possible to apply
other related tools/methods which accommodate the discussed components
in order to implement the proposed MDE solutions.
6.4 Virtualised Environment
A virtualised environment is necessary in order to conduct the two case stud-
ies presented in this chapter and it refers to server virtualisation as discussed
No. Components Tools/Methods
i. Model management tool/s EMF (ecore) and Epsilon
ii. Virtualised environment VirtualBox
iii. Resource monitoring tool/s VBoxManage and disk file utility
(df)
iv. Workload simulator JMeter
v. Workload log record Apache log (access.log file)
vi. Application Web applications
vii. Statistical method Basic statistic (mean, maximum,
minimum, median)
viii. Equation extraction tool Matlab
Table 6.1: System Components that Satisfy the System Level Requirements
to Apply the Proposed MDE Solutions.
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in Section 2.2.3. The main components of server virtualisation are the hyper-
visor, host and virtual machine. Both Type 1 (full virtualisation) and Type
2 (para virtualisation) hypervisors have different influences on the perform-
ance of the virtual machine [5, 20]. Therefore, the resource requirements for
operating an application in different virtualisation environments might vary.
To facilitate the capacity planning manager, who hosts an application in a
virtualised environment, ReRA provides modular and reusable steps/com-
ponents to produce relevant resource requirement formulas that are specific
to the selected virtualised environment. The formulas are then used in ViRR
to estimate the resource requirements based on the predicted workload of the
application running in that virtualised environment.
In this thesis, the virtualised environment is set-up using VirtualBox1, a
stable and freely available virtualisation product by Oracle. VirtualBox sup-
ports several types of operating systems for host and VMs, such as Linux,
Windows and OS X. The virtualised environment presented in this chapter
uses Linux in both host and VMs, since it is freely available. VirtualBox
comes with a resource monitoring tool called VBoxManage2. The following
is a detailed design of this virtualised environment.
Listing 6.1: VBoxManage script to collect VM resource utilization for every
second.
1 VBoxManage metr i c s c o l l e c t −−per iod 1 −−samples 1 ServerName3
CPU/Load/User ,CPU/Load/ Kernel ,RAM/Usage/Used , Disk/Usage/
Used , Net/Rate/Rx , Net/Rate/Tx , Guest/CPU/Load/User , Guest/CPU
/Load/ Kernel , Guest/CPU/Load/ Id l e , Guest/RAM/Usage/Total ,
Guest/RAM/Usage/Free , Guest/RAM/Usage/ Balloon , Guest/RAM/
Usage/Shared , Guest/RAM/Usage/Cache , Guest/ P a g e f i l e /Usage/
Total > FileName .vbm
A server with 2 dual-core 2GHz CPUs, 8GB memory and 300GB disk space
was used to host the virtualised environment. Para virtualisation (virtualisa-
tion Type 2) is implemented in VirtualBox. Therefore, an operating system
(OS) needed to be installed in the host, so Linux OS Ubuntu 12.04 was used.
The resource utilisation of the host and VM can be monitored using VBox-
Manage, where textual resource utilisation information is captured. This
information can be recorded in a text file and the data were extracted to
create a ResourceLog model.
The script in Listing 6.1 shows the VBoxManage commands executed in
1https://www.virtualbox.org
2https://www.virtualbox.org/manual/ch08.html
3The name of the VM needs to be stated replacing ServerName
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Figure 6.2: The architecture of the virtualisation environment.
the host used to record the resource utilisations of the VM. The resource
utilisation log information file produced by VBoxManage was recorded with
a “.vbm” extension. A sample of this log file is presented in Listing E.3
and the list of resource parameters managed by VBoxManage is presented in
Appendix B. Since this resource monitoring tool runs in the host, the tool
only consumes computing resources of the host.
A limitation in the storage monitoring capabilities of VBoxManage was iden-
tified via observation of resource utilisation in the second case study. The
reported storage usage metrics do not represent the dynamic changes of disk
usage. Therefore, an additional disk monitoring tool in Ubuntu (disk filesys-
tem utility) was used to record disk utilisation along with VBoxManage for
this virtualised environment. A shell script was used to record disk utilisation
reading into a “log.dsk” file. A sample of this log file is shown in Listing E.5.
Although, this script runs in the VMs, it does not consume many resources,
and as such the influence of monitoring resource usage on the application
workload was ignored.
The architecture of the virtualised environment is presented in Figure 6.2.
The VMs were configured to host the two selected web applications. Each
web application was hosted in a different VM. The workload of web applic-
ations is recorded by the web server that hosts them. In this work, both
applications were hosted in an Apache 2.4 web server and the workload was
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recorded in the access.log file of the Apache web server. Several configura-
tion tasks may need to be performed to enable the required information to
be recorded. For example, the default recording in the access.log file was
configured to obtain detailed information about each request, such as re-
quest name, start time, end time, response code and size of data returned.
Appendix A shows a list of configuration parameter names for the most com-
monly used web servers.
Listing 6.2 shows the configuration in the Apache web server (apache2.conf)
to produce request log recordings (access.log). Web servers normally have a
default configuration and need to be configured to produce required values.
For example, in Listing 6.2, the default format of the access.log file in line 1
was disabled using the ‘#’ symbol and replaced with the format in line 2. The
meaning of the symbols can be referred at Appendix A. The updated format
increases time granularity from seconds to milliseconds with the additional
parameter ‘%{usec frac}t’ and also includes the duration it takes to complete
the request with the additional parameter ‘%D’. Analysis of web servers
presented in Appendix A shows a list of configuration parameter names for
the most commonly used web servers. The web servers are configurable to
produce request log recordings as input to produce the RequestLog model
with text-to-model (T2M) transformation program. In this thesis, the T2M
transformation program was written in Java. In EMF, models are can be
presented in XML. Therefore, the T2M program extracts the information
from the access.log file and feeds it into RequestLog model by producing
XML file. Example of access.log file and RequestLog model in XML form are
presented in Listings E.1 and E.2, respectively in Appendix E.
Listing 6.2: Configuration in apache2.conf file
1 #LogFormat ”%h %l %u %t \”%r \” %>s %O \”%{Refe r e r } i \” \” %{
User−Agent} i \”” combined
2 LogFormat ”%h %l %u %t %{u s e c f r a c } t %D \”%r \” %>s %O \” %{
Refe r e r } i \ ”\”%{User−Agent} i \”” combined
The network of the virtualisation environment needed to be configured to
enable communication between the host and the VMs. For example, there
are several ways to configure the network in VBoxManage and a host-only
network was included to enable VM-to-VM and also host-to-VM communic-
ation.
A workload simulator generates application workloads and JMeter was used
to simulate web requests of the applications as workloads. JMeter is an
application to perform load tests on client/server software such as web ap-
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plications. It also can be used to simulate a heavy load on a server, network
or object to test its strength or to analyse overall performance under different
load types [39]. Running the simulator within the VM where the application
is hosted can consume additional resources. Therefore, the simulator needs
to be installed in an external server. In this work, the simulator was installed
in the host and generated workloads for the applications running in the VMs.
The following sections discuss the implementation of the proposed MDE solu-
tions for the two case studies. Media Stream and Part of Speech Tagging web
applications running in a VirtualBox virtualised environment were used as
case studies in this chapter to demonstrate and refine the proposed MDE ap-
proach. Both case studies had a highly intensive resource utilisation and this
enables workload correlation with resource utilisation. VirtualBox provided
a sufficient virtualisation environment to conduct the research to meet the
system requirements discussed in Section 6.3.
6.5 Extension of ReRA
The general ReRA process together with a set of high level DSMLs was
discussed in Section 5.2. In this chapter, the designed DSMLs were extended
and reused specific to web applications running in the VirtualBox virtualised
environment.
The specific process used for web applications in the selected virtualised en-
vironment is presented in Figure 6.3. This figure is an extended version of
Figure 5.1 presented in Chapter 5 in which the high level DSMLs described
in Chapter 5 were used. The type and the name of the model management
programs developed to automate the process are presented in the diagram
and the code is available in Appendix G. Additional steps and models are
required to produce ResourceLog models, since more than one resource mon-
itoring tool are used. The use of two resource monitoring tools (VBoxMan-
age and the Ubuntu disk utility) in the virtualisation environment has been
discussed in Section 6.4. The log records produced by VBoxManage and
the Ubuntu disk file system (df) utility were parsed into VBoxVMMetrics
and DiskUsageLog models, respectively. These two models were merged and
transformed into a ResourceLog model.
The overall design and the relationship of the DSMLs are presented in Fig-
ure 6.4. The RequestLog DSML is specific to web applications and was de-


















































































































































































































































the log recordings from VBoxManage and the Ubuntu disk utility specific to
the virtualised infrastructure were used. The other DSMLs and model man-
agement activities in Figure 6.4 are as presented in Chapter 5. Detailed
discussion on these additional DSMLs and model management techniques
follows.
6.5.1 Additional and Extended DSMLs of ReRA
Three additional DSMLs were specifically developed for this experiment.
DiskUsageLog and VBoxVMMetrics are VirtualBox specific and RequestLog
is specific for web applications. The following are the additional DSMLs:
i. DiskUsageLog
Captures information related to disk utilisation. The storage usage (kilo
bytes) of the file systems in the machine is captured together with the
reading time. The storage usage unit is converted to megabytes with
the model management activity discussed in Section 6.5.2 to ensure that
the units are standardised. Figure 6.5 shows the design of this DSML.
This DSML is designed specifically to capture log recording of the disk
filesystem utility. An example of this log is presented in Listing E.5.
The time of LogRecord in Figure 6.5 represents the second of the day to
enable correlation based on time.
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Figure 6.5: The design of DiskUsageLog DSML.
ii. VBoxVMMetrics
Captures information related to the resource utilisation parameters of
the VM which are produced by VBoxManage. Along with this, the VM
specifications such as the CPU speed (MHz), memory (MBs) allocated
and number of CPU units are captured. The abstract syntax of this
DSML is illustrated in Figure 6.6. The attributes of LogRecord repres-
ent the resource metrics produced by VBoxManage. A sample of this
log recording is presented in Listing E.3. The time in LogRecord stands
for the seconds of the day. The log recording does not provide date
and machine information. Therefore, the information of Date and Ma-
chine is input through the interface of the related T2M program. Date
information is captured to allow a time adjustment to be performed if
necessary. For example, in the virtualised environment, VBoxManage
acquires time information from the BIOS which is not automatically ad-
justed for daylight savings. However, the OS is automatically updated
with daylight savings. Therefore, an adjustment of the time recorded is
required for the resource utilisation recorded within VBoxManage. This
configuration information is later transferred to the ResourceLog model.
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Figure 6.6: The design of VBoxVMMetrics DSML.
iii. RequestLog
This application DSML is specific for web applications. It inherits classes
from the ApplicationWorkloadLog, which is where information related
to incoming requests is captured. These include; the start time, end
time and the name of each workload (request) extracted from the web
server’s request log. This information is common to most web servers and
the analysis is presented in Appendix A. The web server’s configuration
(maximum users, maximum live users, waiting time, and time out) is
also captured as an instance of the Configuration class. Multiple models
that conform to this DSML can be generated if the application is running
on multiple machines.
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Figure 6.7: The design of RequestLog which extends the ApplicationWork-
loadLog DSML specifically for web applications.
Figure 6.7 illustrates the design of the RequestLog and ApplicationWork-
loadLog DSMLs and the relationship between them for web applications.
Figure 6.8 demonstrates an instance of the RequestLog DSML capturing
data extracted from a typical request log. A web server runs in a virtual
machine with certain configuration. The requests processed in a web
server are captured in the web server’s log. Figure 6.8 shows an example
of a ReqestLog model with three requests extracted from log recordings
together with its virtual machine (machine) and web server configuration
details.
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6.5.2 Additional Model Management Activities of
ReRA
Since resource utilisation is recorded with two resource monitoring tools, ad-
ditional model management activities are required to manage the respective
models. These activities are discussed below:
i. Resource Usage Logs to Resource Models
Two programs were written to extract resource utilisation information
through a text-to-model (T2M) transformation. The VBoxVMMetric-
sLogToModel program extracts the recording of resource utilisation from
Figure 6.8: Example of RequestLog instance (for the DSML, see RequestLog
DSML in Figure 6.7).
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VBoxManage and creates VBoxVMMetrics models. The DFLogDiskUs-
ageModel program produces DiskUsageLog models based on information
recorded by the Ubuntu disk utilisation tool. The programs create the
models in XML form with the information extracted from the log record-
ing text. Samples of resource usage log recordings and its model in XML
form are presented in Listing E.3 to E.6 in Appendix E. In the scenario
of using single resource monitoring, a T2M transformation direct to the
ResourceLog model is sufficient and step 4 in Figure 6.3 is not required.
Listing 6.3: EOL program (DiskUtilToVBDisk.eol) transfers storage in-
formation from DiskUsageLog Model to VBoxVMMetrics Model.
1 //vbLog=U t i l i s a t i o n L o g o b j e c t s o f VBoxVMmetrics model ;
2 // diskLog=LogRecord o b j e c t s o f DiskUsageLog model ;
3 // f s=Fi leSystem o b j e c t s o f DiskUsageLog model ;
4 var t o ta lD i sk = 0 . 0 0 ;
5 var tempVL : Set = new Set ;
6
7 f o r ( v l in vbLog . logRecords ) {
8 var d l=diskLog . se l ec tOne ( l | l . t ime . f l o o r ( )==
9 v l . time . f l o o r ( ) ) ;
10 i f ( d l . i sDe f i n e d ( ) ) {
11 t o t a lD i sk = 0 . 0 0 ;
12 f o r ( f s in d l . f i l e s y s t e m s ) {
13 t o t a lD i s k = to ta lD i sk + f s . usage ;
14 }
15 // convert k i l o b y t e to megabyte
16 v l . Disk Used = to ta lD i s k /1024 . 00 ;
17 } e l s e {tempVL . add ( v l ) ;}
18 }
19 // to remove the l a s t ob j e c t i f p o s s i b l e
20 i f (tempVL . s i z e ( )>0){vbLog . logRecords . removea l l (tempVL) ;}
ii. Manage Multi-Resource Models to a Resource Model
The disk utilisation information captured in the DiskUsageLog model
is transferred to the VBoxVMMetrics model by the DiskUtilToVB-
Disk.eol program. Later, a model-to model (M2M) transformation com-
putes and selects the resource metrics from the attributes identified in
the VBoxVMMetrics model. The code in Listing 6.3 shows the EOL
script that transfers storage information from DiskUsageLog Model to
VBoxVMMetrics Model. Listing 6.4 shows the ETL model-to-model
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(M2M) transformation that transforms selected parameters as resource
metrics into the ResourceLog model.
Listing 6.4: ETL program (VBMetricsToResourceMetrics.etl) transfers
selected resource metrics parameter to ResourceLog Model.
1 r u l e vbMetricsToResourceMetrics
2 trans form s : vbModel ! U t i l i s a t i o n L o g
3 to t : resModel ! U t i l i s a t i o n L o g {
4 t . machine = s . machine ;
5 t . logRecords =s . logRecords . equ iva l en t ( ) ;
6 }
7
8 r u l e vbLogRecordToResLogRecord
9 trans form s : vbModel ! LogRecord
10 to t : resModel ! LogRecord {
11 t . time = s . time ;
12 t . CPU Used = 100.00 − s . Guest CPU Idle ;
13 t . RAM Used = s . Guest RAM Total − s . Guest RAM Free ;
14 t . Net Incoming = s . Net Incoming ;
15 t . Net Outgoing = s . Net Outgoing ;
16 t . Disk Used = s . Disk Used ;
17 }
6.6 First Case Study: Media Stream
A prototype media web stream application was developed using WordPress1
with a media plug-in called Stream Video Player2. WordPress is an open
source blogging tool and content management system (CMS) based on PHP
and MySQL. The Stream Video Player plug-in for WordPress is one of the
most popular and most complete video-audio player WordPress plug-ins. As-
suming the quality of the videos is the same, the workload for this application
is characterised by number of users’ request to view a live video. The im-
plementation of MDE solutions for ReRA and ViRR processes for this case




6.6.1 ReRA of the Media Stream Application
Workload (request) information is retrieved from Apache’s log file and a
resource usage log file is generated using the VBManage monitoring tool
which comes with VirtualBox. To carry out the ReRA process, additional
configuration data is needed. This data can only be gathered from the specific
application under test, and the experimental set-up (e.g., web server used,
maximum number of users, number of CPUs, etc.). For this case study, the
default Apache server configuration is used. The default configuration defines
a request timeout of 300 seconds, a queuing time of 5 seconds, and an upper
limit of 150 concurrent requests and 100 live requests. A virtual machine
with 3 CPUs and 2GB of memory was used and VBoxManage was configured
to capture and store resource usage measurements in a log. VBoxManage
operates on the host server and therefore its operation does not interfere with
that of the virtual machine.
This parameterised data is then transformed into ResourceLog models us-
ing the T2M transformations discussed in Section 6.3 (Resource Usage Logs
to Resource Models). Artificial workloads involving concurrent requests,
R, where R = {1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150}
were generated with JMeter, following the request pattern illustrated in Fig-
ure 6.9. The play time of the video file used was about 48 seconds and the
application buffer the streaming shorter than play time. The configuration
setting shows the request pattern for more than 100 concurrent requests,
shown in Figure 6.9.
In this stage, the limitation of VBoxManage in recoding storage usage was not
realised since the application was not making use of storage space. Therefore,
the programs that were performing text-to-model transformations created
RequestLog and ResourceLog models. DiskUsageLog and VBoxVMMetrics
DSMLs together with their model management programs were not developed
during the implementation of this case study.
The simulation of workloads created two log files; i) a request log file produced
by the web server (access.log by Apache) and ii) a resource usage log file pro-
duced by the VM monitoring tool (name.vbm by VBoxMange). Both log
files were transformed into RequestLog and ResourceLog models using text-
to-model transformations. These two models were then sorted, compared and
merged based on time, to produce a single model (WorkloadRequestVsTime).
Resource usage and occupancy graphs are produced using a model-to-text
transformation. These graphs are presented in Figures C.3, C.4, C.5, C.6,
and C.7 respectively for CPU, memory, incoming network, outgoing net-
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Figure 6.9: Media stream workload pattern simulated with JMeter.
work and storage. Subsequently, the WorkloadResourceVsTime model was
transformed to a ResourceVsWorkload model by correlating the calculated
occupancy and resource usage. The noise introduced due to technical con-
straints in the implementation environments (time synchronisation between
host and VMs) is then removed by examining the WorkloadPattern model.
Then, statistical analysis was performed on the ResourceVsWorkload model
in order to calculate formulas that can predict resource usage for arbitrary
workloads. Figure 6.10 illustrates the statistical analysis performed to cal-
culate the minimum, maximum, average and median resource requirements
to process the workload. All other figures of the same type of Figure 6.10,
which are available in Appendix C and D, hold the same. The workload
presented in Figure 6.10 are the number of concurrent user requests to view
a video file as. The ResourceRequirementAnalysis model captures the out-
put of the statistical analysis and the mean values were transformed into a
CSV file using model-to-text transformation. This CSV file was then ana-
lysed with equation extraction module to retrieve formulas for the resource
metrics. In this research, Matlab was used and it is open to explore other
equation extraction module such as machine learning as future work.
Figure 6.11 shows the average reading of resource metrics as output of model-



































































































Figure 6.11: The table structure of the CVS file showing the statistical ana-
lysis of average reading of resource metrics for the request being processed.
input to the equation extraction tool (Matlab in this thesis). Figure 6.12
shows the outcome of the equation extraction module, which also holds for
all other figures of the same type, which are available in Appendix C and D.
In this case study, the equations extracted are as following: CPU = 2.8 ∗
#requests + 15, Memory = 1.438 ∗#requests+ 120, IncomingNetwork =
1458.3 ∗#requests, OutgoingNetwork = 30590 ∗#requests and Storage =
706. The formulas can be used twofold: to both inform the current capacity
planning process, but also to support prognostics, though of course many
iterations of experiments must be carried out to increase confidence in the
validity of the formulas. This is a simple case study where the only variable
considered was the number of requests. Additional variables are considered
in the subsequent case studies.
The following sections discuss the Virtual Resource Requirement (ViRR)
process for the case study.
6.6.2 ViRR of the Media Stream Application
The resource requirement schedule to process the workload of an application
is captured in ResourceRequestPlan model. It represents a daily resource






















































































into multi-hour slots. Resource requirements are estimated based on informa-
tion provided by the ApplicationWorkload model which defines the workload
for each hourly slot (TimeSlotWorkload) of each calendar period of interest
(Date). Since the structure of each application’s workload is unique, a spe-
cific DSML is required to capture its features by extending core classes of
the ApplicationWorkload DSML.
In this case study, the WordPress media stream workload (WPMediaStream-
Workload) DSML was designed to capture the application workload. The
number of user requests to view the file is captured with numberOfVideos
however, there is a possibility that the users do not watch the entire video.
Therefore, the average percentage of the video being watched online is also
captured (averageVideoPercentageWatched). Figure 6.13 shows the over-
view of ViRR DSMLs for the WordPress Media Stream Application and
Figure 6.14 shows a contrived WPMediaStreamWorkload model. The work-
load is divided into 5 time slots for days in the second half of the year 2014
(01/07/2014 to 31/12/2014).
The daily resource requirement schedule to manage the workload was cap-
tured in ResourceRequestPlan model. Therefore, WPMediaStreamWorkload
model was transformed to ResourceRequestPlan model using formulas pro-
duced from the ReRA process performed above. Listing 6.5 and 6.6 illustrate
the ETL transformation that computes the resource requirements of the ap-
plication. As discussed above, the formula for resource metrics were retrieved
from ReRA using Matlab. A custom Java tool (tools.DateTool at line 3 in
Listing 6.5) was used to calculate number of days (line 15) and respective
dates (line 24) for the selected calendar period. The complete ETL program
combines these two rules is presented in Listing G.2 in Appendix G. For
example, the outcome by transforming WPMediaStreamWorkload model (il-
lustrated in Figure 6.14) with the rules defined in the ETL transformation is
ResourceRequestPlan model (illustrated in Figure 6.15).
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WP1 : WPMediaStreamWorkload 
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Figure 6.14: Object diagram represents WPMediaStreamWorkload model.
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Listing 6.5: Rule to Transform the WordPress Media Stream Workloads to
VM Request Plan.
1 pre {
2 var myTubeWorkload = S ! WPMediaStreamWorkload . a l l . f i r s t ( ) ;
3 var dateTool = new Native (” t o o l s . DateTool ”) ;
4 }
5
6 r u l e WPMediastreamWorkloadToVmRequestPlan
7 trans form s : S ! WPMediaStreamWorkload
8 to t : T! VmRequestPlan {
9
10 t . appl icationName = s . app l i ca t i on ID ;
11 t . vmRequirements . addAll ( s . t imeSlotWorkloads . equ iva l en t ( ) ) ;
12
13 // d e f i n i n g s t a r t and end date
14
15 noOfDays = dateTool . countDays ( startDate , endDate ) ;
16 currentDate = startDate ;
17
18 f o r ( i in Sequence { 1 . . noOfDays }) {
19 // c r e a t e d a i l y r eques t
20
21 f o r ( timeSlotWorkload in s . t imeSlotWorkloads ) {
22 t . c r e a t e S l o t s ( reqDate , timeSlotWorkload ) ;
23 }
24 currentDate = dateTool . tomorrow ( currentDate ) ;
25 }
26 // a s s i g n s t a r t and end date
27 }
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Listing 6.6: Rule to Transform the WordPress Media Stream Workload Time
Slot to VM Resource Requirement.
1 r u l e WPTimeSlotWorkloadToVmRequirement
2 trans form timeSlotWorkload : S ! WPMediaStreamTimeSlotWorkload
3 to vm : T!Vm {
4 var durat ion : I n t e g e r ;
5 // hours to seconds
6 durat ion :=( timeSlotWorkload . ‘ to ‘− timeSlotWorkload . from )
7 *3600 ;
8
9 // average CPU requirement (MHz)
10 vm.CPU=(2.8* timeSlotWorkload . numberOfVideos +15.0)*
11 timeSlotWorkload . averageVideoPercentageWatched
;
12
13 // average memory requirement (MB)
14 vm. memory=(1.438* timeSlotWorkload . numberOfVideos +120.0)*
15 timeSlotWorkload . averageVideoPercentageWatched
;
16
17 // average incoming network requirement (MB)
18 vm. incomingNetwork=
19 (1458 .3* timeSlotWorkload . numberOfVideos ) *
20 timeSlotWorkload . averageVideoPercentageWatched
;
21
22 // average outgoing network requirement (MB)
23 vm. outgoingNetwork=
24 (30590 .0* timeSlotWorkload . numberOfVideos ) *
25 timeSlotWorkload . averageVideoPercentageWatched
;
26
27 // average s to rage requirement (MB)

































































6.7 Second Case Study: Part of Speech Tag-
ging
The second case study was developed using PHP and an open-source part-of-
speech tagging tool named lexicon1. In a part-of-speech tagging application,
a process of tagging up the words in a text as corresponding to a particular
part of speech (e.g. verb, noun, adjective) is performed. This case study
highly consume all the interested resource metrics. I Samples of tags are NN
for noun, NNS for plural noun, VB for verb, VBD for verb past tense and oth-
ers. For example the string, “The purpose of this walk-through is to provide
a computer role-playing game.” is tagged as “The/DT purpose/NN of/IN
this/DT walk-through/NN is/VBZ to/TO provide/VB a/DT computer/NN
role/NN playing/VBG game/NN.”
The application receives a number of text files to be tagged, returns the
tagged files to the user and also stores the received text files. This case
study utilised all the interested resource metrics and very CPU intensive.
The first case study is network, CPU and memory intensive while this case
study include storage utilisation.
6.7.1 ReRA of the Part-of-Speech Tagger Application
The Apache 2 web server was used with its default configuration on a virtual
machine with 4 CPUs and 2GB of memory. VBoxManage was configured to
record resource usage into a log file. In conducting this case study, a limita-
tion of VBoxManage was discovered, whereby the disk utilisation recording
does not represent the changes in disk usage (it records the same value even
though the storage usage changes). Therefore, the disk utility monitoring
tool of the operating system was used to capture storage utilisation of the
VM. In this case study, two resource monitoring tools were used and the
resource utilisation log files were transformed into two models (VBoxVM-
Metrics and DiskUsageLog). These models were synthesised to produce a
ResourceLog model. The same DSMLs and model management techniques
used in the first case study were reused on top of an additional DSML for
resource utilisation recording.
Simulated workloads involving concurrent requests, R, where R =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 100} were generated with JMeter. There was a CPU
1http://phpir.com/part-of-speech-tagging
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bottleneck in processing the workload of this application in the virtualised
environment. A total of 4 CPU units were used to set the virtualisation en-
vironment on the physical machine and the VM hosted should not consume
more than this. The experiments were also performed with smaller number
of CPU units, however using the maximum of 4 CPU units shows better de-
pendencies on the number of CPU. For example, the graphical illustration of
CPU utilisation in Figure C.2 shows that the CPU utilisation reached 100%
when the number of requests is equal to the number of CPU. The observa-
tion shows that each request fully utilised a CPU unit (as discussed above
part-of-speech tagging is a CPU-heavy task). Therefore smaller numbers of
concurrent requests were simulated to illustrated resource utilisation.
In addition to the number of concurrent requests, the size of the files
processed had an impact on the resource usage. As proof-of-concept im-
plementation, three files representing three file size categories, S, where
S = {147035, 57765, 21291} bytes with respective words count, C, where
C = {24767, 10873, 3781} were processed. Therefore, three sets of experi-
ments were conducted to analyse resource usage of the simulated workloads
for the three size categories (large, medium and small).
The ReRA process presented in Section 6.5 was fully utilised to analyse each
workload of the part-of-speech tagger application. The outcomes of imple-
menting ReRA with this application are presented in Appendix C. Three sets
of graphs were produced by performing ReRA for each workload category.
The first set of graphs show the resource utilisation and simulated concurrent
requests of a particular workload. The second set of graphs shows the correla-
tion between resource usage and number of concurrent workloads using basic
statistical analysis (mean, median, minimum and maximum). The third set
of graphs shows the outcome of equation extraction using the mean values
of the resource usage with Matlab. The outcome of the equation extraction
are presented in Figure C.10, C.19 and C.28 in Appendix C. These formulas
were used in the ViRR process to estimate future resource requirements.
6.7.2 ViRR of the Part of Part-of-Speech Tagger Ap-
plication
A ResourceRequestPlan model captures resource requirement schedule to pro-
cess the workload of an application with a daily resource request time table
(VMRequestPlan and DailyRequest) on an hourly basis with time (Slot).















































the ApplicationWorkload model, which defines the workload per hourly slot
(TimeSlotWorkload) for the calendar period of interest (Date).
Since a specific DSML is required to capture unique features of application
workloads, the SpeechTaggerWorkload) DSML was designed by extending the
core classes of ApplicationWorkload DSML. The number of files involved for
the part-of-speech tagging process is captured with (numberOfFiles). Files
are categorised according to their sizes and the FileSize class is added to cap-
ture this feature. The file size is captured using three file categories (large,
medium and small). It is assumed that the percentage of file categories be-
ing processed at each timeslot is different, therefore percentages is used to
capture this information. Figure 6.16 shows the overview of ViRR DSMLs
design for the part-of-speech tagger application. The SpeechTaggerWorkload
DSML is specific to that application; however, it is an extension of Applica-
tionWorkload DSML.
Defining the workload timeslots is beyond the scope of this case study since
it involves business planning for that particular application. However, for
testing purposes, similar workload timeslots as in the first case study are
used, whereby there are 5 time slots for each day between 01/07/2014 to
31/12/2014.
The SpeechTaggerWorkload model was transformed to a ResourceRequest-
Plan model using formulas produced through the ReRA process performed
for this application. The transformation produced a daily resource require-
ment schedule for the workload in the ResourceRequestPlan model. List-
ing 6.7 illustrates the rule to transform the Part-of-Speech tagger applic-
ation workloads to resource requirement plan. The formulas for resource
metrics are retrieved from ReRA using statistical data analysis as discussed
in Section 6.7.1. Listing 6.8 transforms the Part-of-Speech Tagger application
workload time slot to VM resource requirement schedule. The complete con-
crete transformation of rules in Listing 6.7 and 6.8 is presented in Listing G.3
in Appendix G.
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Listing 6.7: Rule to transform the Part-of-Speech Tagger Application Work-
loads to VM Request Plan.
1 pre {
2 var mySpeechTaggerWorkload=S ! SpeechTaggerWorkload . a l l . f i r s t ( )
;
3 var dateTool=new Native (” t o o l s . DateTool ”) ;
4 }
5
6 r u l e SpeechTaggerWorkloadToVmRequestPlan
7 trans form s : S ! SpeechTaggerWorkload
8 to t : T! VmRequestPlan {
9 t . appl icationName = s . app l i ca t i on ID ;
10 t . vmRequirements . addAll ( s . t imeSlotWorkloads . equ iva l en t ( ) ) ;
11 // d e f i n i n g s t a r t and end date
12 noOfDays = dateTool . countDays ( startDate , endDate ) ;
13 currentDate = startDate ;
14 f o r ( i in Sequence { 1 . . noOfDays }) {
15 // c r e a t e d a i l y r eques t
16 f o r ( timeSlotWorkload in s . t imeSlotWorkloads ) {
17 t . c r e a t e S l o t s ( reqDate , timeSlotWorkload ) ;
18 }
19 currentDate = dateTool . tomorrow ( currentDate ) ;
20 }
21 // a s s i g n s t a r t and end date
22 }
Listing 6.8: Rule to Transform the Part-of-Speech Tagger Application Work-
load Time Slot to VM Resource Requirement.
1 r u l e SpeechTaggerTimeSlotWorkloadToVmRequirement
2 trans form timeSlotWorkload : S ! SpeechTaggerTimeSlotWorkload
3 to vm : T!Vm {
4 // d e c l a r a t i o n o f v a r i a b l e s ;
5 f o r ( f i l e S i z e in timeSlotWorkload . f i l e S i z e s ) {
6 // formulas r e t r i v e d from ReRA to proce s s smal l f i l e s are
used ( Figure 6 .47 )
7 i f ( f i l e S i z e . s i z e == SizeCategory#smal l ) {
8 smallFileCPU =(5.2152* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(3) )
−(188.59* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) +(2069.5*
f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) −129.9;
9
10 smallFileMemory =(0.2727* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(3) )
+(1.4333 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) +(43.554*
f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) +64.48;
11
12 sma l lF i l eNet In =(0.1271* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(3) )
−(3.7384* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) +(36.104*
f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) −2.1564;
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13
14 smal lFi leNetOut =(0.1909* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(3) )
−(5.6324* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(3) ) +(54.541*
f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(3) ) −3.8293;
15
16 s m a l l F i l e S t o r a g e =1.3296* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles +1302.04;
17 }
18
19 // formulas r e t r i v e d from ReRA to proce s s medium f i l e s are
used ( Figure 6 .38 )
20 e l s e i f ( f i l e S i z e . s i z e == SizeCategory#medium) {
21 mediumFileCPU = . . . //CPU formula
22 mediumFileMemory = . . . //memory formula
23 mediumFileNetIn = . . . // incoming network formula
24 mediumFileNetOut = . . . // outgoing network formula
25 mediumFileStorage = . . . // outgoing network formula
26 }
27
28 // formulas r e t r i v e d from ReRA to proce s s l a r g e f i l e s are
used ( Figure 6 . 29 )
29 e l s e i f ( f i l e S i z e . s i z e == SizeCategory#l a r g e ) {
30 mediumFileCPU = . . . //CPU formula
31 mediumFileMemory = . . . //memory formula
32 mediumFileNetIn = . . . // incoming network formula
33 mediumFileNetOut = . . . // outgoing network formula




38 // get r e s ou r c e requ i rements
39 vm.CPU=getMaximum( smallFileCPU , mediumFileCPU , largeFileCPU ) ;
40 vm. memory=getMaximum( smallFileMemory , mediumFileMemory ,
largeFileMemory ) ;
41 vm. incomingNetwork=getMaximum( smal lF i l eNet In , mediumFileNetIn
, l a r g e F i l e N e t I n ) ;
42 vm. outgoingNetwork=getMaximum( smallFi leNetOut ,
mediumFileNetOut , largeFi l eNetOut ) ;
43 vm. s to rage=getMaximum( sma l lF i l eS to rage , mediumFileStorage ,
l a r g e F i l e S t o r a g e ) ;
44 }
45
46 opera t ion getMaximum(x , y , z ) : Any{
47 var max = x ;
48 i f ( y > max) { max = y ; }
49 i f ( z > max) { max = z ; }




In this chapter, two case studies were used to demonstrate that the DSMLs
and semi-automated processes presented in the previous chapter can be used
to support parts of the capacity planning process in different applications.
In particular, the implementations demonstrate that valuable information
in the form of resource utilisation graphs together with resource metrics
formulas can be produced to aid in capacity planning. The application of
proposed MDE solution with two case studies hosted in a virtualised environ-
ment shows that the developed DSMLs and model management techniques
are modular and reusable. The modularity and reusability of the proposed





This thesis has presented a couple of DSML sets that allow workloads to be
captured precisely using models, as well as a transparent, automated and
repeatable MDE process. This MDE approach assists the capacity planning
manager to estimate the resource requirements from the application workload
models. The MDE process exploits model transformation, comparison and
merging as model management techniques. The core approaches were demon-
strated in Chapter 5 with sets of DSMLs and model management techniques.
In Chapter 6, the core approaches were extended by applying it to web ap-
plications hosted in a virtualisation environment. The implementation using
two case studies shows that, the proposed MDE approach demonstrated in
Chapter 5 are modular and reusable, making it possible to perform capacity
planning for an application hosted in a virtualised environment. To evaluate
further the modularity, reusability, completeness and extensibility of the pro-
posed DSMLs and the MDE process for the framework, a third case study
was conducted which is discussed in this chapter. This case study is also a
web application hosted in the same virtualised environment to evaluate the
extended solution demonstrated in Chapter 6. Sets of synthetic workloads
were generated to conduct ReRA and the retrieved formulas were applied in
the ViRR process, as presented in Chapter 6.
7.1 Evaluation Plan
In Section 6.2, an overview of the evaluation plan was discussed as the second
phase of the experimental research method. Figure 7.1 illustrates the flow of
the evaluation plan executed with an additional third case study.
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The third case study was also a resource-intensive web application running
in the virtualised environment configured for the previous two case studies
discussed in Chapter 6. Therefore, the application type and the infrastruc-
ture used in exploratory and evaluation case studies are the same. However,
the evaluation case study differs from the previous case studies in terms of
the functionality of the application and the characteristics of the workload.
The first case study related to videos, while the second related to text files
and the third is related to images. The attributes of the workloads used to
manage those entities in the respective web applications are different. For
example, the third case study has a filter type attribute to differentiate the
request types in addition of number of images and image size. The second
case study considers text file size and number of text file, while the first
considers the number of video and average video percentage watched.
The modularity and reusability of the proposed MDE solutions are the vari-
ables, as defined in the hypotheses. Additional variables such as the com-
pleteness and extensibility of the proposed MDE solutions were also evalu-
ated. To evaluate the predictive approach, additional synthetic workloads
were generated to compare the actual resource consumptions with the pre-
dicted resource requirements.
An analysis of the findings will be discussed to measure the fulfilment of
the system level requirements presented in Chapter 6. The conclusion of the
research will be elaborated in the following chapter.
7.2 Third Case Study: Image Filtering
An image filtering web application was exclusively used as a third case study
to evaluate the desired variables of the proposed MDE solutions in perform-
ing capacity planning in virtualised environments. This application was de-
veloped using PHP’s image filtering utilities1. Three types of image filters
(grayscale, negate and default) were used in this application. The application
receives a number of images to be filtered, applies the requested filters, sends
the filtered files to the user and also stores them on the server. This applic-
ation intensively utilises all resources (CPU, memory, network and storage)
of interest. For the purpose of this case study, the images were categorised
into three sizes; large, medium and small.
1http://www.php.net/manual/en/function.imagefilter.php
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Figure 7.1: Evaluation Plan of the Research.
The Image Filtering application was hosted in a VM running in the Vir-
tualBox virtualisation environment as discussed in Chapter 6. As in the
previous two case studies, Apache2 web server was used to host the Image
Filtering application. Therefore, the same structure of log recording was
configured to reuse the text-to-model programs which initiate the creation of
the RequestLog, VBoxVMMetrics and DiskUsageLog models. Subsequently,
all the programs and DSMLs discussed in Chapter 6 for ReRA and ViRR
were utilised and the practicality was evaluated.
A virtual machine with 4 CPUs and 2GBs of RAM was used to host this
application. A maximum of 4 CPU units was used to better highlight the
dependency on the number of CPU units utilised. Our observations show
that each request utilised a CPU unit until the selected image filtering process
completed. For example, a CPU unit was fully utilised to process a request,
2 CPU units were fully utilised to process two concurrent requests, 3 CPU
units were utilised to process three concurrent requests and the maximum of
4 CPU units were utilised to process four and above concurrent requests.
VBoxManage was configured to record resource usage into a log file. The
disk utility monitoring tool of the operating system was used to capture
storage utilisation of the VM. Therefore, two resource monitoring tools as in
the second case study were used and the resource utilisation log files were











Size After Filtering (bytes)
Grayscale Negate Default
Large 200 822,244 760,241 577,887 1,825,686
Medium 500 247,539 213,287 130,371 421,941
Small 2,000 81,809 80,304 55,607 82,161
Table 7.1: Image Filter Case Study
models were synthesised to produce a ResourceLog model. The DSMLs and
model management techniques used in the second case study were reused in
ReRA and ViRR processes.
Workloads involving concurrent requests, R, where R =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10} were generated using JMeter. Since a CPU
bottleneck was observed in the VM when processing the workload of this
application, a small number of concurrent requests was simulated to measure
the application workload. In addition to concurrent requests, the size of the
images and the filter type also impact resource usage.
The image filtering application used for the evaluation was a synthetic case
study. Therefore, to simplify the technicality, the size of the images was
categorised into three types (large, medium and small). Since there are also
three types of filter used to analyse resource requirement to process three
types of image sizes, nine sets (3 types of images X 3 types of filters) of
experiments were conducted. These experiments aimed to analyse resource
usage triggered by the simulated workload categories by using DSMLs and
model management techniques proposed in Chapter 6.
Images that need to be processed were stored in a client site (in this configur-
ation, the host). For example, 200 large images were used and the locations of
the images (path), together with the filter type to be implemented were cap-
tured in a csv file. This csv file was used in the JMeter to simulate respective
workloads. The time taken to process smaller images was less, therefore the
number of files was increased for smaller images to ensure sufficient logs were
collected for analysis. Filtered images were returned to the client and were
also stored in the server (VM). Table 7.1 shows the number of files used to
analyse resource usage for each image category. The size of images before
and after filtering is also presented in Table 7.1 since these values influence
network usage and storage.
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The experiments undertaken to collect empirical data and the outcomes of
performing ReRA activities are discussed in the following section.
7.2.1 ReRA of Image Filtering Application
The workloads for the image filtering application were categorised into 9 types
(3 filter types x 3 image categories). The ReRA process was used to retrieve
formulas for the resource metrics from the nine identified workloads. In this
section, the practicality of the process and the reusability of the proposed
MDE solutions are evaluated.
The ReRA process presented in Chapter 6 was fully utilised to analyse each
workload of the image filtering application. The outcomes of implement-
ing ReRA with this application are presented in Appendix D. Three sets
of graphs were produced by performing ReRA for each workload category.
The first set of graphs show the resource utilisation and simulated concur-
rent requests of a particular workload. The second set of graphs shows the
correlation between resource usage and number of concurrent workloads us-
ing basic statistical analysis (mean, median, minimum and maximum). The
third set of graphs shows the outcome of further analysis with Matlab using
the mean values of the resource usage to produce formulas using equation
extracting module of Matlab.
The designed DSMLs for ReRA process and the developed programs
to perform model management techniques (text-to-model, model-to-model
and model-to-text) were reused without modifications. The ReRA
process was utilised systematically and the obtained formulas for the
resource metrics of the generated workloads are presented in Fig-
ure D.3, D.6, D.9, D.12, D.15, D.18, D.21, D.24 and D.27 in Appendix D.
These formulas were used in the ViRR process to estimate future resource
requirements.
7.2.2 ViRR of the Image Filtering Application
The resource requirements schedule for processing the workloads of the ap-
plication of interest, in the form of a daily resource request time table is
captured in the ResourceRequestPlan model. Resource requirements are es-
timated based on information provided by the ApplicationWorkload model,
which defines the workload for time-long slots (TimeSlotWorkload) for each
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calendar period (startDate and endDate) of interest. The time-long slots
(from and to attributes in TimeSlotWorkload) can be used to support vari-
ous levels of granularity (such as hours, minutes or seconds). The selection
of the time unit affects the transformation and the extensibility of the re-
lated transformation program is presented in lines 230-252 of Listing G.4 for
createTime operation. In this section, the application of the proposed MDE
solutions of the ViRR process is presented.
An ImageFilterWorkload DSML was designed by extending classes of the
ApplicationWorkload DSML. Only this DSML was designed to replace the
application workload DSML of the previous two case studies since it is spe-
cific to the structure and behaviour of this application. In a time period,
various categories of workloads (workload) may be processed. To capture
this information, the start time (from) and end time (to) of processing the
image filtering workloads were stored in ImageFilterTimeSlotWorkload. The
workloads in this case study were defined using: the number of images to be
processed (numberOfImages), the image size category (size), and the type
of filter to be used to process the images (filter). Images are categorised
according to their sizes (using the values large, medium and small); the
SizeCategory class is designed to capture these values. The filter type is
defined in the Filter enumeration with negate, grayscale and default as lit-
erals. Figure 7.2 shows the overview of the ViRR DSLMs designed for the
image filtering application.
Listing 7.1: Rule to transform the Image Filtering Application Workloads to
VM Request Plan.
1 pre {
2 var myIFWorkload = S ! ImageFilterWorkload . a l l . f i r s t ( ) ;
3 var dateTool = new Native (” t o o l s . DateTool ”) ;
4 }
5
6 r u l e ImageFilterWorkloadToVmRequestPlan
7 trans form s : S ! ImageFilterWorkload
8 to t : T! VmRequestPlan {
9 t . appl icationName = s . app l i ca t i on ID ;
10 t . vmRequirements . addAll ( s . t imeSlotWorkloads . equ iva l en t ( ) ) ;
11 // d e f i n i n g s t a r t and end date
12 noOfDays = dateTool . countDays ( startDate , endDate ) ;
13 currentDate = startDate ;
14 f o r ( i in Sequence { 1 . . noOfDays }) {
15 // c r e a t e d a i l y r eques t
16 f o r ( timeSlotWorkload in s . t imeSlotWorkloads ) {













































19 currentDate = dateTool . tomorrow ( currentDate ) ;
20 }
21 // a s s i g n s t a r t and end date
22 }
The formulas of resource metrics produced from the ReRA process in Sec-
tion 7.2.1 were used for transforming ImageFilterWorkload model to Re-
sourceRequestPlan models. Listing 7.1 illustrates the rule to transform the
image filtering application workloads to resource requirement plan. The ap-
plication processes various workloads within a day and this behaviour is re-
peated throughout the selected period. This behaviour is similar to the other
two case studies, therefore the ETL transformation that translates workload
to a VM request plan remains the same as for the two previous case studies.
Listing 7.2 illustrates an outline of the rule that transforms each time slot of
the image filtering application to respective VM resource requirements. The
formulas for resource metrics are retrieved from ReRA using statistical data
analysis as discussed in Appendix D. In the complete transformation, the
formulas are applied within lines 5 to 39 depending on the type of file size
and the type of the filter. The complete concrete transformation is presented
in Listing G.4 in Appendix D.
Listing 7.2: Rule to Transform the Image Filtering Application Workload
Time Slot to VM Resource Requirement.
1 r u l e ImageFilterTimeSlotWorkloadToVmRequirement
2 trans form timeSlotWorkload : S ! ImageFilterTimeSlotWorkload
3 to vm : T!Vm {
4 // d e c l a r a t i o n o f v a r i a b l e s
5 f o r ( wl in timeSlotWorkload . workloads ) {
6 i f ( wl . s i z e == SizeCategory#smal l ) {
7 i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r #‘ de fau l t ‘ ) {
8 // apply formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s smal l
images with d e f a u l t f i l t e r ( Figure C. 2 1 )
9 }
10 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#negate ) {
11 // apply formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s smal l
images with negate f i l t e r ( Figure C. 2 7 )
12 }
13 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#g r a y s c a l e ) {
14 // apply formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s smal l
images with g r a y s c a l e f i l t e r ( Figure C. 2 4 )
15 }
16 }
17 e l s e i f ( wl . s i z e == SizeCategory#medium) {
18 i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r #‘ de fau l t ‘ ) {
19 // apply formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s medium
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images with d e f a u l t f i l t e r ( Figure C. 1 2 )
20 }
21 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#negate ) {
22 // apply formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s medium
images with negate f i l t e r ( Figure C. 1 8 )
23 }
24 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#g r a y s c a l e ) {
25 // apply formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s
medium images with g r a y s c a l e f i l t e r ( Figure C. 1 5 )
26 }
27 }
28 e l s e i f ( wl . s i z e == SizeCategory#l a r g e ) {
29 i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r #‘ de fau l t ‘ ) {
30 // apply formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s l a r g e
images with d e f a u l t f i l t e r ( Figure C. 3 )
31 }
32 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#negate ) {
33 // apply formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s l a r g e
images with negate f i l t e r ( Figure C. 9 )
34 }
35 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#g r a y s c a l e ) {
36 // apply formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s l a r g e





41 // get r e s ou r c e requi rements
42 vm.CPU = getMaximum( parameters ) ;
43 vm. memory = getMaximum( parameters ) ;
44 vm. incomingNetwork = getMaximum( parameters )
45 vm. outgoingNetwork = getMaximum( parameters ) ;
46 }
7.3 Evaluation of Modularity
MDE which utilise modularity, responds quickly to the changes in re-
quirements, and also increases productivity, maintainability, and portabil-
ity [40, 41]. In this thesis, a couple of DSML sets and model management
techniques were proposed to facilitate capacity planning in virtualised envir-
onments. The design of DSMLs for ReRA and ViRR processes, as presented
in Chapter 5, is self-contained to ensure that every step of the capacity plan-
ning process is modular in nature. The applications of the proposed MDE
approach with two case studies, presented in Chapter 6, demonstrate that
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the steps are modular. Every automated/semi-automated step of ReRA and
ViRR was portable and responded rapidly to the changes in requirements.
The input and output of the DSMLs and their structure are specified in a
rigorous manner to support modularity.
7.3.1 Modularity in ReRA
In Chapter 5, six DSMLs and nine model management activities were de-
signed to enable modularity by being self-containing within the step. The
input and output of the DSMLs were managed by respective model man-
agement activities. In Chapter 6, two additional DSMLs (VBoxMetrics and
DiskUsageLog) were designed to capture the resource usages from two log files
into corresponding models. Model management programs were developed to
produce the required output from those models to feed into the core Re-
sourceLog model. The modification involved in capturing the resource usage
logs does not affect other steps in the ReRA process due to modularity.
Modularity allows several steps to be processed simultaneously since it min-
imises dependency. Capturing workload records into an ApplicationWork-
loadLog model and resource usage records into a ResourceLog model can be
conducted concurrently. These two steps are opening activities that initiate
the ReRA process. Modular design aids those two separate activities to be
executed concurrently.
Other steps require input from previous activity, but those steps may be
extended to produce the required core models. For example, a selected stat-
istical method can be applied to the ResourceVsWorkload model to generate
a ResourceRequirementAnalysis model. The structure of the ResourceRe-
quirementAnalysis DSML may differ from the design proposed in the thesis,
to align it with the applied statistical method. These changes only affect the
model management techniques related to that DSML.
Modularity also allows different equation extraction tools to be used in produ-
cing formulas for the resource metrics. The ReRA process provides a modular
component for equation extraction which can be replaced with appropriate
implementations such as machine learning. The design of the ResourceRe-
quirementAnalysis DSML may be customised according to the selected equa-
tion extraction tools.
The modularity qualifies selected DSMLs to be used for other purposes. For
example, it is also possible to use ApplicationWorkloadLog and ResourceLog
models for various analyses related to application workload and resource
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monitoring respectively. Modularity also makes selected steps optional. For,
example, cleansing activity can be excluded if the data collection does not
produce any noise.
7.3.2 Modularity in ViRR
In the ViRR process, the ApplicationWorkload model captures the predicted
workload of an application and is application specific. This model will be
transformed into a ResourceRequirementPlan model to estimates the resource
requirements for the defined schedule with model-to-model transformation.
The changes in ApplicationWorkload DSML specific to an application only
affect the transformation program which generates a ResourceRequirement-
Plan model. The modularity feature applied in ViRR does not affect changes
to the ResourceRequirementPlan DSML although there are changes in the
ApplicationWorkload DSML, as demonstrated by all three case studies.
7.4 Evaluation of Reuse
This section discusses the level of reusability of the proposed core MDE
solutions presented in Chapter 5 and also of the applied MDE solutions.
Table F.1 summaries the average percentages of reusability of both MDE
solutions. The first column in Table F.1, list the two processes developed
in this research (ReRA and ViRR), the second column represents the arte-
facts categories which were grouped by DSMLs and model management tech-
niques, the third column represents the individual core MDE artefacts dis-
cussed in Chapter 5 and the fourth column identifies the core artefacts that
had been reused and the additional artefacts developed during implementa-
tion, as demonstrated in Chapter 6. The average reuse percentages of the core
MDE artefacts are presented in the fifth column (% of Reuse Compared to
Core MDE Artefact) with three sub-columns which evaluate the individual
artefacts, artefacts categories (DSMLs and model management techniques
separately) and processes (artefacts used in the process), accordingly.
Table F.1 also shows the average reuse percentages of the applied MDE
solutions with the third case study discussed in Section 7.2. The third case
study was used to measure the level of reusability of the extended MDE
solutions specific to web applications operating in the VirtualBox virtualised
environment. This set-up has been used to represent cloud-based applications
at the time of writing that are suitable for ReRa and ViRR processes as i) the
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applications run in a virtualised environment, ii) precise resource utilisation
metrics can be extracted using VM monitoring and iii) application requests
and responses and their associated times are recorded by default by the
web server. The reuse of concrete artefacts demonstrated in Chapter 6 is
presented in the sixth column (Artefact for evaluation Case Study) and the
reuse percentage of applied MDE artefacts in the third case study is presented
in the seventh column by dividing it into artefact, artefact categories and
process.
7.4.1 Reuse in ReRA
In applying the core MDE solutions to automate the ReRA process, an
additional RequestLog DSML was designed for capturing web application
workloads by extending the ApplicationWorkloadLog core DSML. Due to
certain limitations (related to the recording of storage utilisation) of the
VBoxManage resource monitoring tool in VirtualBox, two additional DSMLs
(DiskUsageLog and VBoxVMMetrics) were designed to consolidate those re-
source DSMLs, and a model-to-model model transformation was developed
to transform multi-resource models into a single model that conform to the
core ResorceLog DSML. These improvements were presented in Chapter 6
by applying the core MDE with web applications’ case studies in VirtualBox
virtualisation environment. The rest of the core MDE artefacts proposed
for the ReRA process were fully reused (66.67% of DSMLs and 90% of the
model management programs were reused, as presented in Table F.1). On av-
erage, 78.33% of the core DSMLs and model management programs applied
in ReRA reuse the core MDE solutions. The statistics values are influenced
by the effort required to customise text-to-model transformation programs to
capture log recording structure to the respective log models. The structures
of those log files differ across infrastructure although the required values are
recorded. Once those text-to-model transformation programs are implemen-
ted for that infrastructure, the programs are reusable for other applications
run in that infrastructure.
The presented reusability figures are heavily influenced by the similarity of
the applications used in the three case studies. Applications with heterogen-
eous/irregular workloads are more likely to require substantial extension/re-
work, hence reducing the level of reuse.
In Section 7.2, the applied MDE artefacts were further evaluated with the
third case study and it demonstrates that all of the MDE artefacts used
in previous case studies were fully reused without additional work being
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required to automate the ReRA process. This shows that the developed
MDE artefact of ReRA may be completely reused in other web applications
running in the VirtualBox virtualisation environment. DiskUsageLog and
VBoxVMMetrics DSMLs are specific to VirtualBox due to the storage read-
ing limitation in VirtualBox. These DSMLs might not be required in the
situation when another virtualised platform is used. The ResorceLog DSML
is sufficient to capture the resource utilisation records. The implementation
of core MDE solutions for ReRA is specific to the type of application and
also to the capabilities of the resource monitoring tool used to record resource
utilisation. The level of reusability might differ slightly for other technology
infrastructures and all of the core MDE solutions may be reusable for various
technologies.
The required effort for implementing the proposed ReRA solutions in differ-
ent platforms consists primarily of in customising the text-to-model trans-
formation programs that read log recordings of workloads and resource util-
ization according to the log structure. The functionality of those programs is
the same. The design of proposed core DSMLs and other model management
techniques are reusable for various applications across platforms.
7.4.2 Reuse in ViRR
To automate the ViRR process, both core DSMLs were reused and an applic-
ation specific workload DSML had to be developed. Moreover, to transform
the application workload into a resource request plan, the core model-to-
model transformation had to be customised. This customisation is related
to the behaviour of an application workload for the time slots and also im-
plements the retrieved formulas from ReRA. Therefore, out-of-the-box re-
use only reached 43.33% for the application of ViRR in this case study as
presented in Table F.1. However, the ResourceRequestPlan DSML was reused
without modification for all case studies.
The level of reuse of the core MDE solutions is higher for ReRA than for
ViRR. The implementation of the ViRR process is specific to the applica-
tion itself since the workloads of an application are unique. For example,
the MDE solutions of ViRR for the Media Stream case study and the Part-
of-Speech case study presented in Chapter 6 significantly differed, despite
the fact that both of them are web applications. However, the ViRR pro-
cess for both applications was the same where the core MDE solutions were
reused with additional MDE solutions specific to those applications. The
complexity of application specific ApplicationWorkload DSML affects the
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model-to-model transformation program at implementation level. The effort
to customise the model-to-model transformation program increases with the
complexity of the application. The formulas retried from the ReRA process
need to be applied in the transformation program; therefore, the reusability
of this program is reduced, although the functionality is the same.
7.5 Evaluation of Extensibility
This section evaluates the extensibility of the MDE solutions for the ReRA
and ViRR processes. The modular feature of the proposed solution is the
key enabler for this feature.
7.5.1 Extensibility in ReRA
The case studies demonstrate that the core MDE solutions of ReRA are ex-
tensible. Referring to Table F.1, 3 additional DSMLs (RequestLog, DiskUs-
ageLog and VBVMMetrics) were developed to capture log information for
the web applications hosted in VirtualBox. The RequestLog DSML was de-
signed specifically to capture the log information of a web application by
extending the ApplicationWorkload DSML. DiskUsageLog and VBVMMet-
rics DSMLs were designed to capture the resource usage logs in VirtualBox
in order eventually to produce a ResourceLog model. Model-to-model trans-
formations were used to merge the DiskUsageLog and VBVMMetrics models
to form a single resource model conforming to the core ResourceLog DSML.
7.5.2 Extensibility in ViRR
The MDE solutions of the ViRR process are application-specific and highly
dependent on the workloads of the application of interest. More specific-
ally, the core ApplicationWorkload DSML needs to be extended to fit the
structure and behaviour of the application in question. This DSML is highly
abstract and fully reusable and extensible. The ResourceRequestPlan DSML
was reused completely without modification. The model-to-model transform-
ation involved in this process also needs to be extended for the application
of interest, as discussed in Section 5.3.2.
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7.6 Evaluation of Completeness
This section evaluates the completeness of the ReRA and ViRR processes.
The completeness was measured by the level of reusability. The MDE artefact
which was fully reused without modification is complete.
7.6.1 Completeness in ReRA
Referring to Table F.1, an additional 3 DSMLs (RequestLog, DiskUsageLog
and VBVMMetrics) were developed to capture logs information by applying
the core MDE solutions for web applications hosted in VirtualBox. The
core DSMLs and model management programs developed to automate the
ReRA process were completely reused. The applied DSMLs specific to web
applications were also fully reused with the third case study. Therefore, those
DSMLs are classified as complete regarding the requirement to capture the
information for the ReRA process.
In the scenario of applying the proposed MDE solutions to other types of
application running under a different virtualisation technology, the initial
text-to-model transformation programs used to capture log information into
the respective log models needed to be developed. However, the functionality
of those text-to-model transformation programs is similar, as discussed in
Section 5.2.2. The core DSMLs of ReRA are reusable and able to be extended
for various technology infrastructures. On the other hand, the developed
model management programs are semi-automated. The success in applying
the semi-automated ReRA process with the 3 case studies demonstrates the
completeness of the proposed MDE solutions.
In applying different statistical methods, which is suggested as future study,
the ResourceRequirementAnalysis DSML might need modifications to cap-
ture the features of that method. There is also flexibility in adopting other
equation extracting tools/methods based on data gathered from the Re-
sourceRequirementAnalysis model. Applying other statistical methods or
adopting different equation extracting tools will affect the model manage-
ment techniques applied to the ResourceRequirementAnalysis model and it
may be implemented without affecting the other steps in ReRA.
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7.6.2 Completeness in ViRR
In automating the ViRR process, the designed ResourceRequestPlan DSML
that acts as a resource request calendar for the capacity planning period was
applied as it is and reused without modification in all 3 case studies. There-
fore, the ResourceRequestPlan DSML can be classified as complete as evalu-
ated with the case studies. The ApplicationWorkload DSML which captures
the predicted application workload is application-specific and was extended
to additional DSML, specific to the application of interest. However, the
core ApplicationWorkload DSML was reused by extending it to application-
specific DSML which captures the workloads of a particular application. This
DSML is an expandable and the model management program that transforms
the ApplicationWorkload model to ResourceRequestPlan model needs to be
updated accordingly together with the formulas retrieved from ReRA.
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7.7 Predictive Capability Evaluation
The evaluation discussed in Sections 7.3 to 7.6, evaluates the variables of
the proposed MDE artefacts in conducting capacity planning in virtualised
environments. Additionally, to evaluate the predictive capability by utilising
the proposed MDE solutions, a small experiment was conducted with the
image filtering application.
As to proof the concept, at random, five workloads for the image filtering ap-
plication were simulated with JMeter. The simulation was conducted for 600
seconds. Each workload was processed continuously for 60 seconds. Table 7.2
summarises the simulated workloads. The first column represents the name
given to the simulated workload to enable traceability with Figure 7.3 and
Table 7.3. The second and third columns represent the start and end times
of that workload respectively. These time units were captured as seconds of
the day. The fourth column represents the number of concurrent workloads
being processed and the last column gives a description of the workloads.
A virtualisation setup that able to accurately monitor resource usage is re-
quired for evaluation. After unsuccessful experimentation with more complex
infrastructures and applications (e.g. Eucalyptus and OpenStack for virtual-
isation and JPetStore as a use-case), a decision was made to use VirtualBox
and simpler, uniform workload applications. A major implication of using
VirtualBox is that workloads can only be executed on a single physical ma-
chine, thus limiting the capacity for larger-scale evaluation. Despite the lim-
itations of the evaluation setup, the principles of the proposed processes are
also relevant to larger scale setups of uniform workload applications as long
as workload logs can be captured and be reliably co-related with resource
utilisation. On the other hand, the applicability of the proposed processes to
applications with heterogeneous workloads cannot be assessed at all through
the evaluation as conducted.
The information on the simulated workloads presented in Table 7.2 was cap-
tured in the ImageFilterWorkload model. Figure 7.3 illustrates the Image-
FilterWorkload model as an object diagram that has five workloads with
the features defined in Table 7.2. The workload names (Workload Name)
in Table 7.2 are presented with small rectangles on the right side of the
ImageFilterTimeSlotWorkload objects in Figure 7.3.
The ImageFilterWorkload model was transformed to a ResourceRequestPlan
model using the formulas produced through the ReRA process, as discussed
in Section 7.2.1. The formulas used to estimate resource requirements in
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transforming the application workload to resource requirements are presen-
ted in Table 7.3. Column “Workload Name”, “Start Time”, “End Time” and
“Workload Description” in Table 7.3 represent the same columns in Table 7.2.
Column “Total Concurrent Workloads” represents the total workloads being
processed for various workload types and graph Workload Rate in Figure 7.4
shows this value. The number of concurrent requests for each workload rep-
resented as “x” in Table 7.3 and the respective formulas using this value.
Rows in Table 7.3 have been grouped according to the workload name. For
example, w1 to w3 represent a single request being processed at a time and
values for each resource type (CPU, memory, incoming network and outgoing
network) are calculated with resource metrics formulas retrieved from ReRA.












wl1 33518 33578 3 3 concurrent requests to process
small images with negate filter.
wl2 33638 33698 2 2 concurrent requests to process
large images with grayscale fil-
ter.
wl3 33758 33818 4 4 concurrent requests to process
medium images with default fil-
ter.
wl4 33878 33938 2 2 concurrent requests to process
medium images with negate fil-
ter, 1 concurrent requests to pro-
cess large images with default fil-
ter and 3 concurrent requests to
process small images with gray-
scale filter.
wl5 33998 34058 3 3 concurrent requests to process
small images with negate filter,
2 concurrent requests to process
large images with grayscale filter
and 4 concurrent requests to pro-
cess medium images with default
filter.
Table 7.2: Image Filter Workloads
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Therefore the rows for these workloads are further divided according to the
request type being processed. In this work, maximum resource requirement
for each resource metric to run the process the workload are used as bench-
marks. This is to ensure that the resource allocation is sufficient to run the
application. Therefore, the maximum values which are highlighted in bold
in Table 7.3 were used for estimation. The transformation rules also apply
this method to predict resource requirements.
The transformation of Listing G.4 was then used to produce a daily resource
requirement schedule to predict the workload in the ResourceRequestPlan
model. In this thesis, the maximum resource requirement was used for predic-
tion and other possible statistical methods are open to explore to improvise
the prediction. The implementation gathering maximum resource require-
ment was stated between line 195 and 204 in Listing G.4 and the values were
presented in bold in Table 7.3.
The predicted resource requirements and the actual resource consumption
are presented in Figure 7.4. The results observed are generally consistent
with the predictions made through ReRA and ViRR. The estimated CPU
resource requirements are slightly lower than actual CPU consumption. The
estimated memory requirements are slightly higher than the actual memory
consumption. The estimated incoming and outgoing network resource re-
quirements are in line with the actual resource consumption. The underes-
timation of resources will affect the application performance and overestim-
ation will increase the cost. This evaluation was conducted to demonstrate
that it is possible to apply the proposed approach in estimating the resource
requirements. However, further improvement through applying a better stat-
istical method such as machine learning to achieve a more precise estimation
is suggested. In addition, evaluation with cloud-based applications running











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.8 Evaluation of the System Requirements
The usability of the proposed MDE approach can be achieved by satisfying
the defined system requirements together with the possible implementation
of components to automate the approach. The system level requirements of
the research were defined in Section 6.3 together with its components and the
tools/methods used in this research. The system level requirements listed in
Section 6.3 are as below:
i. Requirement 1 : The system shall provide accurate predictions of capa-
city;
ii. Requirement 2 : The system shall support multiple statistical analysis
techniques;
iii. Requirement 3 : The system shall make use of rigorously-defined models
for all configuration and data collection activities; and
iv. Requirement 4 : The system shall make use of model management tech-
niques for all validation and transformation activities.
The evaluation of predictive capability was conducted with the third case
study as discussed in Section 7.7. This demonstrates that the proposed
approach is possible to be used in estimating the resource requirements. Sig-
nificant results were produce by comparing actual and estimated values for
resource utilisation. Therefore, Requirement 1 was satisfied; however, im-
provement with machine learning techniques is suggested as future work.
The modularity of DSMLS of ReRA process enables changes to a compon-
ent without effecting other components. The modular component enables
multiple statistical analysis techniques to be implemented. An equation ex-
traction been used can be replaced with appropriate implementations such as
applying machine learning. This capability can fulfil Requirement 2 however
the evaluation of this requirement is lay beyond the scope of this research.
Sets of DSMLs were defined and applied with three case studies for ReRA
and ViRR. Rigorously-defined models conforming to the proposed DSMLs
were used in the entire research for all configurations and data collection
activities. This demonstrates the fulfilment of Requirement 3 as presented
in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Section 7.2.
Text-to-Model, Model-to-Model and Model-to-Text transformations together
with model validation were utilised as the model management techniques.
These model management techniques were used for handling the models and
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also the input/output of the related models. This demonstrates that Require-
ment 4 was achieved, as presented in Chapter 5, Chapter 6 and Section 7.2.
Additional requirements that lay beyond the scope of this research are listed
below:
i. The system shall enable full automation of the capacity planning process.
ii. The system shall be applicable for an application running on multiple
virtual machines.
The requirements that lie outside the scope of this research are discussed in
Section 8.4. The applications of the proposed MDE approach with two case
studies, presented in Chapter 6 and also with the evaluation case studies in
Section 7.2, generally demonstrate that all of the system level requirements
listed in Section 6.3 were satisfied.
The usability of the proposed approach was demonstrated by applying it to
three web applications running in a virtualised environment, as discussed in
Chapter 6 and Section 7.2. In this research, applications that receive many
concurrent and homogeneous requests, which are compatible within the ca-
pacity of the hosting infrastructure to serve were used. The case studies in
this work cannot be used to evaluate the applicability of the approach to ap-
plications that receive irregular and/or heterogeneous requests. To achieve
this, more complex applications (e.g. enterprise resource planning systems)
involving heterogeneous workloads should be deployed and monitored. Des-
pite the limited scope of the evaluation, there are still elements of practical
usefulness, as applications with similar properties to those used in the evalu-
ation case studies exist in the real world (e.g. document conversion services
such as Convert API and video transcoding services such as Amazon’s Elastic
Transcoder). To demonstrate further real-world relevance, additional case
studies should be conducted on such large-scale systems of this type.
The usability of the approach can also not be fully evaluated in the absence
of experiments that involve real users (e.g. capacity managers). To gener-
alise further the usability of the proposed solution, additional research or
evaluation is required with applications hosted in larger and more complex
virtualisation setups. Collaboration with industries that manage cloud-based
applications which receive concurrent and homogeneous requests is sugges-
ted as additional research. The usability of the proposed approach can be
achieved by satisfying the defined system requirements together with the




The transparent and systematic capacity planning process proposed in this
thesis was evaluated with an image filter web application as a third case
study. The ReRA and ViRR processes were conducted with the proposed
DSMLs and associated model management techniques to evaluate the usage
of the proposed MDE solutions. A comparison between the actual and es-
timated resource utilisation was performed and discussed. The satisfaction





This thesis presents a systematic and semi-automated MDE approach to sup-
porting the initial phases of capacity planning in a virtualised environment.
Two processes (one for resource requirements analysis and the second for
resource requirements estimation) were designed, along with a set of DSMLs
and model management techniques to support reuse and some automation.
Resource requirement analysis (ReRA) analyses the resource usage pattern,
demonstrates various types of graphs and produces formulas which correlate
resource usage with application workloads. The second process estimates the
virtual resource requirement (ViRR) based on formulas driven from ReRA
and also known workload patterns of an application. The practicality and
potential of the proposed approach was demonstrated through web applic-
ations running in VirtualBox virtualised environment. The use of DSMLs
allows engineers to abstract information and characteristics from concrete
tools (for implementing web applications, for monitoring, for analysing logs),
and to automate analysis tasks in a precise, flexible and systematic way.
The research in this thesis has been carried out to investigate the following
hypothesis, stated in Section 1.4:
The hypothesis of this work is that MDE and DSML techniques
can be used to support modular and reusable capacity planning in
virtualised environments. In this context:
i. modular means that every step of the capacity planning pro-
cess is self-contained and the structure of its expected inputs
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and outputs is specified in a rigorous manner;
ii. reusable means that steps/components can be shared between
different capacity planning processes.
To answer this hypothesis, the following objectives were defined in Sec-
tion 1.5:
i. To identify capacity planning phases processes in virtualised environ-
ments based on a systematic literature review.
ii. To design systematic and model-based processes with a focus on the
initial capacity planning phases.
iii. To design and implement DSMLs and model management techniques to
support the identified processes.
iv. To evaluate modularity and reusability of the proposed DSMLs and
model management techniques.
The following sections summarise the contributions of the thesis in relation
to the hypothesis and research objectives. The limitations of the research
and future research work are discussed in the following sections.
8.2 Research Contribution
The ReRA and ViRR processes integrate the first and second phases of the
capacity planning framework as discussed in Section 4.2. In this thesis,
MDE was utilised to automate the processes to enable the capacity mod-
elling of applications running in virtualised environments. This was success-
fully achieved by automating the ReRA and ViRR processes with 3-level
metamodelling architecture for three web applications running in a virtual-
ised environment. Therefore, the contributions made in this thesis are as
listed below:
i. The thesis contributes a three-phase framework for capacity planning in
virtualised environments. Capacity planning involves predicting future
computing resource requirements by monitoring a system’s resource us-
age patterns against different workloads [6]. Capacity planning in virtu-
alised environments is a multi-phase process that involves various stake-
holders. In this thesis, the capacity planning in virtualised environments
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were clearly defined with a high level framework which integrates the
identified processes in three phases.
ii. The thesis contributes ReRA and ViRR process to integrate the ini-
tial two phases. The identified process in the first two phases of the
framework were systematically defined to provide transparent and or-
ganised flow. The resource requirement analysis (ReRA) process, ana-
lysed the resource usage pattern, demonstrated various types of graphs
and produced formulas which correlated resource usage with application
workloads. The second process, virtual resource requirement (ViRR)
estimated the required resources based on formulas driven from ReRA
together with known workload pattern of an application.
iii. The thesis contributes a couple of DSML sets and model management
techniques to automate ReRA and ViRR processes. Utilising a Model-
Driven Engineering (MDE) approach allows for abstraction of the re-
spective concrete tools and to automate analysis tasks in a precise,
flexible and systematic way by using model management languages and
tools. Sets of DSMLs and model management techniques were designed,
implemented and evaluated to semi-automate the processes. The DSMLs
allow resource and request logs, as well as workloads, to be precisely cap-
tured using models, as well as a transparent, automated and repeatable
MDE process for generating predictions for resource usage from work-
load models. The MDE process, which exploits model transformation,
comparison and merging, is modularised so that it can be configured
for different kinds of capacity planning applications and technical infra-
structures.
iv. The thesis also contributes the practicality and potential of applying
the proposed MDE solutions through three web applications running in
VirtualBox virtualised environment. The proposed core MDE solutions
are modular, reusable and extensible to various technologies.
v. The thesis opens new research opportunities by implementing the
DSMLs using EMF/Ecore standardised technologies which makes the
DSMLs potentially usable or reusable by others. This in turn can make
it easier for developers to define reusable connections between tools to
support analysis (and hence capacity planning), thus enriching the auto-
mated capability for the capacity planning community in general.
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8.3 Research Limitation
The limitations of the research are as follows:
i. The limitation of the evaluation was the implementation of the proposed
MDE solutions with web applications running on single virtual machine
with limited physical resources. Several initiatives were taken to setup a
private cloud environment in order to have complete control of the infra-
structure. Initially, Eucalyptus and OpenStack were explored with three
servers. Due to technical constrains, setting up the environment was
time consuming so, as an alternative, VirtualBox was configured with
a server. The limited resources prevented the evaluation of application
running in more than a VM.
ii. The resource requirement analysis (ReRA) was conducted to correlate
resource requirement for numbers of workloads being processed. The
formulas produced by using this process are dependent on a single para-
meter (number of concurrent workloads). An application’s workloads are
categorised by considering all the possible combinations of the workload’s
components. For example, nine categories of workload were identified to
analyse all of the possible workload combinations (3 filters x 3 file cat-
egories). The more components there are, the more ReRA analysis needs
to be conducted and as such, many formulas will be produced. Writing
the transformation program in ViRR is dependent on the formulas pro-
duced from the ReRA. Having many formulas makes the transformation
program extensive and complex. Therefore, these approaches are most
suitable for more manageable numbers of workload categories.
iii. The thesis presents three-phase framework of capacity planning in vir-
tualised environments. The proposed ReRA and ViRR processes are
initial processes of the framework which integrate first two phases. Sev-
eral more detail processes to fully automate the three-phase framework
are not covered in this research.
iv. Statistical analyses by calculate mean, median, maximum and minimum
resource utilisation were observed. In this thesis, mean value was se-
lected to produce resource requirements formulas for the interested re-
source metrics. Although the estimated resource requirements based on
produced formulas were significant, more precise statistical method is
possible to be implemented and this is proposed as future study.
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8.4 Future Work
This section briefly describes potential extensions to the research.
Fully automated process. The ReRA process that we described in the
thesis is not yet fully automated: configuration data (e.g., number of CPUs
being used by the application, number of users) must be provided at the ap-
plication level. At present, this is achieved manually, by editing the models,
but automating this further by providing a bespoke editor (e.g., implemented
using update-in-place model transformations) might prove useful.
Applying a better statistical method for prediction. Although the
accuracy of the generated formula is beyond the scope of this research, using
better statistical methods such as machine learning is suggested in future
work to provide better resource requirement estimations. In this research
work, basic statistical analysis was used to produce the resource requirement
formulas. Machine learning methods normally include statistical analysis fea-
tures which can be used to analyse the resource requirement of the workloads.
The accuracy of resource requirements prediction depends on the statistical
analytic capability of the analytic method been used to produce the equa-
tions. Applying better statistical analysis methods such as machine learning
might provide more accurate prediction.
Usability evaluation on large scale and complex environments.
The implementation with three case studies demonstrates the usability of
the proposed approach in small virtualised environments. To evaluate further
the usability of the proposed MDE solutions, case studies with cloud-base
applications in large and complex virtualised environments are suggested.
Collaboration with industry is one option for implementing this evaluation.
Evaluation with more than 1 VM. Further enhancement by implement-
ing the MDE solutions with multiple VMs is suggested, since many applica-
tions in the industry are run with several VMs.
Improvement in estimating storage requirement. Time taken to pro-
cess the workloads was captured in the related models. It may be possible to
estimate the storage requirement by considering the storage consumed after
processing each workload and time taken to complete the process. However,
this consideration needs further analysis, development and evaluation.
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8.5 Closing Remarks
A framework to integrate the identified three phases in capacity planning
for visualisation was discussed in Chapter 4. The use of domain specific
modelling to facilitate the integration of identified processes in the initial
phases were proposed. The DSMLs and the model management techniques
for the suggested ReRA and ViRR processes were discussed in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, the implementation of proposed MDE solutions to perform ca-
pacity planning specifically for web applications running in VirtualBox visu-
alisation environment were conducted with media stream and speech tagger
web applications. Further, to evaluate the proposed MDE solutions, an ad-
ditional case study with an image filtering web application was presented in
Chapter 7. Finally, this chapter concluded the overall research work with
a discussion on research contributions and the limitations of the proposed








Analysis of Web Servers 
The list of available web servers with the percentage of usage of various website can be retrieved 
from “http://w3techs.com/technologies/overview/web_server/all ” .  Figures were selected from 
the website. The list on the left was taken on 16 December 2013 and the right on 9 July 2014.   
 
Both listings show that Apache, Nginx, Microsoft-IIS, LiteSpeed, Lightttpd and Tomcat are among top 
in the list. Along with this, the log files which capture the web request information of these web 
servers were analysed.  Table below shows the comparison and the proposed RequestLog DSML can 






Resource Metrics in VirtualBox : VBoxManage metrics list 









CPU/Load/User % Percentage of processor 
time spent in user 
mode. 
Percentage of processor 
time spent in user mode 
by the VM process. 
CPU/Load/Kernel       % Percentage of processor 
time spent in kernel 
mode. 
Percentage of processor 
time spent in kernel 
mode by the VM process. 
CPU/Load/Idle % Percentage of processor 
time spent idling. 
X 
CPU/MHz MHz Average of current 
frequency of all 
processors. 
X 
Guest/CPU/Load/User   % X Percentage of processor 
time spent in user mode 
as seen by the guest. 
Guest/CPU/Load/Kernel % X Percentage of processor 
time spent in kernel 
mode as seen by the 
guest. 
Guest/CPU/Load/Idle   % X Percentage of processor 
time spent idling as seen 









RAM/Usage/Total kB Total physical memory 
installed. 
X 
RAM/Usage/Used kB Physical memory 
currently occupied. 
Size of resident portion of 
VM process in memory. 
RAM/Usage/Free kB Physical memory 
currently available to 
applications. 
X 
RAM/VMM/Used kB Total physical memory 
used by the hypervisor. 
X 
RAM/VMM/Free kB Total physical memory 
free inside the 
hypervisor. 
X 
RAM/VMM/Ballooned kB Total physical memory 
ballooned by the 
hypervisor. 
X 
RAM/VMM/Shared        kB Total physical memory 
shared between VMs. 
X 
Guest/RAM/Usage/Total kB X Total amount of physical 
guest RAM. 
Guest/RAM/Usage/Free kB X Free amount of physical 
guest RAM. 
Guest/RAM/Usage/Balloon kB X Amount of ballooned 
physical guest RAM. 
Guest/RAM/Usage/Shared kB X Amount of shared 
physical guest RAM. 
Guest/RAM/Usage/Cache kB X Total amount of guest 










FS/{/}/Usage/Total mB Root file system size. X 
FS/{/}/Usage/Used     mB Root file system space 
currently occupied. 
X 
FS/{/}/Usage/Free     mB Root file system space 
currently empty. 
X 
Disk/ua006-root/Load/Util % Percentage of time disk 





mB Disk size. X 




kB X Total amount of space in 



















Net/eth1/LinkSpeed    mbit
/s 
Physical link speed. X 








Net/eth0/LinkSpeed    mbit
/s 
Physical link speed. X 








Net/Rate/Rx B/s X Network receive rate. 








Presented in this appendix are the outcomes of implementing ReRA pro-
cess with proposed MDE solutions for the Part-of-Speech Tagger case study.
Mainly, the outcomes were presented with graphs which summarise the re-
source usage for the identified workloads. Three types of workloads were
defined to process three categories of file sizes. The ReRA process was con-
ducted and the outcomes were presented with three sets of graphs for each
workload. The first set shows the resource utilisation to process concurrent
workloads. The second set presents the correlation between workloads and
resource consumption for a selected statistical unit (mean, median, max-
imum and minimum). The third set shows the outcome of applying equation
extracted to produce formulas analysing the mean value.
C.2 Experiment with Large Files Size
This experiment involved a file size of 147,035 bytes with a 24,767 word count
and 100 similar files were generated, each with a unique name. The list of
100 files was processed for each concurrent request generated. The request
pattern is illustrated in Figure C.1. The time taken to process concurrent
requests of more than 4 was longer due to the CPU bottleneck as illustrated
in Figure C.2. The bottleneck occurs due to the resource constrain in the
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Figure C.1: Part-of-speech tagger requests pattern for large file size.
Figure C.2: The CPU usage (%) observation with VBoxManage for the
simulated requests to process large files.
experimental environment. The host used to set-up the virtualised envir-
onment only had 4 CPU units. Therefore, a VM runs in that virtualised
environment can only have maximum of 4 CPU units.
Observation of the application behaviour shows that the number of CPU
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Figure C.3: The CPU usage of the simulated part-of-speech tagger requests
to process large files.
Figure C.4: The memory utilisation of the simulated part-of-speech tagger
requests to process large files.
units fully utilised is related to the number of concurrent requests. Since 4
CPU units were allocated to this VM, the application fully utilised the avail-
able CPUs when 4 concurrent requests were being processed. Therefore, the
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Figure C.5: The incoming network traffic received by the application based
on the simulated part-of-speech tagger requests to process large files.
Figure C.6: The outgoing network traffic transferred by the application
based on the simulated part-of-speech tagger requests to process large files.
time taken to process more than 4 concurrent requests is longer since addi-
tional requests are waiting for CPU availability. Figures C.3 to C.7 show the
utilisation of CPU, memory, incoming network, outgoing network and stor-
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Figure C.7: The storage usage recorded based of the simulated part-of-speech
tagger requests to process large files.
age. The statistical analysis of these resource utilisations were synthesized
and a CSV file as presented in Figure C.8 was produced. The data from the
CSV file was used to generate a set of resource usage graphs as presented in
Figure C.9.
Figure C.8: Table structure of CVS file for the statistical analysis of average


























































































Figure C.11: Part-of-speech tagger requests pattern for medium file size.
C.3 Experiment with Medium Files Size
In this experiment, a list of 100 files with a size of 57,765 bytes and a 10,873
word count were used. The requests were simulated similar to the above
experiment and Figure C.11 shows the request pattern. The resource util-
isation graphs of each of the resource metrics are illustrated in Figures C.12
to C.16 respectively for CPU, memory, incoming network, outgoing network
and storage utilisation to process simulated workloads. The figures show
that, storage and memory utilisation grows linearly with the size of the work-
load and network utilisation is affected by the number of available CPUs.
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Figure C.12: The CPU usage of the simulated part-of-speech tagger requests
to process medium files.
Figure C.13: The memory utilisation of the simulated part-of-speech tagger
requests to process medium files.
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Figure C.14: The incoming network traffic received by the application based
on the simulated part-of-speech tagger requests to process medium files.
Figure C.15: The outgoing network traffic transferred by the application
based on the simulated part-of-speech tagger requests to process medium
files.
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Figure C.16: The storage usage recorded based of the simulated part-of-
speech tagger requests to process medium files.
Figure C.17: Table structure of CVS file for the statistical analysis of average




























































































Figure C.20: Part-of-speech tagger requests pattern for small file.
C.4 Experiment with Small Files Size
For the final experiment, a list of 100 smaller files were generated. The size
of the files was 21,291 bytes and the word count was 3,781. The requests
were simulated similar to the above experiment and Figure C.20 shows the
request pattern. The resource utilisation graphs of each resource metrics
are illustrated in Figures C.21 to C.25. Looking at the figures, storage and
memory utilisation grows linearly with the size of the workload and network
utilisation is affected by the number of available CPUs.
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Figure C.21: The CPU usage of the simulated part-of-speech tagger requests
to process small files.
Figure C.22: The memory utilisation of the simulated part-of-speech tagger
requests to process small files.
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Figure C.23: The incoming network traffic received by the application based
on the simulated part-of-speech tagger requests to process small files.
Figure C.24: The outgoing network traffic transferred by the application
based on the simulated part-of-speech tagger requests to process small files.
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Figure C.25: The storage usage recorded based of the simulated part-of-
speech tagger requests to process small files.
Figure C.26: Table structure of CVS file for the statistical analysis of average



























































































Image Filter Case Study
Graphs
D.1 Introduction
Presented in this appendix are the outcomes of evaluating the ReRA pro-
cess with proposed MDE solutions for the image filter case study. Mainly,
the outcomes were presented with graphs which summarise the resource us-
age for the identified workloads. Nine types of workloads were defined to
process three categories of images, with three 3 types of filters. The ReRA
process was conducted and the outcomes were presented with three sets of
graphs for each workload. The first set shows the resource utilisation to pro-
cess concurrent workloads. The second set presents the correlation between
workloads and resource consumption for a selected statistical unit (mean, me-
dian, maximum and minimum). The third set shows the outcome of equation
extraction module which produce resource metrics formulas by analysing the
mean value.
D.2 Large Images
Three types of filters were used to process 200 large images and the logs re-
cordings were analysed. The following shows the output of the ReRA process
for the three experiments conducted respectively for default, grayscale and
negate image filters.
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i. Experiment with Default Filter
The resource consumption for the workloads which process large images
with the default filter is presented in Figure D.1. Basic statistical ana-
lyses were performed and the outcome for the workload which process
large images with the default filter is presented in Figure D.2. Figure D.3
show the graphs and the formulas which correlate the number of work-



















































































































































































ii. Experiment with Grayscale Filter
A set of graphs in Figure D.4 show the resource utilisation of resource
metrics and the number of concurrent requests being processed based
on time. Figure D.5 shows the outcome, along with statistical analyses,
which were performed with model management techniques in the ReRA
process and also the outcome for the workload to process large images
with the grayscale filter. The average resource consumption for the re-























































































































































































iii. Experiment with Negate Filter
Resource utilisation of each resource metric and the number of concur-
rent workloads which process large images with the negate filter is presen-
ted in Figure D.7. The outcome of statistical analysis for the workload
is presented in Figure D.8 and Figure D.9 shows a set of formula which




















































































































































































Medium images in this case study were categorised with a size that was ap-
proximately half the size of the large image. The number of images were
doubled, as it took shorter time to process as the large images. Therefore,
500 images with a size of 247,539 bytes were used to simulated workloads
to process the images with the identified filters. The following are a graph-
ical representation of the output of the ReRA process for the experiments
conducted respectively for default, grayscale and negate image filters.
i. Experiment with Default Filter
Graphs in Figure D.10 show resource utilisation of each resource metric
and the number of concurrent workloads to process medium images with
default filter. The outcome of statistical analysis for the workload is
presented in Figure D.11 and Figure D.12 show a set of formula which






















































































































































































ii. Experiment with Grayscale Filter
Graphs in Figure D.13 show resource utilisation of each resource metric
and the number of concurrent workloads to process medium images with
grayscale filter. The outcome of statistical analysis for the workload is
presented in Figure D.14 and Figure D.15 show a set of formula which


























































































































































































iii. Experiment with Negate Filter
Graphs in Figure D.16 show resource utilisation of each resource metric
and the number of concurrent workloads to process medium images with
negate filter. The outcome of statistical analysis for the workload is
presented in Figure D.17 and Figure D.18 show a set of formula which























































































































































































In previous experiments for medium size images, the size of images was half
of the large size images. In the following experiments, small size images were
categorised as images which are approximately half of the size of the me-
dium image. The total number images to be processed increased since the
time needed to process these images was shorter than the medium images.
Therefore, 2000 images with the size of 81,809 bytes were used to simulated
workloads for the identified filters. The following are the graphical repres-
entation of the outputs of the ReRA process for the experiments conducted
respectively for default, grayscale and negate image filters.
i. Experiment with Default Filter
The resource utilisation of the resource metrics for the simulated work-
load of small images with the default filter is presented in Figure D.19.
Basic statistical analyses were performed and the outcome for the work-
load to process small images with the default filter is presented in Fig-
ure D.20. The average resource consumption for the resource metrics
were further analysed to get the correlation between the number of work-
loads with resource requirement. Figure D.21 show the graphs and the

















































































































































































ii. Experiment with Grayscale Filter
Graphs in Figure D.22 show resource utilisation of the resource metrics
and number of concurrent workloads to process small images with the
grayscale filter. The outcome of statistical analysis for the workload is
presented in Figure D.23 and Figure D.24 show a set of formula which




















































































































































































iii. Experiment with Negate Filter
The graphs in Figure D.25 show the resource utilisation of the resource
metrics and number of concurrent workloads being processed based on
time. Figure D.26 shows the outcome, including statistical analyses
which were performed with model management techniques in the ReRA
process for the workload to process small images with negate filter. The
average resource consumption for the resource metrics were analysed to
correlate number of workloads with resource requirement. The relation




















































































































































































Sample of Log Recordings to
Log Models
Listing E.1: Sample of request log recording in access.log file in Apache web
server
1 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 49 : 58 +0100] 025764 3755927 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827717 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
2 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 01 +0100] 810923 3691593 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
3 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 05 +0100] 538371 3552740 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
4 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 09 +0100] 105526 3579073 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
5 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 12 +0100] 694718 3717118 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
6 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 16 +0100] 422656 3713344 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
7 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 20 +0100] 146139 3694977 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
8 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 23 +0100] 851114 3692522 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
9 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 27 +0100] 553377 3670565 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
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Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
10 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 31 +0100] 234672 3561506 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
11 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 34 +0100] 807302 3560109 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
12 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 38 +0100] 377371 3573324 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
13 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 41 +0100] 960344 3574463 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
14 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 45 +0100] 545633 3564690 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
15 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 5 6 . 1 − − [ 18/ Jun /2014 : 11 : 50 : 49 +0100] 120301 3582029 ”
POST / i m a g e f i l t e r / index1 . php HTTP/1.1” 200 1827716 ”−” ”
Apache−HttpCl ient / 4 . 2 . 3 ( java 1 . 5 ) ”
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Listing E.2: Example of the RequestLog model in XML form generated based
on request log in Listing E.1
1 <?xml v e r s i on =”1.0” encoding=”ASCII”?>
2 <WebServer xmi : v e r s i on =”2.0” xmlns : xmi=”http : //www. omg . org /XMI
” xmlns : x s i=”http ://www. w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema−i n s t anc e ”
xmlns=”RequestLog”>
3 <machine x s i : type=”Machine” name=”ubuntu05”/>
4 <c o n f i g x s i : type=”Conf igurat ion ” maxUser=”150” maxLiveUser
=”100” waitingTime =”300.0” timeOut=”5.0”/>
5 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42598.025764”
endTime=”42601.781691” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827717”/>
6 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42601.810923”
endTime=”42605.502516” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
7 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42605.538371”
endTime=”42609.091111” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
8 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42609.105526”
endTime=”42612.684599” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
9 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42612.694718”
endTime=”42616.411836” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
10 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42616.422656”
endTime =”42620.136000000006” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
11 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42620.146139”
endTime =”42623.841115999996” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
12 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42623.851114”
endTime =”42627.543635999995” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
13 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42627.553377”
endTime=”42631.223942” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
14 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42631.234672”
endTime=”42634.796178” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
15 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42634.807302”
endTime=”42638.367411” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
16 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42638.377371”
endTime=”42641.950695” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
17 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42641.960344”
endTime=”42645.534807” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
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18 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42645.545633”
endTime=”42649.110323” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
19 <logRecords x s i : type=”LogRecord” startTime =”42649.120301”
endTime=”42652.70233” workloadName=”LargeDefault ”
responseCode =”200” dataSizeReturn =”1827716”/>
20 </WebServer>
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Listing E.3: Sample of VBoxMetrics resource usage log recording
1 Time stamp Object Metric Value
2 −−−−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−−
3 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 CPU/Load/User 0.50%
4 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 CPU/Load/ Kernel 0.00%
5 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 RAM/Usage/Used 1321748 kB
6 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Disk/Usage/Used 2959 mB
7 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Net/Rate/Rx 0 B/ s
8 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Net/Rate/Tx 0 B/ s
9 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/User 0.00%
10 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/ Kernel 2.00%
11 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/ I d l e 98.00%
12 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Total 2050900 kB
13 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Free 1957564 kB
14 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Bal loon 0 kB
15 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/Shared 0 kB
16 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/Cache 292376 kB
17 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 5 4 ubuntu05 Guest/ P a g e f i l e /Usage/ Total 2097148 kB
18 −−−−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−−
19 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 CPU/Load/User 0.25%
20 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 CPU/Load/ Kernel 0.00%
21 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 RAM/Usage/Used 1321732 kB
22 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Disk/Usage/Used 2959 mB
23 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Net/Rate/Rx 0 B/ s
24 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Net/Rate/Tx 0 B/ s
25 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/User 0.00%
26 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/ Kernel 0.00%
27 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/ I d l e 100.00%
28 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Total 2050900 kB
29 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Free 1957572 kB
30 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Bal loon 0 kB
31 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/Shared 0 kB
32 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/Cache 292376 kB
33 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 6 6 ubuntu05 Guest/ P a g e f i l e /Usage/ Total 2097148 kB
34 −−−−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−−
35 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 CPU/Load/User 0.00%
36 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 CPU/Load/ Kernel 0.00%
37 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 RAM/Usage/Used 1321716 kB
38 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Disk/Usage/Used 2959 mB
39 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Net/Rate/Rx 863647 B/ s
40 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Net/Rate/Tx 6337 B/ s
41 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/User 1.00%
42 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/ Kernel 1.00%
43 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/ I d l e 98.00%
44 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Total 2050900 kB
45 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Free 1879640 kB
46 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Bal loon 0 kB
47 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/Shared 0 kB
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48 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/Cache 293300 kB
49 1 0 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 7 6 ubuntu05 Guest/ P a g e f i l e /Usage/ Total 2097148 kB
50 −−−−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− −−−−−−−−−−
51 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 CPU/Load/User 0.00%
52 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 CPU/Load/ Kernel 0.00%
53 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 RAM/Usage/Used 1321700 kB
54 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Disk/Usage/Used 2959 mB
55 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Net/Rate/Rx 0 B/ s
56 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Net/Rate/Tx 0 B/ s
57 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/User 0.00%
58 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/ Kernel 1.00%
59 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Guest/CPU/Load/ I d l e 98.00%
60 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Total 2050900 kB
61 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Free 1878636 kB
62 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/ Bal loon 0 kB
63 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/Shared 0 kB
64 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Guest/RAM/Usage/Cache 293304 kB
65 1 0 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 4 8 6 ubuntu05 Guest/ P a g e f i l e /Usage/ Total 2097148 kB





Listing E.4: Example of the VBoxVMMetrics model in XML form generated
based on resource usage log in Listing E.3
1 <?xml v e r s i on =”1.0” encoding=”ASCII”?>
2 <U t i l i s a t i o n L o g xmi : v e r s i o n =”2.0” xmlns : xmi=”http : //www. omg .
org /XMI” xmlns : x s i=”http ://www. w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema−
i n s t anc e ” xmlns=”ResourceLog ” xmlns : 1=”VBoxVMmetrics”>
3 <machine x s i : type=” 1 : Machine” name=”ubuntu05” cpuSpeed
=”2000.0” cpuUnit=”4” memory=”2048.0”/>
4 <logRecords time =”42597.454” CPU Used=”0.5” RAM Used=”91.0”
Disk Used =”2959” Net Incoming =”0.0” Net Outgoing
=”0.0”/>
5 <logRecords time =”42598.466” CPU Used=”0.25” RAM Used=”91.0”
Disk Used =”2959” Net Incoming =”0.0” Net Outgoing
=”0.0”/>
6 <logRecords time =”42599.476” CPU Used=”0” RAM Used=”167.0”
Disk Used =”2959” Net Incoming =”843.0” Net Outgoing
=”6.0”/>
7 <logRecords time =”42600.486” CPU Used=”0” RAM Used=”168.0”





11 </Ut i l i s a t i onLog>
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Listing E.5: Sample of disk utilisation log recording with df utility
1 [TIME: 1 1 : 4 9 : 5 6 . 4 1 5 ] Output : F i l e sys tem 1K−b locks Used
Ava i l ab l e Use% Mounted on /dev/mapper/ubuntu05−root
8006820 1285588 6314500 17% / udev 1015908 4 1015904 1% /
dev tmpfs 410180 320 409860 1% /run none 5120 0 5120 0% /
run/ lock none 1025448 0 1025448 0% /run/shm /dev/ sda1
233191 26737 194013 13% / boot
2 [TIME: 1 1 : 4 9 : 5 7 . 4 3 4 ] Output : F i l e sys tem 1K−b locks Used
Ava i l ab l e Use% Mounted on /dev/mapper/ubuntu05−root
8006820 1285592 6314496 17% / udev 1015908 4 1015904 1% /
dev tmpfs 410180 320 409860 1% /run none 5120 0 5120 0% /
run/ lock none 1025448 0 1025448 0% /run/shm /dev/ sda1
233191 26737 194013 13% / boot
3 [TIME: 1 1 : 4 9 : 5 8 . 4 5 0 ] Output : F i l e sys tem 1K−b locks Used
Ava i l ab l e Use% Mounted on /dev/mapper/ubuntu05−root
8006820 1286400 6313688 17% / udev 1015908 4 1015904 1% /
dev tmpfs 410180 320 409860 1% /run none 5120 0 5120 0% /
run/ lock none 1025448 0 1025448 0% /run/shm /dev/ sda1
233191 26737 194013 13% / boot
4 [TIME: 1 1 : 4 9 : 5 9 . 4 9 0 ] Output : F i l e sys tem 1K−b locks Used
Ava i l ab l e Use% Mounted on /dev/mapper/ubuntu05−root
8006820 1286400 6313688 17% / udev 1015908 4 1015904 1% /
dev tmpfs 410180 320 409860 1% /run none 5120 0 5120 0% /
run/ lock none 1025448 0 1025448 0% /run/shm /dev/ sda1
233191 26737 194013 13% / boot
5 [TIME: 1 1 : 5 0 : 0 0 . 5 0 8 ] Output : F i l e sys tem 1K−b locks Used
Ava i l ab l e Use% Mounted on /dev/mapper/ubuntu05−root
8006820 1286400 6313688 17% / udev 1015908 4 1015904 1% /
dev tmpfs 410180 320 409860 1% /run none 5120 0 5120 0% /
run/ lock none 1025448 0 1025448 0% /run/shm /dev/ sda1
233191 26737 194013 13% / boot
6 [TIME: 1 1 : 5 0 : 0 1 . 5 3 0 ] Output : F i l e sys tem 1K−b locks Used
Ava i l ab l e Use% Mounted on /dev/mapper/ubuntu05−root
8006820 1286400 6313688 17% / udev 1015908 4 1015904 1% /
dev tmpfs 410180 320 409860 1% /run none 5120 0 5120 0% /
run/ lock none 1025448 0 1025448 0% /run/shm /dev/ sda1





Listing E.6: Example of the DiskUsageLog model in XML form generated
based on disk usage log in Listing E.5
1 <?xml v e r s i on =”1.0” encoding=”ASCII”?>
2 <D i s k U t i l i s a t i o n xmi : v e r s i on =”2.0” xmlns : xmi=”http : //www. omg .
org /XMI” xmlns=”DiskUsageLog”>
3 <machine name=”ubuntu05”/>
4 <logRecords time =”42596.415”> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”/dev/mapper/
ubuntu05−root ” usage =”1285588.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”
udev” usage =”4.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”tmpfs” usage
=”320.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> <
f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name
=”/dev/ sda1 ” usage =”26737.0”/> </logRecords>
5 <logRecords time =”42597.434”> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”/dev/mapper/
ubuntu05−root ” usage =”1285592.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”
udev” usage =”4.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”tmpfs” usage
=”320.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> <
f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name
=”/dev/ sda1 ” usage =”26737.0”/> </logRecords>
6 <logRecords time =”42598.45”> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”/dev/mapper/
ubuntu05−root ” usage =”1286400.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”
udev” usage =”4.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”tmpfs” usage
=”320.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> <
f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name
=”/dev/ sda1 ” usage =”26737.0”/> </logRecords>
7 <logRecords time =”42599.49”> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”/dev/mapper/
ubuntu05−root ” usage =”1286400.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”
udev” usage =”4.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”tmpfs” usage
=”320.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> <
f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name
=”/dev/ sda1 ” usage =”26737.0”/> </logRecords>
8 <logRecords time =”42600.508”> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”/dev/mapper/
ubuntu05−root ” usage =”1286400.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”
udev” usage =”4.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”tmpfs” usage
=”320.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> <
f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name
=”/dev/ sda1 ” usage =”26737.0”/> </logRecords>
9 <logRecords time =”42601.53”> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”/dev/mapper/
ubuntu05−root ” usage =”1286400.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”
udev” usage =”4.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”tmpfs” usage
=”320.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> <
f i l e s y s t e m s name=”none” usage =”0.0”/> < f i l e s y s t e m s name




13 </D i s k U t i l i s a t i o n >
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Listing E.7: Example of the ResourceLog model in XML form generated
by merging DiskUsageLog and VBoxVMMetrics models that presented in
Listing E.6 and E.4 respectively
1 <?xml v e r s i on =”1.0” encoding=”ASCII”?>
2 <U t i l i s a t i o n L o g xmi : v e r s i o n =”2.0” xmlns : xmi=”http : //www. omg .
org /XMI” xmlns : x s i=”http ://www. w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema−
i n s t anc e ” xmlns=”ResourceLog ” xmlns : 1=”VBoxVMmetrics”>
3 <machine x s i : type=” 1 : Machine” name=”ubuntu05” cpuSpeed
=”2000.0” cpuUnit=”4” memory=”2048.0”/>
4 <logRecords time =”42597.454” CPU Used=”0.5” RAM Used=”91.0”
Disk Used =”1281.8876953125” Net Incoming =”0.0”
Net Outgoing =”0.0”/>
5 <logRecords time =”42598.466” CPU Used=”0.25” RAM Used=”91.0”
Disk Used =”1282.6767578125” Net Incoming =”0.0”
Net Outgoing =”0.0”/>
6 <logRecords time =”42599.476” RAM Used=”167.0” Disk Used
=”1282.6767578125” Net Incoming =”843.0” Net Outgoing
=”6.0”/>
7 <logRecords time =”42600.486” RAM Used=”168.0” Disk Used
=”1282.6767578125” Net Incoming =”0.0” Net Outgoing
=”0.0”/>
8 <logRecords time =”42601.498” RAM Used=”159.0” Disk Used





















































Listing G.1: Complete DiskUtilToVbDisk.eol.
1 var vbLog = VBm! U t i l i s a t i o n L o g . a l l . f i r s t ( ) ;
2 var diskLog = Disk ! LogRecord . a l l ;
3 var f s = Disk ! Fi leSystem . a l l ;
4 var t o ta lD i sk = 0 . 0 0 ;
5 var countRemove = 0 ;
6 var tempVL : Set = new Set ; // [VBm! LogRecord ] ;
7
8 f s . s i z e ( ) . p r i n t l n (” f s s i z e i s : ”) ;
9
10 // *********** D e t a i l s o f Log F i l e s **************************
11 vbLog . logRecords . s i z e ( ) . p r i n t l n (”vbm log count i s : ”) ;
12 diskLog . s i z e ( ) . p r i n t l n (” d i sk log count i s : ”) ;
13 diskLog . at (0 ) . f i l e s y s t e m s . p r i n t l n (” d i sk l og i s : ”) ;
14 //rename the webserver r eques t name to an i d e n t i f i e d r eque s t
name
15 f o r ( v l in vbLog . logRecords ) {
16 var d l = diskLog . se l ec tOne ( l | l . t ime . f l o o r ( )== vl .
time . f l o o r ( ) ) ;
17
18 i f ( d l . i sDe f i n e d ( ) ) {
19 // d l . at (0 ) . p r i n t l n ( ) ;
20 t o t a lD i sk = 0 . 0 0 ;
21 f o r ( f s in d l . f i l e s y s t e m s ) {
22 t o t a lD i sk = to ta lD i sk + f s . usage ;
23 }
24 t o t a lD i sk . p r i n t l n ( ) ;
25 v l . Disk Used = to ta lD i sk /1024 . 00 ; // convert k i l o b y t e
to megabyte
26 } e l s e {
27 countRemove = countRemove + 1 ;
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28 tempVL . add ( v l ) ;




33 countRemove . p r i n t l n (” countRemove = ”) ;
34
35 // to remove the l a s t ob j e c t i f p o s s i b l e
36 i f (tempVL . s i z e ( )>0){
37 vbLog . logRecords . removea l l (tempVL) ;
38 }
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Listing G.2: Complete ETL Program with Rules to Transform the Media
Stream Application Workload to VM Resource Requirement Plan.
1 pre {
2 var myTubeRequest = S ! MediaStreamRequest . a l l . f i r s t ( ) ;
3 var dateTool = new Native (” t o o l s . DateTool ”) ;
4 }
5
6 // Rule to trans form the Media Stream Appl i ca t ion Workloads to
VM Request Plan
7 r u l e MediastreamRequestToVmRequestPlan
8 trans form s : S ! MediaStreamRequest
9 to t : T! VmRequestPlan {
10
11 t . appl icationName = s . app l i ca t i on ID ;
12 t . vmRequirements . addAll ( s . t imeSlotRequests . equ iva l en t ( ) ) ;
13
14 var noOfDays : I n t e g e r ;
15 var s tar tDate : S t r ing ;
16 var endDate : S t r ing ;
17 var currentDate : S t r ing ;
18
19 s tar tDate = s . s tar tDate .DD + ”/” + s . s tar tDate .MM + ”/” + s .
s tar tDate .YYYY;
20 endDate = s . endDate .DD + ”/” + s . endDate .MM + ”/” + s .
endDate .YYYY;
21
22 noOfDays = dateTool . countDays ( startDate , endDate ) ;
23 currentDate = startDate ;
24
25 f o r ( i in Sequence { 1 . . noOfDays }) {
26 // c r e a t e d a i l y r eques t
27 var reqDate : T! Date := new T! Date ;
28 reqDate .DD = currentDate . su b s t r i n g (0 , 2 ) ;
29 reqDate .MM = currentDate . s ub s t r i n g (3 , 5 ) ;
30 reqDate .YYYY = currentDate . su b s t r i ng (6 , 10 ) ;
31 t . c reateDai lyRequest ( reqDate ) ;
32
33 f o r ( t imeSlotRequest in s . t imeSlotRequests ) {
34 t . c r e a t e S l o t s ( reqDate , t imeSlotRequest ) ;
35 }
36 currentDate = dateTool . tomorrow ( currentDate ) ;
37 }
38 // a s s i g n s t a r t and end date
39 t . s tar tDate = t . r e q u e s t s . at (0 ) . requestDate ;





44 // Rule to Transform the Media stream Appl i ca t ion Workload Time
S lo t to VM Resource Requirement .
45 r u l e TimeSlotRequestToVmRequirement
46 trans form timeSlotRequest : S ! MediaStreamTimeSlotRequest
47 to vm : T!Vm {
48
49 var durat ion : I n t e g e r ;
50
51 durat ion := ( t imeSlotRequest . ‘ to ‘ − t imeSlotRequest . from ) *
60 * 60 ; // seconds
52
53 // formula to c a l c u l a t e everage bandwidth ( MegaByte )
54 vm. bandwidth = myTubeRequest . averageVideoS ize *
t imeSlotRequest . numberOfVideos * t imeSlotRequest .
averageVideoPercentageWacth ;
55
56 // average network requirement (MB/ s )
57 vm. network = vm. bandwidth/ durat ion ;
58
59 // average CPU requirement (GHz per seconds )
60 vm.CPU = ( t imeSlotRequest . numberOfVideos *
myTubeRequest . averageVideoS ize * myTubeRequest .
decodingTimeRate * t imeSlotRequest .
averageVideoPercentageWacth ) / durat ion ;
61
62 // average memory requirement ( MegaByte )
63 vm. memory = ( t imeSlotRequest . numberOfVideos * myTubeRequest .




67 opera t ion T! VmRequestPlan createDai lyRequest ( day : T! Date ) {
68 var r = new T! Dai lyRequest ;
69 r . requestDate= day ;
70 s e l f . r e q u e s t s . add ( r ) ;
71 }
72
73 opera t ion T! VmRequestPlan c r e a t e S l o t s ( day : T! Date , t s : Any )
{
74 f o r ( dayReq in s e l f . r e q u e s t s ) {
75 i f ( dayReq . requestDate == day ) {
76 var s = new T! S l o t ;
77 s . from = createTime ( t s . from ) ;
78 s . ‘ to ‘ = createTime ( t s . ‘ to ‘ ) ;
79 s . vmRequirement = t s . equ iva l en t ( ) ;






85 opera t ion createTime ( i ) : T! Time {
86 var time = new T! Time ;
87 time . hour = i ;
88 time . minutes = 0 ;
89 time . seconds = 0 ;
90 re turn time ;
91 }
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Listing G.3: Complete ETL Program with Rules to Transform the Part-of-
Speech Tagger Application Workload to VM Resource Requirement Plan.
1 pre {
2 var mySPWorkload = S ! SpeechTaggerWorkload . a l l . f i r s t ( ) ;
3 var dateTool = new Native (” t o o l s . DateTool ”) ;
4 }
5
6 // Rule to trans form the Part−of−Speech Tagger App l i ca t ion
Workloads to VM Request Plan
7 r u l e SpeechTaggerWorkloadToVmRequestPlan
8 trans form s : S ! SpeechTaggerWorkload
9 to t : T! VmRequestPlan {
10
11 t . appl icationName = s . app l i ca t i on ID ;
12 t . vmRequirements . addAll ( s . t imeSlotWorkloads . equ iva l en t ( ) ) ;
13
14 var noOfDays : I n t e g e r ;
15 var s tar tDate : S t r ing ;
16 var endDate : S t r ing ;
17 var currentDate : S t r ing ;
18
19 s tar tDate = s . s tar tDate .DD + ”/” + s . s tar tDate .MM + ”/” + s .
s tar tDate .YYYY;
20 endDate = s . endDate .DD + ”/” + s . endDate .MM + ”/” + s .
endDate .YYYY;
21
22 noOfDays = dateTool . countDays ( startDate , endDate ) ;
23 currentDate = startDate ;
24
25 f o r ( i in Sequence { 1 . . noOfDays }) {
26 // c r e a t e d a i l y r eques t
27 var reqDate : T! Date := new T! Date ;
28 reqDate .DD = currentDate . su b s t r i n g (0 , 2 ) ;
29 reqDate .MM = currentDate . s ub s t r i n g (3 , 5 ) ;
30 reqDate .YYYY = currentDate . su b s t r i ng (6 , 10 ) ;
31 t . c reateDai lyRequest ( reqDate ) ;
32
33 f o r ( timeSlotWorkload in s . t imeSlotWorkloads ) {
34 t . c r e a t e S l o t s ( reqDate , timeSlotWorkload ) ;
35 }
36 currentDate = dateTool . tomorrow ( currentDate ) ;
37 }
38 // a s s i g n s t a r t and end date
39 t . s tar tDate = t . r e q u e s t s . at (0 ) . requestDate ;





44 // Rule to Transform the Part−of−Speech Tagger App l i ca t ion
Workload Time S lo t to VM Resource Requirement .
45 r u l e SpeechTaggerTimeSlotWorkloadToVmRequirement
46 trans form timeSlotWorkload : S ! SpeechTaggerTimeSlotWorkload
47 to vm : T!Vm {
48
49 // hours to seconds
50 durat ion := ( timeSlotWorkload . ‘ to ‘ − timeSlotWorkload . from ) *
60 * 60 ; // seconds
51
52 // d e c l a r a t i o n o f v a r i a b l e s
53 var durat ion : I n t e g e r = 0 ;
54 var smallFileCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
55 var mediumFileCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
56 var largeFileCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
57 var smallFileMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
58 var mediumFileMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
59 var largeFileMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
60 var sma l lF i l eNet In : Any = 0 . 0 ;
61 var mediumFileNetIn : Any = 0 . 0 ;
62 var l a r g e F i l e N e t I n : Any = 0 . 0 ;
63 var smal lFi leNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
64 var mediumFileNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
65 var largeFi l eNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
66 var s m a l l F i l e S t o r a g e : Any = 0 . 0 ;
67 var mediumFileStorage : Any = 0 . 0 ;
68 var l a r g e F i l e S t o r a g e : Any = 0 . 0 ;
69
70 f o r ( f i l e S i z e in timeSlotWorkload . f i l e S i z e s ) {
71 // formulas r e t r i v e d from ReRA to proce s s smal l f i l e s are
used ( Figure 6 .47 )
72 i f ( f i l e S i z e . s i z e == SizeCategory#smal l ) {
73 smallFileCPU = (5 .2152 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(3) )
− (188 .59 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) + (2069 .5
* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) − 1 2 9 . 9 ;
74
75 smallFileMemory = (0 .2727 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow
(3) ) + (1 .4333 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) +
(43 .554* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) + 6 4 . 4 8 ;
76
77 sma l lF i l eNet In = (0 .1271 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(3)
) − (3 .7384 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) )+
(36 .104 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) − 2 . 1 5 6 4 ;
78
79 smal lFi leNetOut = (0 .1909 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow
(3) ) − (5 .6324 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) +
(54 .541 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) − 3 . 8 2 9 3 ;
80
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84 // formulas r e t r i v e d from ReRA to proce s s medium f i l e s are
used ( Figure 6 .38 )
85 e l s e i f ( f i l e S i z e . s i z e == SizeCategory#medium) {
86 mediumFileCPU = (8 .4681 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(3) )
− (250 .38 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) + (2385 .1
* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) − 1 3 4 . 1 1 ;
87
88 mediumFileMemory = (0 .23681 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow
(3) ) + (0 .90535 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) +
(49 .94 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) + 6 4 . 3 4 5 ;
89
90 mediumFileNetIn = (0 .40129 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow
(3) ) − (10 .302 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) +
(87 .286 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) − 5 . 7 7 2 3 ;
91
92 mediumFileNetOut = (0 .60614 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow
(3) ) − (15 .746 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) + (
134 .31 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) − 9 . 1 9 4 9 ;
93
94 mediumFileStorage = 3.0931 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles +
1 3 0 2 . 4 ;
95 }
96
97 // formulas r e t r i v e d from ReRA to proce s s l a r g e f i l e s are
used ( Figure 6 . 29 )
98 e l s e i f ( f i l e S i z e . s i z e == SizeCategory#l a r g e ) {
99 largeFileCPU = (11 .008 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(3) )
− (97 . 25 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) + (2616 .6
* f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) − 1 6 4 . 6 4 ;
100
101 largeFileMemory = (0 .9467 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow
(3) ) + (0 .46501 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) +
(57 .656 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) + 6 4 . 7 2 ;
102
103 l a r g e F i l e N e t I n = (0 .88278 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow
(3) ) − (21 .769 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) +
(174 .68 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) − 1 1 . 8 2 3 ;
104
105 l a rgeFi l eNetOut = (1 .3434 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow
(3) ) − (32 .601 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles . pow(2) ) +
(260 .09 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles ) − 1 7 . 4 6 1 ;
106
107 l a r g e F i l e S t o r a g e = 7.1797 * f i l e S i z e . numberOfFiles +





111 // get CPU requirement (MHz)
112 vm.CPU=getMaximum( smallFileCPU , mediumFileCPU , largeFileCPU ) ;
113
114 // get memory requirement (MB)
115 vm. memory=getMaximum( smallFileMemory , mediumFileMemory ,
largeFileMemory ) ;
116
117 // get incomming network requirement (MB)
118 vm. incomingNetwork=getMaximum( smal lF i l eNet In , mediumFileNetIn
, l a r g e F i l e N e t I n ) ;
119
120 // get outgoing network requirement (MB)
121 vm. outgoingNetwork=getMaximum( smallFi leNetOut ,
mediumFileNetOut , largeFi l eNetOut ) ;
122
123 // get s to rage requirement (MB)
124 vm. s to rage=getMaximum( sma l lF i l eS to rage , mediumFileStorage ,
l a r g e F i l e S t o r a g e ) ;
125 }
126
127 opera t ion T! VmRequestPlan createDai lyRequest ( day : T! Date ) {
128 var r = new T! Dai lyRequest ;
129 r . requestDate= day ;
130 s e l f . r e q u e s t s . add ( r ) ;
131 }
132
133 opera t ion T! VmRequestPlan c r e a t e S l o t s ( day : T! Date , t s : Any )
{
134 f o r ( dayReq in s e l f . r e q u e s t s ) {
135 i f ( dayReq . requestDate == day ) {
136 var s = new T! S l o t ;
137 s . from = createTime ( t s . from ) ;
138 s . ‘ to ‘ = createTime ( t s . ‘ to ‘ ) ;
139 s . vmRequirement = t s . equ iva l en t ( ) ;





145 opera t ion createTime ( i ) : T! Time {
146 var time = new T! Time ;
147 time . hour = i ;
148 time . minutes = 0 ;
149 time . seconds = 0 ;




153 opera t ion getMaximum(x , y , z ) : Any{
154 var max = x ;
155 i f ( y > max) { max= y ; }
156 i f ( z > max) { max=z ; }
157 re turn max ;
158 }
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Listing G.4: Complete ETL Program with Rules to Transform the Image
Filter Application Workload to VM Resource Requirement Plan.
1 pre {
2 var myIFWorkload = S ! ImageFilterWorkload . a l l . f i r s t ( ) ;
3 var dateTool = new Native (” t o o l s . DateTool ”) ;
4 }
5
6 // Rule to trans form the Image F i l t e r i n g Appl i ca t ion Workloads
to VM Request Plan
7 r u l e ImageFilterWorkloadToVmRequestPlan
8 trans form s : S ! ImageFilterWorkload
9 to t : T! VmRequestPlan {
10
11 t . appl icationName = s . app l i ca t i on ID ;
12 t . vmRequirements . addAll ( s . t imeSlotWorkloads . equ iva l en t ( ) ) ;
13
14 var noOfDays : I n t e g e r ;
15 var s tar tDate : S t r ing ;
16 var endDate : S t r ing ;
17 var currentDate : S t r ing ;
18
19 s tar tDate = s . s tar tDate .DD + ”/” + s . s tar tDate .MM + ”/” +
s . s tar tDate .YYYY;
20 endDate = s . endDate .DD + ”/” + s . endDate .MM + ”/” + s .
endDate .YYYY;
21
22 noOfDays = dateTool . countDays ( startDate , endDate ) ;
23 currentDate = startDate ;
24
25 f o r ( i in Sequence { 1 . . noOfDays }) {
26 // c r e a t e d a i l y r eques t
27 var reqDate : T! Date := new T! Date ;
28 reqDate .DD = currentDate . su b s t r i ng (0 , 2 ) ;
29 reqDate .MM = currentDate . s ub s t r i n g (3 , 5 ) ;
30 reqDate .YYYY = currentDate . s u b s t r i ng (6 , 10 ) ;
31 t . c reateDai lyRequest ( reqDate ) ;
32
33 f o r ( timeSlotWorkload in s . t imeSlotWorkloads ) {
34 t . c r e a t e S l o t s ( reqDate , timeSlotWorkload ) ;
35 }
36 currentDate = dateTool . tomorrow ( currentDate ) ;
37 }
38 // a s s i g n s t a r t and end date
39 t . s tar tDate = t . r e q u e s t s . at (0 ) . requestDate ;





44 // Rule to Transform the Image F i l t e r i n g Appl i ca t ion Workload
Time S lo t to VM Resource Requirement .
45 r u l e ImageFilterTimeSlotWorkloadToVmRequirement
46 trans form timeSlotWorkload : S ! ImageFilterTimeSlotWorkload
47 to vm : T!Vm {
48
49 // d e c l a r a t i o n o f v a r i a b l e s
50 var smallDefaultCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
51 var smallNegateCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
52 var smallGrayCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
53 var mediumDefaultCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
54 var mediumNegateCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
55 var mediumGrayCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
56 var largeDefaultCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
57 var largeNegateCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
58 var largeGrayCPU : Any = 0 . 0 ;
59 var smallDefaultMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
60 var smallNegateMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
61 var smallGrayMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
62 var mediumDefaultMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
63 var mediumNegateMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
64 var mediumGrayMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
65 var largeDefaultMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
66 var largeNegateMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
67 var largeGrayMemory : Any = 0 . 0 ;
68 var smal lDe fau l tNetIn : Any = 0 . 0 ;
69 var smal lNegateNetIn : Any = 0 . 0 ;
70 var smallGrayNetIn : Any = 0 . 0 ;
71 var mediumDefaultNetIn : Any = 0 . 0 ;
72 var mediumNegateNetIn : Any = 0 . 0 ;
73 var mediumGrayNetIn : Any = 0 . 0 ;
74 var l a rgeDe fau l tNet In : Any = 0 . 0 ;
75 var largeNegateNetIn : Any = 0 . 0 ;
76 var largeGrayNetIn : Any = 0 . 0 ;
77 var smallDefaultNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
78 var smallNegateNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
79 var smallGrayNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
80 var mediumDefaultNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
81 var mediumNegateNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
82 var mediumGrayNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
83 var largeDefaultNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
84 var largeNegateNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
85 var largeGrayNetOut : Any = 0 . 0 ;
86
87
88 f o r ( wl in timeSlotWorkload . workloads ) {
89 i f ( wl . s i z e == SizeCategory#smal l ) {
90 i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r #‘ de fau l t ‘ ) {
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91 // formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s smal l images
with d e f a u l t f i l t e r ( Figure C.21 )
92 smallDefaultCPU = (17 .705 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (387 .67 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (2816 .9
* wl . numberOFimages ) − 6 4 . 4 2 6 ;
93
94 smallDefaultMemory = (1 .5066 * wl . numberOFimages ) +
8 1 . 8 1 6 ;
95
96 smal lDe fau l tNetIn = (123 .41 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(2) ) + (1873 .5 * wl . numberOFimages ) + 3 7 9 . 6 4 ;
97
98 smallDefaultNetOut = (16 .088 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(3) ) − (359 .12 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) )+
(2710 .3 * wl . numberOFimages ) − 2 1 4 . 2 3 ;
99 }
100
101 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#negate ) {
102 // formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s smal l images
with negate f i l t e r ( Figure C.27 )
103 smallNegateCPU = (9 .7597 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (272 .64 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (2413 .4 *
wl . numberOFimages ) + 2 3 3 . 4 4 ;
104
105 smallNegateMemory = (0 .00051442 * wl . numberOFimages .
pow(3) ) − ( 0 .10503 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) +
(2 .4851 * wl . numberOFimages ) + 7 9 . 5 2 5 ;
106
107 smal lNegateNetIn = (6 .0596 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3)
) − (262 .06 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (2912 *
wl . numberOFimages ) + 1 4 8 . 0 5 ;
108
109 smallNegateNetOut = (4 .5664 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(3) ) − (232 .11 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) +
(2689 .8 * wl . numberOFimages ) + 1 5 0 . 7 1 ;
110 }
111
112 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#g r a y s c a l e ) {
113 // formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s smal l images
with g r a y s c a l e f i l t e r ( Figure C.24 )
114 smallGrayCPU = (13 .199 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) ) −
(321 .27 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (2597 .3 *
wl . numberOFimages ) − 1 3 . 2 1 6 ;
115
116 smallGrayMemory = (0 .034408 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(3) ) − (0 .5597 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) +
(3 .736 * wl . numberOFimages ) + 7 8 . 6 8 2 ;
117
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118 smallGrayNetIn = (22 .199 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (491 .83 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (3704 .1 *
wl . numberOFimages ) − 3 8 1 . 3 5 ;
119
120 smallGrayNetOut = (14 .557 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (322 .95 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (2423 .7
* wl . numberOFimages ) − 2 5 2 . 3 5 ;
121 }
122 }
123 e l s e i f ( wl . s i z e == SizeCategory#medium) {
124 i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r #‘ de fau l t ‘ ) {
125 // formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s medium
images with d e f a u l t f i l t e r ( Figure C.12 )
126 mediumDefaultCPU = (14 .873 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3)
) − (365 .65 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (2913 .9
* wl . numberOFimages ) − 1 1 6 . 5 8 ;
127
128 mediumDefaultMemory = (0 .072804 * wl . numberOFimages .
pow(3) ) − (1 .8412 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) +
(16 .496 * wl . numberOFimages ) + 7 9 . 0 8 3 ;
129
130 mediumDefaultNetIn = (6 .0701 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(3) ) − (148 .56 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) +
(1188 .4 * wl . numberOFimages ) − 1 1 8 . 6 9 ;
131
132 mediumDefaultNetOut = (9 .6006 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(3) ) − (238 .42 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) )+
(1920 .5 * wl . numberOFimages ) − 1 8 5 . 1 3 ;
133 }
134
135 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#negate ) {
136 // formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s medium
images with negate f i l t e r ( Figure C.18 )
137 mediumNegateCPU = (14 .206 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (355 .97 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (2887 .5
* wl . numberOFimages ) − 1 1 1 . 0 2 ;
138
139 mediumNegateMemory = (5 .121 * wl . numberOFimages ) +
7 9 . 2 9 8 ;
140
141 mediumNegateNetIn = (8 .1863 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(3) ) − (201 . 7 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (1634
* wl . numberOFimages ) − 1 5 3 . 4 1 ;
142
143 mediumNegateNetOut = (6 .5072 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(3) ) − (165 .86 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) +




146 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#g r a y s c a l e ) {
147 // formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s medium
images with g r a y s c a l e f i l t e r ( Figure C.15 )
148 mediumGrayCPU = (14 .708 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) ) −
(367 .12 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (2931 .8 *
wl . numberOFimages ) − 1 1 6 . 4 5 ;
149
150 mediumGrayMemory = (4 .6741 * wl . numberOFimages ) +
8 0 . 3 5 9 ;
151
152 mediumGrayNetIn = (10 .915 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (272 . 7 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (2170 .4 *
wl . numberOFimages ) − 1 9 4 . 2 2 ;
153
154 mediumGrayNetOut =(5.7108 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (141 .23 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (1112 .7




158 e l s e i f ( wl . s i z e == SizeCategory#l a r g e ) {
159 i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r #‘ de fau l t ‘ ) {
160 // formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s l a r g e
images with d e f a u l t f i l t e r ( Figure C. 3 )
161 largeDefaultCPU = (14 .134 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (372 .03 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (3113 .7
* wl . numberOFimages ) − 4 3 4 . 0 8 ;
162
163 largeDefaultMemory = (69 .763 * wl . numberOFimages ) +
8 6 . 8 4 1 ;
164
165 l a rgeDe fau l tNet In = (1 .8246 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(3) ) − (45 .002 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) +
(361 .99 * wl . numberOFimages ) − 4 4 . 5 5 8 ;
166
167 largeDefaultNetOut = (3 .2162 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(3) ) − (86 .301 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) +
(722 .14 * wl . numberOFimages ) − 7 2 . 9 1 ;
168 }
169
170 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#negate ) {
171 // formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s l a r g e
images with negate f i l t e r ( Figure C. 9 )
172 largeNegateCPU = (14 .476 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (373 .13 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (3075 *
wl . numberOFimages ) − 2 5 2 . 3 3 ;
173
174 largeNegateMemory = (58 .81 * wl . numberOFimages ) +
7 9 . 1 0 1 ;
255
175
176 largeNegateNetIn = (3 .086 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (82 .426 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (704 .3 *
wl . numberOFimages ) − 7 2 . 9 3 4 ;
177
178 largeNegateNetOut = (3 .0144 * wl . numberOFimages . pow
(3) ) − (77 .783 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) +
(634 .76 * wl . numberOFimages ) − 6 6 . 4 8 7 ;
179 }
180
181 e l s e i f ( wl . f i l t e r == F i l t e r#g r a y s c a l e ) {
182 // formulas r e t r i e v e d from ReRA to proce s s l a r g e
images with g r a y s c a l e f i l t e r ( Figure C. 6 )
183 largeGrayCPU = (13 .711 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) ) −
(358 .62 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (3005 .9 *
wl . numberOFimages ) − 1 7 5 . 5 3 ;
184
185 largeGrayMemory = (58 .718* wl . numberOFimages ) +
7 6 . 9 7 7 ;
186
187 largeGrayNetIn = (3 .511 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) ) −
(87 .991 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (719 .57 *
wl . numberOFimages ) − 7 6 . 3 5 8 ;
188
189 largeGrayNetOut = (2 .2861 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(3) )
− (59 .233 * wl . numberOFimages . pow(2) ) + (486 .02






195 // get CPU requirement (MHz)
196 vm.CPU = getMaximum( smallDefaultCPU , smallNegateCPU ,
smallGrayCPU , mediumDefaultCPU , mediumNegateCPU ,
mediumGrayCPU , largeDefaultCPU , largeNegateCPU ,
largeGrayCPU ) ;
197
198 // get memory requirement (MB)
199 vm. memory = getMaximum( smallDefaultMemory ,
smallNegateMemory , smallGrayMemory , mediumDefaultMemory ,
mediumNegateMemory , mediumGrayMemory , largeDefaultMemory
, largeNegateMemory , largeGrayMemory ) ;
200
201 // get incomming network requirement (MB)
202 vm. incomingNetwork = getMaximum( smal lDefaultNetIn ,
smallNegateNetIn , smallGrayNetIn , mediumDefaultNetIn ,
mediumNegateNetIn , mediumGrayNetIn , la rgeDefau l tNet In ,
largeNegateNetIn , largeGrayNetIn ) ;
256
203
204 // get outgoing network requirement (MB)
205 vm. outgoingNetwork = getMaximum( smallDefaultNetOut ,
smallNegateNetOut , smallGrayNetOut , mediumDefaultNetOut ,
mediumNegateNetOut , mediumGrayNetOut , largeDefaultNetOut





210 opera t ion T! VmRequestPlan createDai lyRequest ( day : T! Date ) {
211 var r = new T! Dai lyRequest ;
212 r . requestDate= day ;




217 opera t ion T! VmRequestPlan c r e a t e S l o t s ( day : T! Date , t s : Any )
{
218 f o r ( dayReq in s e l f . r e q u e s t s ) {
219 i f ( dayReq . requestDate == day ) {
220 var s = new T! S l o t ;
221 s . from = createTime ( t s . from ) ;
222 s . ‘ to ‘ = createTime ( t s . ‘ to ‘ ) ;
223 s . vmRequirement = t s . equ iva l en t ( ) ;






230 opera t ion createTime ( i ) : T! Time {
231 var time = new T! Time ;
232
233 time . hour = 0 ;
234 time . minutes = 0 ;
235 time . seconds = 0 ;
236
237 i f ( i >= 3600) {
238 time . hour = ( i /3600) . c e i l i n g ( ) ;
239 i = i − ( time . hour * 3600) ;
240 }
241
242 i f ( i >= 60 ) {
243 time . minutes = ( i /60) . c e i l i n g ( ) ;
244 i = i − ( time . minutes * 60) ;
245 }
246
247 i f ( i > 0 ) {
257
248 time . seconds = i ;
249 }
250




255 opera t ion getMaximum( a , b , c , d , e , f , g , h , i ) : Any{
256 var max = a ;
257 i f (b > max) { max = b ; }
258 i f ( c > max) { max = c ; }
259 i f (d > max) { max = d ; }
260 i f ( e > max) { max = e ; }
261 i f ( f > max) { max = f ; }
262 i f ( g > max) { max = g ; }
263 i f (h > max) { max = h ; }
264 i f ( i > max) { max = i ; }




1. PiP Physical Infrastructure Provider.
2. ViP Virtual Infrastructure Service Provider.
3. MDE Model-Driven Engineering.
4. DSM Domain Specific Modelling.
5. DSML Domain Specific Modelling Language.
6. SLA Service Level Agreement.
7. VM Virtual Machine.
8. PM Physical Machine.
9. ReRA Resource Requirement Analysis.
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